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The largely accepted position on women in the               is that women are 

non-heirs—they are legally dependent on men in their respective roles as daughters, 

wives or mothers. While there exist studies on inheritance and property in Hindu Law, 

modern scholars have paid insufficient attention to women's rights to property in the 

              during the succession process, possibly due to                           

women. My study attempts to fill in this gap. In this dissertation, I examine the 

conceptual position of women in regard to inheritance and property in an influential 

treatise—the           composed by Jī ū        . The           is a specialized 

work on inheritance from medieval Bengal dated approximately to the 12th century CE.  

I analyze the           closely as a historical text belonging to the               

genre. I seek to explain three key legal concepts that Jī ū                     ,   g   g 

how his unique interpretations have a positive effect on women's rights to inheritance and 

property, at least in theory, within the          . In chapter two, I investigate 

Jī ū                       g                  (inheritance) and show how 



 ix 

Jī ū                                  has the potential to liberate women from tight 

inher                                                               ,               

Jī ū                              (women's property) in terms of legal rights, which 

gives the power of alienation to women, and thus is reflective of women's "agency" in the 

                          ,           Jī ū        's concept of         (spiritual 

benefit) to the deceased, where he extends         beyond the          (ancestral rites 

usually offered by male relatives) arguing that women too may provide up     , and uses 

it as a justification for women, especially widows, to legally claim their deceased 

husband's property. This study builds on and contributes to the paradigm of historical-

textual studies on women. The chapters in this dissertation explore                      

            g                                          g                Jī ū        's 

         .  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1: Women, Property and Inheritance  

 
This study is about women, property and inheritance in an influential 12th century 

Sanskrit treatise from Bengal, India—the           composed by Jī ū        . I examine the 

conceptual position of women in the          , a specialized work on inheritance, to 

understand women's relationship to property. The study may be broadly divided into two parts—

first, interpretations of legal concepts by the author of          , and second, impact of those 

interpretations on women's property rights in the text. Thus, the dissertation focuses on both 

theoretical concepts and women's putative position within the law. 

The study does not address broader themes related to positions of women in medieval 

Bengal, except indirectly. I do not claim that the           is a direct historical mirror of its 

times, but, nevertheless place this research within the context of historical studies of Bengal. The 

main reason for disassociating this study from the position of women in the history of Bengal is 

that the           is a representation of its author's views only. The author's understanding is 

undoubtedly influenced by classical Brahmanical worldviews and possibly by a general 

awareness of those worldviews in medieval Bengal. Thus, connections between the           

and socio-historical conditions are at most indirect ones—the treatise reflects norms, either 

accepted or debated, among Brahmin scholarly communities in Bengal during the time of its 

composition, roughly the 12th century CE. In this restricted sense, the study may be grounded 

within the historical scholarship of Bengal. What I aim to offer in this dissertation is a close 

textual study about women's rights to property in the          .  
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In this Introduction, I briefly discuss women's roles in inheritance in Brahmanical legal 

literature, focusing on how modern scholars have understood such issues. I touch upon the 

concepts "inheritance" and "property," leaving the details for later chapters. Additionally, I 

discuss my sources explaining how they relate to the history of Bengal, finally moving on to 

providing a general overview of the study. 

1.1.1: Inheritance and Property in               

We inherit things genetically from ancestors such as personal characteristics, skills and 

other traits. We may also inherit material wealth from ancestors. In this dissertation, I consider 

inheritance in relation to material wealth only. Broadly, inheritance has been defined as "the 

intergenerational devolution of valuables" (Hann 2008, 146). If inheritance is intergenerational, 

then, it may be understood as a transfer of wealth from older to younger family members in 

general, barring untimely deaths. Thus, inheritance is wealth we receive usually from people 

related to us, either in their lifetime or after their death. The time of transmission is significant 

for an understanding of the concept of inheritance, and I discuss this further in chapters two and 

the five. In societies the relationship between the deceased and potential heirs is a crucial factor 

in determining who should receive the deceased person's wealth. In contemporary societies, such 

intergenerational wealth transfers are carried out differently by legal systems in different 

countries.  

While modern inheritance is understood primarily as a legal concept due to its reliance on 

legal frameworks of countries, it is folded within a family's kinship structure.
1
 The role of 

kinship structures in inheritance and succession is observed perhaps more prominently in 

                                                 

1 Ditz comments on various societal methods in different societies for regulating succession and 

when families own wealth such methods assume prominence (Ditz 1986, 24-34). 
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classical societies. Legal arrangements are not always restricted to courthouses, especially if 

there are no disputes. Broader kinship structures within societies and within families determine 

the sequence of heirs for any given inheritable wealth. Legal matters might be different for joint-

families than for nuclear ones. Even if one considers only the nuclear family, there would be 

certain rules that determine transmission and distribution of wealth within it. For example, if a 

deceased man is survived by his spouse and children, one might ask who would inherit his 

wealth first—his spouse or his children? Or, would his spouse and children inherit equal or 

unequal parts of the deceased man's wealth and would they do so at the same time? Basic 

questions such as these depend on underlying principles upon which legal and kinship 

frameworks are built.  

In classical India, Brahmanical legal texts such as the           approach inheritance 

from the premise that families are joint and structurally patriarchal.
2
 In the dissertation, I address 

women's questions within patriarchal structures found in my source texts. I do not delve into the 

justifiability or morality of patriarchy here or elsewhere in the dissertation as it is beyond the 

scope of my research. The place of a man within his family may be seen as an extension of his 

central role in Brahmanical domestic ritual structure. Most daily religious rites are performed by 

a male householder, at least, that is how Brahmanical prescriptive ritual texts would have it. The 

wife joins the householder in ritual, but in his presence she assumes a dependent ritual role. This 

analogy may be extended to the sphere of inheritance as well. In inheritance, just as in ritual, the 

Brahmanical worldview prefers male heirs over females in the succession to household wealth. 

We may look into the structural basis and bias of Brahmanical religion to understand why men 

                                                 

2 On the legal role of the patriarch in the kinship structure of the Hindu joint family in 

Brahmanical texts, see Sontheimer 1977, 1-43. 
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are preferred over women as heirs in the succession process. Though Brahmanical ritual is not 

the focus of this dissertation, yet it comes into play while determining the place of women heirs 

in the Brahmanical legal system. I discuss Brahmanical ritual briefly in chapters four and five. In 

classical India, the role of religion, specifically theology, overlaps with the realm of law which 

comes into play during the succession of wealth.
3
  

In the field of classical Hindu law, there exist extensive surveys of various legal topics, 

including inheritance, within Brahmanical legal treatis  —                  (Kane 1930-62, 

3.   -                                                                               (Jolly 1885; 

Sarvadhikari 1882). While such detailed studies provide an overall idea about inheritance and 

succession, due to their                  g                                     , such studies 

sparingly offer a historical context for understanding the                    ,                  

                 g                                                                tradition. 

These studies are immensely useful in presenting an overview of how inheritance is presented by 

various Brahmanical legal texts (more in terms of a list stating which text prescribes what 

regarding any particular topic), coupled with references to real lawsuits which give us an idea 

about Hindu law administration in colonial India. However, because              texts 

frequently conflict on a topic, often the issue becomes complex. Scholars in an attempt to resolve 

that confusion refer the reader to how modern Indian courts have dealt with divergent views and 

interpreted things for all practical purposes during lawsuits. 

                                                 

3 For an understanding of how classical Brahmanical scholarship on jurisprudence may be 

viewed as a "theology of ordinary life," see Davis 2010, 1-10. Davis does not claim that "Hindu 

law" embodies things that Hindus necessarily live by. The point here is not about practice based 

on prescriptions, rather Davis's emphasis is on the religious foundations from which the Hindu 

legal tradition draws its perspective and vice versa (Davis 2010, 12).  
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                                                               . Inheritance is something 

that is relevant for most people regardless of historical timeframes and societies—it intersects 

other areas of law such as adoption. In the light of practical usability of inheritance, treatises 

such as the          , assumed importance in colonial India—they were adopted by the British 

courts in Bengal for administrative purposes.
4
 From the time of their colonial adoption as Hindu 

Law, compendiums of                                                      g , adoption, and 

inheritance have been published in several editions. Along with presenting              

materials on each specific issue, these collections concentrate equally, and not simply in terms of 

references, on modern court decisions based on those                   . These are standard 

volumes on personal laws in India and are still consulted by practicing lawyers in India (Mayne 

1991; Mulla 2010). Inheritance has been considered extensively in the field of Hindu Law 

because of its practical application in British India. However, the focus of these works has 

mainly been on the practical side of legal ideas, which were necessary for administration of 

Hindu law in the Indian subcontinent. Thus, due to their scope, these scholars do not approach 

the                       , but use them to understand contemporary court decisions. However, 

recent scholarship has rightly demonstrated that texts such as the           were neither 

"legal" in the modern sense of the term nor were they regional, as was believed earlier by the 

British administrators in India (Rocher 2012b, 122-125).
5
  

                                                 

4 Most scholars writing in colonial India conceived of composers of Brahmanical scholastic 

literature as "lawyers." Gradually, the idea that these treatises are law-books in the contemporary 

sense of the term found acceptance in later scholarship on Hindu law (Rocher 2012). 

Unfortunately, the conception of such treatises as law-books had stemmed from British 

colonizers' need to officially deliver "law" and their modern understanding of these texts.  

 

5 On why Brahmanical scholastic texts cannot be understood as modern legal texts, see Rocher 

2012, 119-127. For a brief survey of how modern scholars of India have understood these 

Brahmanical texts as scholarly traditions, see Davis 2012, 18-26. 
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In the legal context of inheritance, a more technical generic term is used for wealth—

"property." Property, in the domestic sphere, refers to wealth owned by a person individually or 

jointly. All discussions in this dissertation are centered around people's household wealth, and 

hence, I use the generic term property to refer only to personal wealth held individually or 

jointly. Ownership of wealth by a person legally characterizes that wealth as the person's 

property. 

We have two interrelated concepts in regard to someone's wealth—"ownership" and 

"property" and these two concepts are intrinsicly connected, which makes it difficult to for us to 

engage in separate discussions of each without referring to the other. Modern scholars of India 

have undertaken studies on property in              . Along with broad surveys about property 

and ownership (Kane 1930-62, 3.543-562), there exist comparative legal studies of property as 

well (Derrett 1956; Derrett 1962). Derrett is one of the first scholars in the field of legal studies 

to study classical Indian property. He indicates the difficulty of arriving at a precise definition of 

the term property in early legal systems (referring mainly to Roman and English law), but points 

towards concrete efforts made by Brahmanical scholastic treatises in the direction of 

understanding property (Derrett 1956,  475-476).  

Since property is owned by people there exists a relationship between the two. Davis 

approaches property theoretically along these lines, discussing early Brahmanical foundations of 

property as a legal relationship between persons and things. This legal relationship extends over 

several generations in case of inheritance (Davis 2010, 89-107). The nature of the relationship 

between peesons and things is discussed in yet another genre of Brahmanical scholasticism. 

While Derrett and Davis approach property from the legal side, Kroll examines property theories 
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in Brahmanical treatises on logic and epistemology (     ). He says that       attempts to 

formulate a definition of the complex relationship between persons and things. According to 

Kroll, n     scholars believe that there must be distinct characteristics of "property" and of the 

person who owns it ("owner"), so that it is easier to comprehend those concepts separately, and 

thereby understand their relationship philosophically. Kroll points out that philosophical 

reflections on property in       are extended to Brahmanical legal literature on inheritance too. 

However, the       understanding of property and ownership must be grasped prior to looking 

at                            . This is because                                  g       g       

issues and not on the conceptual understanding underlying property laws. Thus, one has to get 

the philosophy behind property before understanding the laws on property (Kroll 2010, 1-17). In 

his recent paper, Lubin integrates legal prescriptions about property in               within 

practice, looking at ways in which legal norms about property ownership get reflected in 

epigraphical evidence in pre-colonial India (Lubin, forthcoming). I discuss more about the 

conceptual understanding of property in Brahmanical worldview in chapter three, where 

Jī ū                ly understands property in terms of legal rights and extends his 

understanding to women's property as well. 

1.1.2 Women in               

 

Within existing studies on inheritance and property in Hindu Law, insufficient attention 

has been paid to women's rights to property in              during the succession process. This 

has lead to only a slight focus on women and inheritance in the              . Hindu Law 

scholarship does not discuss women in the succession process if a deceased man has sons, 

grandsons and great-grandsons as heirs—it generally appears that women questions and 

inheritance issues do not go hand in hand. Few scholars of Hindu Law who have focused on 
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women issues discuss them in detail, but those who do draw a lot of their materials from court 

decisions, integrating them with               prescriptions on women's legal entitlement to 

property. Therefore, these studies approach women and inheritance from a dual perspective, 

combining              and colonial lawsuits, methodologically taking both as historical facts. 

Modern scholarship's relative disregard for women's issues in the area of inheritance may be 

directly linked to the               themselves.  

In order to understand modern scholars' neglect, I briefly demonstrate how women are 

portrayed in the             s, especially regarding property. In the general context of 

inheritance, the               mention that heirs have an obligation to provide for unmarried 

daughters' weddings (Jolly 1885, 133). Other than that, women do not figure in the succession 

process unless the deceased man is without direct male heirs, that is, sons, grandsons and great-

grandsons. As a result of this, when scholars (both in the fields of Hindu Law and women's 

history) approach questions about women and property in classical India, they mostly direct their 

attention towards a special category of property (mostly in the form of movable assets such as 

jewelry) called           or women's property (Banerjee 1984; Bhattacharji 1991; Derrett 1962; 

Jolly 1885, 226-270; Kane 1930-62, 3. 770-802; Mitter 1913; Patton 2002, 3-5; Sternbach 1943). 

Before elaborating on          , I want to briefly summarize the idea that one gets about 

women's position in relation to inheritance and property from existing studies on the topic. 

There are two parallel issues that prevent women from becoming prominent in the 

             : one, the central ritual figure of the male householder in these texts, and two, the 

dependent status that                   ascribe to women. Let us look at one instance of how 

women are portrayed in               (though not always in such strong terms). The example 

below is probably one of the most infamous textual examples, and clouds all other positive 
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statements made about women in this particular text. This is from the influential       -

            . It states: 

         ati ka                                                               

sv              i || (MDh. 9.3) 

 

Her father guards her in her childhood, her husband guards her in her youth, and her sons 

guard her in her old age; a woman is not qualified to act independently. (MDh. 9.3, 

Olivelle 2005)
6
 

 

While the above prescription may be understood in an everyday context of suppression of 

women, it may also be viewed as a legal statement. Women in Brahmanical scholastic texts are 

considered people without any legal independence. Here, "independence" (          ) is a legal 

term, in the sense of someone with legal autonomy. Having legal autonomy and independence 

would imply that the person has a legal capacity to take decisions on her own. Examples of such 

decisions may involve acts of buying a car or deciding to sell off some household valuables. 

Davis states that a particular Brahmanical text provides some discussion about the implications 

of the term independent in a legal context where it means "legal competence." Legal competence 

is terms of one's capability to make "valid legal transactions" (Davis 2010, 76). 

Related probably to their legally dependent status in Brahmanical scholastic texts, women 

are not considered as heirs in the regular succession process. Kane points towards a passage from 

the                    (6.5.8.2), which maintains that women are devoid of strength and are 

        , that is, non-heirs. Let us take the wife as an example here.         B           

                         ū    ) rarely mention wives as heirs and suggest that wives are 

maintained by wh                                                                                

digests (nibandhas) list the wife as heir, in case a man dies sonless (Kane 1930-62, 3.701-702), 

                                                 

6 Olivelle states that this historically important text became a symbol of oppression for certain 

minority groups in present day India, especially for women in terms of gender oppression 

(Olivelle 2005, 4). 
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but, they are never considered if the deceased has direct male heirs. The non-heir status of 

women in the presence of sons, grandsons and great-grandsons is also related to Brahmanical 

death rites, discussed in chapter four. 

The secondary status of women in the source materials gets reflected in modern women's 

studies scholarship. Since women do not figure in mainstream succession, women heirs are not 

easily visible in discussions about succession. Scholars studying classical India generally offer 

the usual views of women based on the Brahmanical source texts that do not discuss women 

directly as heirs to property. For example, Jolly, discussing women in Brahmanical literature, 

points out that if a family is joint, then the widow and daughters cannot claim more than 

maintenance and have to be dependent on their husband's male relatives who inherit his share of 

property (Jolly 1885, 135-138). However, there are instances when certain conditions place 

women in a position to claim more than a maintenance allowance. Here, Jolly does indicate 

exceptions to this general norm, mentioning circumstances where women could be considered as 

heirs. For instance, the           does not support the aforementioned thesis of widows being 

merely provided for in case the deceased has no direct male heirs. The nibandhas (digests) 

present divergent viewpoints on this issue, and the most common views get reflected in modern 

scholarly works. The           view is not the most common in this case. However, since 

women as potential heirs are not a common               concern, modern scholars who are not 

specifically looking to address women's questions reflect only                                

on women as (non)heirs. M                                                       ,             

         g   g                                 ." 

As I briefly mentioned at the start of this section, modern scholars indicate, both directly 

and indirectly that if women are discussed in               with regard to property, that 
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property must be her          . From the above discussion, it is easy to understand why scholars 

presented things this way. In a recent volume, focusing exclusively on women in the 

Brahmanical textual tradition, Patton understands women's rights to property mainly in terms of 

their          . She states that, "if there is any one thing that symbolizes the relationship 

between women and the brahminical textual tradition of India, it is their jewelry" (Patton 2002, 

3). Patton uses jewels as a symbol to illustrate the legal relationship of women and property. In 

general, Patton's idea of women's inheritance based on reflections in                   

nibandhas are jewels that women inherit from their mothers. Patton's explanation rightly places 

women within the boundaries of Brahmanical domestic space and identifies jewelry (movable 

property) to be representative of women's agency in Brahmanical textual traditions.7 Thus, even 

in the rare instance when women's relationship to property are discussed by modern scholars, the 

broader                    on women as holders of their jewelry is the one idea that gets 

prominently reflected. A detailed discussion on           is found in chapter three.  

1.1.3 Methods  

 

Textual studies such as Patton's approach questions on women's inheritance and property 

through gender-sensitive close textual readings. They employ the method of "reading between 

the lines" (Jamison 2006, 191)—a reading that considers nuances in source texts. Patton 

emphasizes the method of close textual reading and highlights its merits. She suggests that the 

close reading method helps us see whether women are given or denied authority in ritual and 

interpretive situations in India. Patton indicates that to understand women's positions in 

Brahmanical treatises we need to conduct micro studies of "individual debates about women and 

                                                 

7 I use the term "agency" in its simplest sense here; that is, the ability of a person to act 

according to her wishes. 
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brahminical textual authority and how such arguments and negotiations change over time" 

(Patton 2002, 5). 

The other aspect related to women's studies is the question of "voice," which seeks to find 

what women have to say about themselves. Due to the male authorship of my sources, I cannot 

delve into the question of women's "voices" in this study. This is one of the constraints on 

women's research on Brahmanical literature that scholars unanimously agree upon. 

Acknowledging the lack of "utilizable material," Jamison indicates other challenges for 

researchers interested in working on women within the realm of Brahmanical literature.8 Jamison 

states that if we were to work on women in Brahmanical treatises, we should be aware that "we 

are not going to hear an authentic woman's voice" (Jamison 1996, 8). Thus, locating women's 

voices will not be possible in this study. We may at most observe the attitudes of male 

composers towards women.  

In addition to the limitations of male authorship, Jamison points out another problem with 

this kind of study. She says that the Brahmanical scholastic texts are "idealized codes of 

conduct," and thus it is doubly difficult to figure out the actual experience of women in history 

(Jamison 1996, 8). Thus, given the nature of my sources, I can only offer an ideal worldview 

about women. Studies such as Jamison's and Patton's may not be considered new, but are fairly 

recent within the paradigm of women studies
9
 since the textual analysis method is not commonly 

                                                 

8 For further details on problems with source materials, see Jamison 1996, 7-10. For a suggested 

methodology for the study of Brahmanical materials, see Jamison 1996, 10-12. 

 

9 Other than textual studies, the emerging scholarly gender paradigm covers the study of women 

in epigraphical sources. A few such recent studies are found in Orr 2000; Rangachari 2009; Shah 

2001. I do not discuss those studies here due to the scope of this dissertation.  
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used in earlier works on women in Hindu law. It is within this paradigm that I situate my 

research. 

1.2: Sources 

1.2.1:              

 

Specialized Brahmanical treatises on inheritance and other topics are products of a legal 

tradition (      ) beginning in approximately the third century BCE.
10

 Olivelle characterizes the 

       tradition and texts belonging to that tradition as "a broad category of knowledge system 

and related literary products." These scholastic texts are labeled according to the style of their 

composition. Within religio-legal topics, if composed in "aphoristic style (      ,      ,          

               ū   , and if composed "in verse (      ,      ,                             . 

Olivelle rejects this dual classification, emphasizing the content of these texts and not the form 

(Olivelle 2010, 28-29). The concept of dharma                                       ū        

            , and it is dharma that binds this scholastic tradition together.  

Scholars of Hindu law acknowledge that the Sanskrit term dharma is hard to translate 

into English. Olivelle understands the term dharma more in terms of its function in Brahmanical 

texts than its translation in English (Olivelle 2010).
11

 However, since dharma does not directly 

factor in this dissertation, I do not discuss dharma at length here. Rather, I want to point out that 

                                                 

10 Dating classical Indian texts has generally been a challenge in scholarship on classical India. 

For a recent dating of the Brahmanical scholastic texts, see Olivelle 2010. 

 

11 Emphasizing dharma as community rules, Olivelle states: 

 

 Brahmanical theologians had little choice but to define their own religion, ethics, and 

way of life in terms of dharma. Indeed, the scrutiny of the early meaning of dharma 

                               gg                         Veda but the "community 

standards" prevalent in different regions and communities that were taken to constitute 

dharma. (Olivelle 2010, 31-32) 
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translating the term dharma        ,                                                       g 

law, can lead one to (mis)understand that these texts as modern legal codes. Rocher questions the 

idea that dharma is equivalent to modern law, showing how British colonialists in India failed to 

understand the basic nature                                                                 

reflections on law as modern scholars understand it.
12

 Rocher emphasizes the         being "the 

theological source of law" (Rocher 2012c,          ,                                , 

theological and legal all at the same time.  

    g                         g                            ,                             

                                 "rules of law" which must be followed by legal practitioners, 

but that they contain "precepts." Being mere precepts, it was acceptable                          

to accept divergent opinions          g                                                ] and to 

opt to support one rule over another (Derrett 1973). The problem that Derrett hints           

         g   g                               . Rather, his emphasis is on divergent viewpoints 

regarding                                                              .  

It is fair to investigate the reasons for diveregent views presented in these texts. Does it 

have anything to do with the regional and cultural milieu of the authors of these texts or are 

different opinions merely subjective to an author's personal preferences? To answer this 

question, we need to know how to situate the Dharma                                   text, 

keeping in mind that they are products of a Brahmanical scholastic tradition. In a way, they 

remain committed to a particular line of juridical thought and cannot depart radically from the 

Brahmanical legal tradition. Thus, the more specific question here is whether we can         

                                                 

12                                      , see Davis 2010; Kane 1930-62; Lingat 1998; Olivelle 

2010; Rocher 2012. 
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              g                 understand and construct pre-modern Indian history, or should 

we simply treat them as ahistorical products of a scholastic tradition?  

This question has been answered by scholars in two broad ways. First, many scholars 

emphasize that                                                           of an "expert 

tradition," but they do not suggest a complete break                                            

context. Olivelle, commenting on the use of such literature as sources of history, says that, even 

though these texts are normative, they cannot be dismissed as historical documents by being 

comprehended as purely theological and normative documents, because they are "documents 

composed by human beings within specific historical settings." He emphasizes          

                         e "children of their times," rightly pointing out that their works 

"should provide some clues to the social context in which they lived and wrote" (Olivelle 1993, 

33). Thus, even though they are motivated by theology, t                                      

grounded within historical settings. 

Others lay greater emphasis on              ' potential as historical evidence. Richard 

Lariviere states that                       records of "local social norms and traditional 

standards of behavior," and ultimately suggests that such texts were a "record of custom" 

(Lariviere 2004, 612). Thus, Lariviere departs from Rocher,                            

                                               , not having much to do with real law.           

 g                                                                               , but argues 

that these texts were "concerned with the practical administration of law," as they could be used 

by people in authoritative positions (kings, judges etc.) as collections of guidelines available for 

them to consult before deciding on a particular legal matter (Lariviere 2004, 623). P.V. Kane 

holds a similar opinion as Lariviere. Kane states that the s ṛtis "embodied the practices of the 
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people current in their days" (Kane 1930-62, 3.874). Thus,                            

                                        g   rrent local practice, as well as documents serving 

as guiding principles for contemporary authorities in pre-modern India to carry out law. 

Donald Davis acknowledges the tension inherent in the two different scholarly points of 

view – especially at the extremes – in understanding the               as either scholastic 

works or records of custom. By comparing temple records and               in a study of 

medieval Kerala, Davis offers us a solution, rather a link, to situate                   in history 

connecting them to legal practice. He demonstrates that through a strong Brahminical influence 

in a local community in medie          ,                  norms found acceptance in the  

community and, in turn, those accepted local norms (   g               g          

             ) circulated among people and became local customs of the region. Davis states: 

A cycle of collec                 ,                       ṛ                            

      ,                           ,   j  , and other leaders), and appropriation (again by 

socio-political elites into regional legal systems) existed in the transmission of 

        stra texts in classical and medieval India. (Davis 1999, 166-67) 

 

Thus, as Davis points out, the scholarly tension in identifying the               as either 

scholarly works or records of custom need not be segregated as mutually exclusive notions. 

Rathe ,          -                                                                             

hand, and the impact of local practices in the codification of the               on the other, 

more in terms of a cyclical relationship, provides us with a new wa               g     

            s historically.13 

Another category of texts within the              tradition consists of legal digests 

(nibandha). The           (my main source in this study) is a part of the nibandha genre. The 

                                                 

13 For a discussion on the relationship between customary law and the              , see Davis 

2004, 119-153. 
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nibandhas are specialized texts on particular topics. They usually explain and synthesize earlier 

dharma texts. Nibandhas                                       ū                          

that they explain these earlier texts. However, unlike the commentarial literature, the nibandhas 

                    g               —they consider materials from available dharma texts that 

they had access to. The nibandhas                                                               

                   ū                               hey identify themselves as innovators. 

Broadly speaking, they stay put within the tradition of dharma and attempt to clarify certain 

concepts, especially in light of divergent opinions in earlier texts. However, they sometimes 

reinterpret things in innovative ways and in that sense are innovators. 

The nibandha                                              g                   g        

               ,                        g                                                  . For 

the purposes of this brief overview, I take the commentaries and digests as one single genre of 

Brahmanical scholastic texts prevalent in the medieval period.14 Modern scholars recognize the 

importance of the nibandhas within the Brahmanical tradition. Davis states that there are two 

divergent scholarly opinions about the way we understand the place of commentaries and digests 

in history. The first set of modern scholars believe that Brahmanical commentaries adjust earlier 

dharma texts to fit them in contemporary time, while the second set of scholars think that it is a 

purely intellectual tradition which remains within the enclosed circle of the dharma texts. Davis 

thinks it is a bit of both and that the later literature may be seen as both as an intellectual exercise 

within the Brahmanical tradition as well as reflecting norms of changing times (Davis 2010, 20-

                                                 

14 In his recent article on commentarial mindsets, Nance points out the reasons for the lack of 

scholarly attention to commentarial literature (Nance 2015, 212-216). 
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21).
15

 Thus, the nibandhas serve as scholarly documents situated in their historical context that 

reflect certain societal conditions.  

David Brick emphasizes the importance of the nibandha literature from a similar 

perspective of their reflecting certain customs prevalent in medieval India. In addition to the 

above, Brick highlights two other uses of nibandhas. He says that there are relatively neglected 

topics in the Dha    ū                      , such as pilgrimage, which the nibandhas 

elaborate upon. Also, the nibandhas present comprehensive accounts of most of the earlier 

literature on specific topics (Brick 2014, 3-4). Along with the aforementioned importance of the 

nibandhas, the nibandhas also refer to certain dharma texts which are no longer available to 

us—from that standpoint, we gain additional information from references made by the digest 

composers to lost dharma texts. Thus, overall, if one wanted to understand Brahmanical 

worldviews on particular topics the nibandhas are, in my view, a good place to start. 

S                                                        , situating a nibandha such as 

the           within its historical context raises similar questions about their production and 

connection to history and cul                                     g        . The          , 

being embedded in the dharma                                   ,                               -

                               g    . At the same time, it is probable that local factors also 

                                                 

15 Explaining how such later dharma texts are both parts of a closed scholastic tradition as well 

as a representation of history in a way, Davis states: 

 

Perhaps the best way to describe what commentators were trying to do is to say that they, 

like most academics, were first concerned to preserve and work within the established 

conventions for thinking and writing in their discipline. In other words, a proper 

interpretation of the texts was foremost in their minds. At the same time, it is both 

expected and unavoidable that changing social, political, religious, economic, and other 

circumstances would have influenced the commentator's interpretations. It appears that 

the impact of social history was sometimes conscious and sometimes not. (Davis 2010, 

20) 
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influenced the          , since scholars mostly agree that ground realities affect and show up 

in some form or the other in any text. It is admittedly hard to pin-point what exact socio-cultural 

issues affected the           in the absence of other historical evidence from that time. 

However, it is also safe to assume that regional factors were at play in some respect, even as the 

          stays within the dharma scholastic tradition.  The issues raised in this dissertation 

suggest that both specific int                         Jī ū             B  g                   

about widows, wives, and daughters impacted his original and often unique conclusions. 

1.2.2: Jī ū  v   n '            

 

Jī ū                                            , characterized as a nibandha, has been 

dated approximately to the 12th century CE. Kane says that there are divergent views on 

Jī ū                   g  g                                            9 0-62, 1. 708). 

Arriving at a precise date for such texts is a problem for modern scholars. The only method 

available to put forward a plausible date is by observing texts that are cited by the particular text 

to be dated, and observing other texts which cite the particular text in question. The major 

assumption here is that all these other texts are accurately dated. If the assumption holds, then a 

particular text can be dated or at least, placed in a broad time frame like Kane has done for the 

         . Based on this criteria, Rocher points out that scholars had set the range for 

Jī ū                     from 1100 CE to 1500 CE for various reasons. Rocher fully 

cognizant of the defects of using this criteria to date texts, does not deny its importance as a 

method. However, Rocher relies on one of Jolly's findings to arrive at a more precise date of the 

         , instead of placing it in a range spanning four hundred years. 

                                          g                      Jī ū                     

     j         , composer of the influential          . The           is a commentary on the 
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earlier dharma         Y j                     g                       its inheritance section.  

There are indeed few departures between the           and the          . Due to this, modern 

scholars placed the           later than the           (a text dated narrowly),         g      

Jī ū                                                  g                                    

  j         . However, Jolly believed that the situation was not as straightforward as it overtly 

         J                       Jī ū                                                   

composers, and were not specific to Bengal. Thus, the popular belief that scholars had regarding 

Jī ū                                                further                 Jī ū               

  j                       ,           j                                  . Thus, it seems 

entirely possible that Jī ū             g cr            j         's views, may not be correct    

   —                                g          j         . Hence, that Jī ū               

             j                                      ,         ,                                

  j                   g       . Having presented the aforementioned account, Rocher offers us 

his conclusion regarding the dating of the          , stating: 

                     g                                 g     Jī ū                   

       ,   j                Jī ū                                                          

likelihood that the authors of the           and the           were contemporaries or 

near contemporaries working independently of one another in different regions of India, 

in the beginning of the 12th century. (Rocher 2002, 9-24) 

 

Rocher's method and analysis of placing the           at 12th century CE appears convincing. 

Therefore, in this study, I use his dating of the          . 

Given the wide popularity of the          , especially in Bengal, it is surprising that 

                                   Jī ū                                          , but these 

do not offer                                       Jī ū                                       

two of his treatises—the           and the           . These statements are possibly the only 
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credible evidence we have to identify him at this point. In the colophon at the end of the 

         , the author identifies himself as b    g  g                    and as a venerable 

teacher (                                              ). Rocher states the generally 

accepted view,  Jī ū                                           g              g        

    g                       00 ,           S                     g        situated "on the 

southern bank of the river Ajay at a distance of about five miles in the northeasterly direction 

from the Gooskara station in the Loop Line. It is included within the district of Burdwan." 

(Sarkar 1904, xliii). 

Rocher notes that the name Jī ū                                                    

1788. He states that this was probably what led H.T. Colebrooke to identify the           

       Jī ū                                       g Jī ū                                  

Tagara and Ko    ,                               ,                                g     

                  Jī ū            Jī ū      , this possibility "is not the opinion of the learned 

in Bengal; who are more inclined to suppose, that the real author may have borne the name 

which is affixed to his work, and may have been a professed lawyer who performed the functions 

of judge and legal adviser to one of the most celebrated of the Hindu sovereigns of Bengal" 

                             00 ,     Jī ū                                            

                           B             ,             g      B  g             j            

   g     ū   (Rocher 2002, 6). 

                          g                  B  g                                     

Jī ū       a's time, we may find some clues as to why the                               

                                                                                              

of the major dynasties ruling Bengal from the mid 8
th

 to the 11
th

 centuries CE. Th             
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   g                           ,                     B                   g               , 

around the 9
th

 to the mid 11
th
             ,                 g                 B  g    J             

     , the Chandras were also ardent followers of Buddhism. In the western part of Bengal, the 

Sena dynasty started their reign in the.late 11th century CE. These rulers were staunch followers 

of Brahmanical religion and Sanskrit literature flourished during their time. Majumdar states, 

"Brahmanical rit               g                  g     S          ,   ,            g          

             B             g                                                            g     

orthodox Hindu rules guiding the daily life of the people and their pious duties                 

 M j       9  ,   9                                       Jī ū              . It appears that 

this is a time of transition, during which both Buddhism and Brahmanism flourished under the 

     /Chandras and the Senas, respectively.    

Scholars have attempted to understand why the           is different than its 

contemporaries. Some say it is because of the influence of Buddhism, in which "natural 

affection" based on closeness of relationships was more important than the paternal kinship 

                                                            Jī ū         (S. C. Mitra cited in 

Rocher 2002, 29). O        j        B                                              

Jī ū        's ancestors (superior ranking Brahmins) after their marriag                   

                                                             g                        

Jī ū                           g             ,                                  g            

g                                               (Rocher 2002, 29). Still                  

Jī ū        's views to the presence of a trading community in Bengal (S.S. Setlur cited in 

Rocher 2002, 31). It is hard to say which factor is the causal connection leading to the distinct  

          worldview on th  g ,                                                               
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Jī ū          N                                                        Jī ū        's 

favorable position towards women. 

Other than the          , there are two other extant texts wri        Jī ū        —the 

           and the                . The                , as the title indicates, discusses 

judicial procedure (         ). The            does not deal with judicial procedure, but 

devotes itself to discussions of appropriate times (    ) to perform religious duties. Kane states 

that all these three works together were probably intended to form part of a vast treatise on 

              called Dharmaratna (Kane 1930-62, 1.699). Rocher agrees with Kane and 

further points out that the colophons of the           and the             include the words 

"                             ." Based on this, and other internal evidence in the          , 

         gg          Jī ū        ,                        dharma in the medieval period, may 

have written or, at least, intended to write a digest far larger than the three books that have been 

preserved" (Rocher 2002, 7-8). However, the           remains the most popular among 

Jī ū                  

Jī ū                     spans topics                                      Jī ū         

has a unique view of certain concepts including inheritance itself that distinguish the           

from all its extant predecessors and contemporaries. I will discuss these concepts at length in the 

respective chapters later. For now, I provide an overview of the           so that we may place 

ensuing chapters within the overall context of the treatise. 

Jī ū                                                                     g                   

inheritance i                                                                                 

                           . Jī ū                                                     

understanding of these topics. He starts by defining the Sanskrit terms for inheritance (    ) and 
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partition (       ), explaining them grammatically and conceptually. The discussion moves on 

to the partition of ancestral and paternal property. He goes on to explain the time when partition 

should be initiated by heirs, strongly advocating the position that partition should be carried out 

only when the father dies or relinquishes his control over property. Alternatively, property may 

be partitioned if the father is willing to partition it in his lifetime, but, ideally the mother should 

not be in the childbearing age during partition.  

Jī ū                                                                              ,      

is, after the father dies. In case there is a single son, partition is not required, as the property 

naturally devolves on that son. If there is more than one son, then, it may be done in two ways. 

The first option is for the eldest son to inherit the entire property, take on the role of the head of 

household, and take care of all younger brothers along with their families. However, simply 

being the eldest son does not                                     Jī ū                           

be legally competent too. The second option is for all brothers to divide the property amongst 

themselves, with the eldest son taking a little extra wealth for holding the status of the "eldest 

brother." If there are unmarried daughters, they need to be provided for. That is, they need to be 

properly married off out of the father's wealth that her brothers inherit. I will come back to the 

issue of providing for unmarried sisters in the conclusion. 

Having discussed the partition of ancestral and paternal property, Jī ū                 

on a discussion of the special category of property called women's property (         ). He 

shows us his understanding of what constitutes women's property by citing earlier dharma texts. 

In addition to that, he explains what cannot be called women's property, so that we have a fair 

idea about what is and what is not           in his view. He moves on to explain how women's 
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property is partitioned. This property is not partitioned with the ancestral and paternal property 

and is distributed among heirs a slightly different way. 

There is a concern with how ancestral and paternal property would be partitioned in case 

the deceased father does not leave any direct male heirs, that is, sons, grandsons and great-

grandsons. There are discussions about the concept of appointing a daughter as heir in case a 

man is sonless. It is during this sonless situation that women heirs are considered to be eligible 

for inheriting property. This includes the daughter, widow and others. However, this topic is 

               B                                                                 Jī ū              

explains who should inherit property if a couple is childless—he provides suggestions for 

dividing both paternal and women's property in such situations. 

Other miscellaneous topics such as the eligibility of an heir, types of property which may 

not be partitioned, how to deal with an heir who comes forward after property has already been 

partitioned, and how to deal with property that was not revealed during the partition process are 

discussed. There is a section on the kinds of evidence that are acceptable to prove that partition 

                     , Jī ū                                                                    

to inheritance, property and partition within a family. He concludes his treatise with the hope that 

his work has offered some contribution towards clarifying unclear issues on the topic of 

inheritance and partition. From the range of topics covered under the broad category of 

inheritance the           appears to be a substantial work of its times.  

When modern scholars discuss the          , they seem to be eager to contrast it with 

another text entitled the           (a commentary on               ti). Though many scholars 

    g      Jī ū         as reacting to views present in the          , Rocher has convincingly 

shown that this was not the case. Another possible reason that the           is always 
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contrasted with the           lies in the fact that most other contemporary nibandha authors 

situated in parts other than eastern India advocated positions similar to that of the          . 

These include both         B    a's               and M         's              . 

Additionally, like the          , the           too was used in British colonial courts for the 

administration of Hindu Law in the Indian sub-continent except Bengal (where the           

was used). Thus, there has always been an imagined "opposition" between the           and 

the          . Since other digest writers have more or less similar views like those reflected in 

the          , they are overshadowed by the massively popular          . Effectively then, 

Jī ū                     stands in contrast with most other nibandhas of its time. 

Scholars have highlighted a few                            Jī ū         s           

and the          . One of these issues here, is as Rocher indicates is seen in the different orders 

of succession prescribed in these two treatises based on different interpretations of the term 

    a (Rocher 2002, 25; see chapter four for details). Another question which both these texts 

engage with involves the nature of ownership and inheritance. Scholars highlight two different 

viewpoints here as well—the          , they say advocates ownership from someone's (a son's) 

birth in the family, whereas the           advocates ownership after the previous owner's 

death (see chapter three for details). However, modern scholars focus on some kind of 

"opposition" between the two divergent viewpoints presented in these treatises, and the ensuing 

scholarly discussion gets reduced to a debate between           vs.          . As we can 

easily see if we flip through the pages of any Hindu Law text, the debate clouds almost 

everything else.  Jī ū                       , in terms of presenting legal arguments in 

explaining why ownership "technically" arises after a prior owner's death is important. 

Jī ū        t breaks down the complex legal process of transfer of ownership into simple steps 
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explaining why things work that way.                    Jī ū              g                  

to the dharma tradition. It seems to me      Jī ū           other key contributions are 

underrated in Hindu Law scholarship. In this dissertation, I have tried to present some of his 

reinterpretations of legal concepts, primarily with a view to demonstrate how those concepts 

relate to women's property rights. On a close reading of the          , we can see how 

Jī ū         carefully shows the reasons for his conclusions, a fact which is indicative of an 

astute legal mind and a rigorous background in grammar, logic, and hermeneutics. How he 

                                            ’             g              j                   

That the           exerted a considerable influence in Bengal may be gauged from the 

fact that two other treatises on inheritance were composed in the same region a few centuries 

later. These are entitled the                          g          B          ,
16

 and the 

                                ī ṛṣ                B          .
17

 These two treatises 

closely mirror the           in terms of the basic concepts. They too were used in colonial 

courts of Bengal as law-books. 

 

 

                                                 

16   g          B                                                                          

Bengal nibandhas on inheritance and partition of property (Colebrooke 1810; Sarkar 1904; 

Chakravarti 1915; Jolly 1975; Kane 1930-62 1; Lingat  99                           

  g                                        —    g                                         

         ,                                             Jī ū        's          . Scholars 

roughly place him in the 16th century CE (Chakravarti 1915, 354; Hazra 1950, 181; Jolly 1975, 

71; Kane 1930-62, 1.897). 

 

17 N                         ī ṛṣ                B                                       

                 ī ṛṣ                        g         ,   ī ṛṣ                                 

the          .   ī ṛṣ                                          (Sarvadhikari 1882, 413) or the 

middle of the 18th century (Kane 1930-62, 1.711). 
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1.3: Outline of the Study 

1.3.1: Purpose of the Study 

 

I have already noted that there is a comparative dearth of studies on women and 

inheritance in the field of Hindu Law. We have few studies that focus on women in Hindu Law 

(mostly conducted in colonial India) in which the scholarly approach is entirely legal as we 

understand it today. This study approaches the legal relationship between women and sources of 

property. Focusing on the question of inheritance, I also attempt to look into the link between 

women and property, beyond simply women's          . I use the nibandha literature focusing 

on inheritance to look for answers to questions regarding women, inheritance and property. Thus, 

if women had, at least according to idealized Brahmanical worldviews, any rights to real 

property, one may expect them to be reflected here in the nibandha texts. I use the           

for this purpose because of its wide acceptance in Bengal. As I mentioned above, we know of the 

popularity of the           , because even after a couple of centuries, two other Bengal texts 

focusing on inheritance closely followed the norms reflected in the          .  

1.3.2: Chapter Outlines 

 

The dissertation addresses three key concepts in the           and their impact on 

women's rights to inheritance and property. Each chapter addresses a single concept and 

demonstrates its effect on women's rights, at least in theory. The reader will find some references 

to earlier dharma                                                    Jī ū        . There may 

also be occasional references to the later two inheritance texts following the           .  

                      Jī ū        's unique interpretation of the term      and its 

effects on women's succession rights. The question here is: why and how the understanding of 
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     affects           g                   Jī ū        's understanding of                    

                                                      ,     g                              

                  Jī ū        's explanation of      is correct, but rather to highlight how his 

understanding of      affects women's succession rights. The issue centers around a couple of 

dharma texts restricting the      (inheritance) of a woman from her husband to a particular 

amount. However, if      is understood as "gift" and not "inheritance" in the context of the 

husband's      (Dbh.4.1.7), then it has the potential to liberate women from rigid             

                           , g     g                                   . 

                         Jī ū     ana's advocacy of            (legal independence) as 

co-existent with the concept of svatva (ownership) and its resultant impact on          . 

Disregarding the traditional dependent status of women in Brahmanical treatises in a way, 

Jī ū              aches           in terms of legal rights. Why is thinking of                

                     g     g                     Jī ū        's concept of ownership, inherent in 

his understanding of svatva, applies to his definition of           in a way that gives a legal 

power of alienation to women. This is reflective of women's "agency" in the text.  

                    g     Jī ū        's concept of         (benefit) to the deceased 

and its effect on women's succession rights.         to the deceased by the living is generally 

assumed to be limited to                                   g           , Jī ū                  

the understanding that benefit may be provided only through the performance of          with 

his         theory. The question here is: how does Jī ū        's theory of         benefit 

women in terms of inheritance and succession? By broadening the understanding of benefit 

beyond the         , Jī ū           g                                to their deceased 
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husbands just as male heirs do and uses it as a justification for the widow's right to claim her 

deceased husband's property. 

In sum, the substantive chapters in this dissertation aim to explore areas that have been 

relatively ignored in modern scholarship des           g                Jī ū        's 

         .  
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CHAPTER 2: D   : INHERITANCE OR GIFT? 

 
In this chapter, I discuss Jī ū        's understanding of inheritance (    ). At stake 

here is the concept of           ; that is, the inheritance a woman receives from her husband 

which appears as                                                   . Jī ū                    

restricted amount for women's inheritance from their husbands unacceptable. He uses his 

analysis of the Sanskrit word      to show how in fact the concepts of inheritance and gift 

overlap with each other from the perspective of the giver, even though in the case of inheritance, 

the giver (deceased) does not physically hand over the inheritance share to the heir. The 

difference between the everyday act of giving and giving in an inheritance context lies in the 

legal alienation of property, which is possible even without the previous owner (deceased) being 

physically present. The effect of alienation of ownership is important here, something that is 

common in both gifting and inheritance. This is one of Jī ū        's original contributions to 

our understanding of legal concepts, and eventually serves to benefit women's property rights. 

                        Jī ū        's contribution to the understanding of inheritance 

as something gift-like in nature, I discuss the both modern concepts of gift and inheritance and 

the corresponding concepts as presented in modern South Asian scholarship. While some have 

considered the overlap between gift and inheritance in Euro-American thought, this link has been 

largely ignored for South Asian contexts. The first issue this chapter addresses is the connection 

between inheritance and gift using Jī ū        's          . Thus, the reader will find a 

detailed discussion of both these concepts and then a description of Jī ū        's     . 

 A       g    Jī ū        , there is no reason for women to be bound by strict      

prescriptions as some earlier dharma texts prescribe, since      is in essence gift-like, and gifts 

have no restrictions in the dharma tradition. In other parts of his treatise, Jī ū             s a 
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distinction between gift and inheritance, stating that      carries with it a strong degree of 

entitlement and legal rights by heirs. He refers to      as property that is subject to partition 

once previous ownership ends.   

2.1: Gifts and Inheritance in Modern Societies 

2.1.1 The General Idea of Gifts 

 

Gifts are part of our day-to-day lives. Gifting has been present in cultures around the 

world in the past and continues to be a common modern social custom. Not only is gift 

understood as a social concept, it is a legal concept too. Gift can be situated in either of these two 

categories and at times overlaps between its legal and social understanding. Richard Hyland 

commenting on the versatile nature of gifts states, "The social understanding that competes with 

much of modern gift law is the insight that quite a lot occurs in society that is not, and should not 

be, governed by the law" (Hyland 2009, 8). What Hyland probably means is that gifts are so 

much a part of our daily lives, spanning a wide variety of definitions, that it cannot be covered 

fully by gift laws. In other words, it may be hard for law to capture all aspects of what society 

perceives in the idea of a gift. Thus, gifting is such a common activity that we tend to understand 

primarily in terms of its social aspect. But, it is important to note that gift is also a legal concept. 

This section discusses the idea of gifts having more than one definition. 

In academic discussions, one cannot start talking about gifts without mentioning Marcel 

M    ’                     M                 g                        g      says that though 

gifts look voluntary, they are actually obligatory in nature. Mauss argues that there is something 

about the gift object that creates a bond between the giver and the recipient (Mauss 1967, 10). 

                g                        “                       g            ”  M    ,  9  ,     

         , M    ’          g                                        M    ’                           
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in South Asian gift scholarship as well. The South Asian discussion hinges on whether the nature 

of gifts is voluntary or obligatory. Here, by voluntary I mean an action undertaken out of free 

will that is not done due to any external pressure to make a gift. By voluntary, I also mean that 

the action is undertaken generously without any expectation of something in return. If gift-giving 

is obligatory, then, either the action is undertaken out of prior obligation(s), or assumes some sort 

of return.  

Coming back to the question of versatility in the concept of gifts, let us broadly divide 

gift into two basic categories—social and legal. We briefly touched upon the social gift above. 

                     g                  g        g           g        , g       “              

                                                    ”                 0             e, gifts are 

considered to be voluntary in law. What a legal gift may socially oblige a recipient to do in 

return, or not, is determined by the societal customs of any particular group or culture. The 

obligation to reciprocate, if any, is not a part of the conceptual category of gift in legal parlance. 

In essence, what follows then, is that, gift is something that is given. If we hold on to the idea of 

gifts as something that is given, we will find that there is another legal concept which appears 

similar to the legal gift—inheritance. 

2.1.2 The General Idea of Inheritance 

 

      g                                “                                                  

             ”                                     j       “                                   

be               ”               ,  0                   ,                                        

from people related to us, either in their lifetime or after their deaths. Intestacy in modern law 

refers to a situation where people died without making a will (a written legal document 

expressing their desire to transfer the whole of or specific portions of their property to certain 
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people) in their lifetime. Thus, we cannot be certain of the deceased person's wishes regarding 

their property distribution. In such a situation, the legal distribution of property among his 

relatives has to be done by the legal system. The other situation is that of testacy, which is when 

people make a will and are in control of whom they wish to give their property to. In a testate 

situation, the law is bound to follow the wishes of the deceased person as he had expressed his 

wishes before he died in relation to distribution of his property after his death. Thus, though his 

property is distributed only after his death, he has full control of whom it goes to. In a way then, 

we can say that he (the deceased) gave his property to the people who received it (heirs). Note, 

this property is the legal inheritance. Since inheritance may be given voluntarily during the 

lifetime of the person from whom heirs receive it after his death, then, it appears that inheritance 

may also be understood as something that is given, even though the actual transfer may take 

place later. Inheritance appears analogous to a gift, if we consider them as based on things that 

are given by one person to another. 

Apart from legal definitions, in general, inheritance is understood as "the 

intergenerational devolution of valuables" (Hann 2008, 146). Transmission or transfer of 

property can occur in two periods—during one’          ,              ’                      

situation, people prefer to give their next generation some of their property during their lifetime 

in the form of gifts. This transfer while living may have advantages for the next generation, who 

can use that property early on in their lives. This is the first situation that I mentioned where the 

property owner chooses the recipient(s) and transfers whole or part of his property to the 

recipient in the form of a gift. Even though this is technically a gift situation, the owner is 

            g    g                                                       g         ’              

had he not transferred it during his lifetime as a gift.  
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                                       ’                                    t generation 

after his death. We already know that a property owner may exercise his choice after his death by 

making a legal will during his lifetime (testate situation). In this case, the property owner 

chooses the recipients of his property while alive, even though the actual property transfer takes 

place after his death. In that sense, even though the deceased is not living at the time recipients 

receive his property, his legal wishes to give away his property to his chosen recipients prevail. 

Therefore, the power of exercising choice over one's property by making a legal will makes the 

owner's action of transferring property to his chosen recipients, in a sense, voluntary.  

2.1.3 Is there a difference between inheritance and gift? 

 

If we consider inheritance and gift from the day-to-day societal perspective we can spot a 

difference between the two. We can agree with Mauss that we are in some sort of obligation to 

return a gift, and that gifts are reciprocal. Whereas inheritance in general does not appear to have 

any notions of reciprocity attached to it, situations may vary, and in some cases it may well be 

argued that inheritance does demand some return obligation (especially in cases where people 

have made a will and want their heirs to do something in order to inherit their property). 

However, this is not the general situation. Without going into the debate of whether inheritance 

calls for reciprocity, I want to briefly refer to ways in which modern scholars have understood 

these two concepts in modern societies.  

Some scholars, while raising concerns about modern social inequality tied with notions of 

inheritance (Wedgewood 1929), argue for abolishing large gifts along with inheritance. This is 

not our concern here, but I want to point out how some scho                “           ”        

context of social equality and inequality. One such scholar is D.W. Haslett, who understands 

inheritance from an uncommon perspective. He states: 
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   ,                     ,                g          “           ”      ghout to refer to 

any large amount one is given (as opposed to earns, or wins), whether it be, technically, a 

bequest, or a gift. (Haslett 1986, 122)  

 

By interpreting inheritance in the way he does, Haslett differs from the largely accepted 

understanding of inheritance. According to Haslett then, inheritance is anything that an heir does 

nothing towards acquiring. A similar situation exists in gifts as well, where the recipient does not 

have any role as such towards "earning" the gift with his own labor. Thus, both situations do not 

have anything to do with earning either the inheritance or the gift. Both inheritance and gift, if 

viewed from the perspective of the recipient, are things that a recipient receives without having 

"earned" them. 

Let me elaborate             ’              g                                            

recipient, but I take Haslett's explanation and apply it both to the giver and the recipient. In 

       ’              g               ,                                 g             of the 

receiver. The inheritance or gift objects are there because of acts performed by the giver of those 

objects. For example, a giver earns by a living by teaching. The giver buys a present for the 

recipient with his earned money. The giver now presents the gift to the recipient. Thus, the gift is 

a result of the giver's work. The recipient has not done any real work to buy the gift. We can 

                           “g   ”      “           ”                g      j                        

property that givers bought in their lifetime out of their income which they intend to pass on to 

an intended recipient after their death by making a will.  

In modern after-      “           ”          s,          “           ”                   

case of intestate succession. This is because the law takes its due course if the owner dies without 

having made a legal will. There is no role of the owner in terms of voluntary actions on his part. 

       ,                            g                      “g    ”               anding of 
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inheritance. Inheritance, whether in a testate or an intestate succession, is a situation where the 

recipient has no role—the property one inherits is accumulated through the owner's actions to 

acquire that property. The inheritance, then, is something that is given, either in their lifetime or 

after their death, to an heir or recipient by the owner. The law executes the process of giving in a 

condition where the owner is no longer in the position to physically give the property. The law 

simply executes the legal procedure; that is, it gives out or distributes the deceased owner's 

property—the legal system cannot be compared to the owner simply because it does the 

distribution, as the property was acquired not by the law, but by the deceased owner. Therefore, 

essentially the owner, though dead (by the time the property is transferred in an inheritance 

context), is the giver of the property even though he does not perform the physical act of giving. 

On the other hand, there is the regular understanding of inheritance that we are familiar 

with. One such definition is provided by R. Chester: 

By inheritance I mean the process of succession to the property of a decedent, whether by 

                          ,                            ’                  roperty by will. 

       ’    g                                                               g             

kinship ties. (Chester 1982, 11)  

 

       ’                            g                                                          one's 

relatives pas                 ,                ’                       g                            , 

           ’                                                                                      

(giver) in the acquisition of the inheritance object. Or rather, it does not ignore the role of the 

recipient in the acquisition of the inheritance object. Chester appears to explain the process of 

inheritance without laying stress on the donors                                             ’     

the general way of looking at inheritance, more in terms of the legal entitlement of heirs, which 

is not found in discussions of gifts because there is no legal entitlement to gifts. 
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From what we have seen so far, we can look at inheritance from two sides. One is from 

the standpoint of the giver by way of transfer of property from the giver to the recipient via the 

of available legal apparatus. The other is from the standpoint of the receiver, which concentrates 

on the receipt of property by a recipient from a giver, without the recipient doing anything to 

earn that wealth. The consideration of the standpoint of the receiver clearly places the gift within 

the realm of inheritance. 

                                           ’              g                         

includes gifts and inheritance in almost the same category. Haslett's idea of including gifts within 

the category of inheritance finds support in a later work. Using concepts from the novel Great 

Expectations, V.P. Pecora concludes that in nineteenth century England the social climate was 

such that gifts and inheritances could be productively combined. Pecora states "just as gifts and 

inheritances prove to be so thoroughly mimetic of one another in Great Expectations, so too 

should our approach to inheritances mirror in basic ways our approach to the gift" (Pecora 2008, 

191). He emphasizes the question of "free transmissibility" of personal property as the main 

point of comparison between inheritance and gift. Pecora says that "the 'free transmissibility' of 

property is essential not only to the gift (whether or not it is linked to an obligatory, pre-capitalist 

system of prestation) but also to inheritance, especially within social and legal traditions where 

'testamentary freedom' has been a central notion" (Pecora 2008, 192).  

Therefore, we can observe the overlap between the concepts of inheritance and gifts, 

especially considering ideas of voluntary transfers of property from one person to another. In 

both situations (apart from intestate succession), there are voluntary transfers of property from 

the owner (who has acquired the inheritance or gift object) to heirs and gift recipients. Moreover, 

the overlap between inheritance and gifts from the perspective of the recipient is that in both 
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cases, the heir or the recipient receive the inheritance or gift object without having worked to 

acquire it or earn it. The other general overlap between these two concepts, at least legally, is the 

notion of non-reciprocity. Both inheritance and gift do not generally require the recipient to 

reciprocate in legal terms. A strong legal distinction between gifts and inheritance lies in the 

notion of entitlement, which we will observe when we come to the          .  

2.2: Gift and Inheritance in pre-modern South Asia 

            n               

 

               ,                         g   -g    g                                      

pre-modern South Asia. In doing so, I exclude from this section discussions about contemporary 

practices of gifting, gift customs among other religious traditions of South Asia, and more 

importantly numerous epigraphical evidence of gifting practices found in pre-modern South 

Asia. The focus of this section is purely on issues of reciprocity and non-reciprocity, and 

voluntary transfers of property. The Sanskrit term                                            

                 g         g   -g    g                     . Though I use the term      here, note 

that gifts have various forms and often different terminologies. In a way, gifts and gifting in pre-

modern South Asia cannot be comprehended as a fixed category. Like almost every other 

category, it is versatile in nature with multiple facets. In what follows, I discuss some of the 

conceptions of the Brahmanical understanding of gift. In the following survey, I ask whether the 

Brahmanical gift demands reciprocity. Having done that, I examine whether scholarly 

understanding of      (gift) perceives of an overlap with      (inheritance). In other words, 

does scholarly understanding of      incorporate notions of     ? 

We have already come across the concept of gift in modern sociological theory, where 

reciprocity in human int               g   g                                                
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g     g                                                 S                            B      

          g                                              , let us briefly go over Vedic concepts 

of reciprocity. Unlike exchange between humans, ideas of reciprocity in the Vedas are mostly 

between humans and Gods. This mutual exchange is performed by means of the sacrificial ritual 

(     ).  

Maria Heim says that in Vedic ritual sacrifices (     ), the sacrifice was based on a logic 

of reciprocity "dehi me, dadami te" (you give to me, I give to you), whereby maintenance of 

cosmic order was done through mutual obligations of exchange between humans and Gods 

(Heim 2010, 748). J. Gonda also discusses the importance of "donorship" between humans and 

Gods in the Vedas, and views it as a reciprocal relationship (Gonda 1965, 213-214). Both Gonda 

and Heim highlight reciprocity between Gods and humans. However, the       involves people 

other than the Gods and the sacrificer. The other people are priests crucial to the ritual—they  

perform the       on behalf of the sacrificer. In the priest-patron context, reciprocity takes a 

slightly different form. 

On the other hand, scholars like J. C. Heesterman question reciprocity in sacrificial 

rituals. Heesterman draws an analogy between gifting and sacrificial rituals, though he does not 

say that they are the same, ultimately rejecting the comparison. He states, "Since sacrifice is also 

concerned with gifts (offerings), it is tempting to explain sacrifice in the same way as gift," 

emphasizing the "do-ut-des" (I give that you may give) idea behind the Vedic sacrifice. 

However, since Gods are transcendent and not under human control, and since things are 

somewhat unpredictable, the sacrifice offered by the sacrificer stands a chance of rejection 

(Heesterman 1985, 83). The chance factor in the sacrificial ritual puts the entire issue of 
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reciprocity at stake. Therefore, sacrifice cannot be compared to gifts.
18

 In rituals, we also find 

offerings to Gods known as     . The      is given to Gods during the performance of the 

sacrifice, and is generally viewed as a part of the gift-exchange model between humans and 

Gods. However, Heesterman's argument about transcendent unpredictability applies to the      as 

well. What follows, then, is that gifting between humans and Gods is an accepted custom but 

does not guarantee reciprocity. Rather, reciprocal relations are more easily observed between 

people within the context of the sacrificial ritual.  

The term      is also found in the         embedded in the Sanskrit word          ,
 19

 

which are hymns in praise of generous donors. According to Romila Thapar, the      of the  

         s changes conceptually into a new kind of      in the later Vedic period. The changing 

concept of      is expressed in         (Thapar 2000, 526).         implies a different type of 

gifting associated with rituals particularly those performed on behalf of patrons by priests. The 

concept of         is characterized as gifts to officiating priests (Heesterman 1959) and is 

understood as "a special form of gift – to the brahmans" (Gonda 1965, 215). Scholars also 

understand         as "priestly fees" which are distinguishable from gifts (Trautmann 1981, 

279). The         is then, an exchange between humans in context of the sacrificial ritual, where 

the patron of the sacrifice pays "fees"
20

 and/or offers gifts to priests who perform the ritual on his 

                                                 

18 He further states, "It goes far beyond the bounds of gift and reciprocity, of solidarity and 

participation...In this respect, sacrifice is decisively different from the gift, which remains at 

man's disposal and will return by way of reciprocity" (Heesterman 1985, 84). 

 

19 For a brief history of           see Thapar 2000, 523-526; for a more detailed survey, see 

Kane 5. 2 1930-62, 837-840.  

 

20 Heesterman has argued for the         not to be considered as fees to the priest, but as a part 

of gift-exchange structures. However, the common understanding of         is a fee to priests 

for services offered. 
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behalf. In this sense,         may be understood as reciprocal, even though the actual ritual may 

be non-reciprocal as Heesterman had suggested earlier. 

If we move away from the world of the Vedic sacrifice where gifts and reciprocity 

operate within the realm of ritual, how can we conceptualize gifting in Brahmanical literature 

between Gods and humans and between humans themselves? According to Thapar the notion of 

     underwent changes from the Vedic times. She claims that, "It was no longer merely in 

celebration of an event or a heroic personality or in connection with a ceremony. It was now 

associated with a new idea which in part derived from the concept of dak    , namely, the ethical 

aspect of performing an action such as giving a gift. The notion of exchange remains central, but 

in return for tangible wealth the donor acquires merit" (Thapar 2000, 530). Heim has something 

similar to say about conceptual changes in      in post Vedic Brahmanical texts. However, 

Heim asserts that in such texts the "exchange model between people and Gods was replaced by 

the ideology of           " and came with "a more intangible return in the form of merit" 

(Heim 2010, 748). This "ideology of           " was not exactly an exchange. The 

           may be understood as a religious gift, more in terms of a gift that does not have any 

visible motives. Here, I want to highlight a part of Thapar's and Heim's assertions; that is,      

can now be comprehended in terms of merit (     ). What follows is that      may be 

understood not simply in terms of exchange of wealth and services, but, for something 

intangible—merit. Therefore, one aspect of       is intangible. 

Along with intangibility, I want to draw attention to the willingness of the donor to make 

a gift, for it to be categorized as a proper                     g     g                          

                          . P.V. Kane discusses                                      

                           taking into account the donor, gift-object, the recipient, and        
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         g     g        g           g                          involves ownership of an object. 

It is only when one's ownership ceases over an object, and another's ownership is created in that 

particular object by accepting the gift, that the process of      is complete. It may be important 

to note that the gift-object has to be accepted for the process to be categorized as     . However, 

just a simple acceptance will not get the donor any merit. The donor's resultant merit from 

having made a gift depends on three things—the way the object was acquired, donor's intent, and 

donor's economic ability to offer the gift (Kane 1930-62, 2. 841-847). Thus, for the act of      

to be done the way it should be done, so that it can be characterized a a proper     , the donor's 

willingness and intent to make the      is necessary. In other words, the donor has to willingly 

and voluntarily make the gift. Therefore, from the perspective of the donor,      is a voluntary 

transfer. 

                      j    ,      g     g                                            . 

Among them, the highly praised ones are the gifts of knowledge (         ) and gift of 

fearlessness (        na). So, for our purposes here,      has notions of intangibility 

associated with it. We can view intangibility from two perspectives—intangible benefits of      

from the perspective of the recipient, and intangible benefits of      from the perspective of the 

donor. The common factor in both these forms is the intangibility that is involved in the      

process.                   d    without any tangible motives and purposes is then       g     

          g                                         tras. It is different from the regular 

understanding of gift in terms of a social exchange custom and appears to be a religious concept. 

From this point, let us consider      purely as a religious gift.  

The act of      and the act of            is supposed to lack any visible motives and 

have an unseen purpose (                   B       g   g                                  
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                                                     for it to be identified as           . If 

any overt purposes in gifting is detected, then that gift ceases to be a           . Brick 

emphasizes: 

Unlike other gifts, a            is a gift that is by definition dharmic in that it faithfully 

follows the injunctions of scripture without any visible or worldly motive. And in this 

regard, it is crucial to note that a desire to acquire merit and a happy rebirth is an 

"invisible motive" and, therefore, does not block a particular action from qualifying as 

dharma. In fact, the concept of            requires that any dharmic action both lacks a 

visible purpose and possesses an invisible one. (Brick 2014, 36-37) 

 

Therefore, in order to validate the conceptual           , the donor must not have any motives 

of receiving anything in return. This notion of non-reciprocity involved in d          

challenges all the theories of reciprocity in gift-giving that I have discussed so far. 

Thomas Trautmann explains that reciprocity in      is not like the sociological 

reciprocity that Mauss has mainly argued for in the gift. Rather, according             ,      

                           g   , then, is a soteriology, not a sociology of reciprocity" (Trautmann 

1981, 279). He further clarifies notions of invisible benefits underlying     , stating: 

If the recipient of a gift makes a countergift, that would be the visible fruit of the original 

gift. Indeed, any advantage tangible or intangible that a gift may be expected to incur or 

respond to, such as the favors of a woman or immunity from one's tormentor, is its visible 

fruit, its quid pro quo. Only if the gift is made without this visible quid pro in prospect, 

among other things, can it be presumed that it incurs an invisible fruit, a transcendentally 

bestowed countergift. Once again, so that there be no mistake about it, the fruit may be 

quite a tangible one; it is only the causal connection between gift and fruit that is invisible 

in the sense that it is or may be delayed to another life. The distinction, in other words, is 

a working-out of the idea of karma – that all acts bring strict retribution according to their 

moral quality, if not in this life, then in another. It is acts whose fruits or consequences 

are unseen in the sense that there is a lapse of time between the cause (in this case the 

pious gift) and its effect that distinguishes it as a dharmic act and not a worldly matter of 

self-interested action in pursuit of more immediate advantage...The difference between 

sacred and profane exchange, then, hinges on the distinction of what we might call 

transcendental and mundane reciprocity. (Trautmann 1981, 281) 

 

The Brahmanical notion of soteriological reciprocity in      adds a new dimension to 

interdisciplinary gift studies because it changes the notion of reciprocity to a certain extent. 
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Trautmann spells this out clearly saying that Brahmanical motivations for making a gift is aimed 

towards "the desire for heaven of which dharma is the means" (Trautmann 1981, 282). Jonathan 

Parry follows Trautmann in distinguishing the Hindu gift reciprocity from Mauss's sociological 

reciprocity, and points out that the Brahmanical proper gift poses some problems for general 

theories of exchange (Parry 1986, 462-463). However, David Brick disagrees with Trautmann 

and Parry. He suggests that the soteriological theory does not hold good in the face of the 

          , which would get invalidated if any visible motive was detected (Brick 2014, 37). 

In other words, any intangible motive like a desire for a "transcendentally bestowed countergift" 

would negate the validity of the               gift. From what                    ,     

                   is a problematic category considering reciprocity issues implied through 

gift-giving. Thus,                                 ,                                     as non-

reciprocal. In the sense of non-reci       ,                        is similar to the modern legal 

notion of the gift where the law does not require any reciprocity. The expectation of reciprocity 

is purely a social one.  

       n      n    n                

 
The Maussian influence over gift studies is such that most South Asian scholarly attempts 

to understand      appear to respond to Mauss in some form or the other. In contrast, 

inheritance has not triggered as much theoretical speculation in South Asian studies. I do not 

mean to suggest that inheritance in the South Asian context has received little attention. Rather, 

it is quite the contrary. Hindu Law scholars note that in Hindu legal scholarship inheritance is 

one of the most frequently discussed topics (Davis 2010, 96). There indeed exists a substantial 

body of scholarship on inheritance within Hindu Law studies, especially utilizing Sanskrit texts 

that were used in British colonial courts. The immense practical side of Hindu inheritance law 
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during its time had probably overshadowed the need for theorizing inheritance. Almost all 

studies related to inheritance and succession use Brahmanical texts along with real lawsuits from 

colonial courts to explain any particular topic.  

Right at the start of his translations of two Sanskrit inheritance treatises, H. T. 

Colebrooke emphasizes the importance of inheritance due to its frequent use and extensive 

application in law (Colebrooke 1810, i). The empirical side of Hindu Law was probably more 

important to deliberate upon than its theoretical side, especially during the times these laws were 

employed in colonial India. Apart from translation projects, scholars have also discussed the 

topic of                             (Colebrooke 1810; Jolly 1885; Kane 1930-62; Rocher 2012; 

Sontheimer 1977).  

It is true that abundant scholarship on Hindu inheritance exists, but it is also true that 

perhaps due to the practical application of Hindu Law, modern scholarship has not delved deeply 

into reflecting on the concept                               . In order to demonstrate my 

argument in this        ,                                                                           

              Jī ū        's unique interpretations of     . In what follows, I briefly 

summarize select Indological scholars                                 a more in terms of 

showing how             s portray the inheritance and succession process. I then ask whether 

the concept of inheritance overlaps with the concept of gift in South Asian scholarship? 

The Sanskrit compound           is commonly used for inheritance and partition. Kane 

states that word      was used from the time of the Vedas. He briefly discusses what the term 

meant in Brahmanical texts from the Vedas to the later nibandhas. In        , he says, the word 

seems to be a share or reward,
21

                B                                       

                                                 

21 Kane indicates that his opinion is based on  g Veda verses 2.32.4 and 10.114.10:  
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paternal wealth or simply wealth. In the nibandhas,      was generally understood as the wealth 

of relatives which was to be divided among other relatives (Kane 1930-62, 3.543-545). Kane 

also discusses the terms      , which means inheritance share and the act of division—implying 

partition in this context, and comments on how certain digests explain the word slightly 

differently (Kane 1930-62, 3. 560-561). However, it is important to distinguish       from     . 

             Jī ū        ’            means partition (Dbh. 1.8-10).  The       process is 

comparable to the modern understanding of succession in the sense that it is the acquisition of 

rights of property by inheritance under the laws of descent and distribution (Garner et al. 2014).  

However,      is not the only word one encounters within the context of inheritance and 

partition. The other term used is riktha. G.D. Sontheimer (1977) based on      da passages 

suggests that riktha was wealth over which a father's power has ceased because of death, and 

over which the son's power had arisen.
22

 Again based on the        , Sontheimer says that the 

                                                                                                                                                             

 

            g                            g          . Let her of good portion hear us; 

let her attend (to us) in person. Let her stitch her work with a needle that cannot be 

broken. Let her give a hero with a hundred shares who is worthy of hymns. (RV 2.32.4, 

Jamison and Brereton 2014) 

 

Such ones circle around the end of the earth, (while) they have stayed yoked to the poles 

of the chariot. They [=gods?] distribute the legacy of their labor to them, when Yama 

becomes established in his secure habitation. (RV 10.114.10, Jamison and Brereton 2014) 

 

22 Sontheimer indicates that his opinion is based on         verses 3.31.2: 

 

The son of her bo      g                                   g                 

                                             ī  ?] a repository for the winner. 

When the mothers [=fingers] begot the (offering-) conveyor, one of the two good workers 

[=fire churning sticks] was the actor, the other was the one assuring success. (RV 3.31.2, 

Jamison and Brereton, 2014) 
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term used for property of a father which is divided during his lifetime is     .
23

 Like Kane, 

Sontheimer concludes that      seems to be a "share" or "reward" for some kind of exertion. He 

states that though      in the Vedas is the reward for the priest, the notion seems to be similar to 

the distribution of wealth by a father among his sons in the later passages of the text (Sontheimer 

1977, 22-23). Though Sontheimer does not clearly state the reasons for his opinions, what he 

essentially tries to do is distinguish between two property transfers (from fathers to sons) based 

on the time of transfer. Therefore, in Sontheimer's understanding,      is a transfer done during 

the father's lifetime. For our purposes here, if we consider a lifetime transfer of property, we may 

understand      in terms of a gift as modern scholars working on inheritance demonstrate. 

However, it is important to note that both these words,      and riktha, have overlapping 

meanings, and are used in the context of inheritance. Sontheimer's understanding of      as a 

lifetime property transfer from fathers to sons has not provoked further scholarly reaction so far. 

Olivelle's recent Sanskrit to English dictionary specializing in Brahmanical legal and 

political terminology notes that      primarily refers to inheritance and paternal estate,
24

 and in 

the secondary sense as gift.
25

 In the primary sense then,      is similar to riktha, which implies 

inheritance, estate, and property left behind after the death of its former owner (Olivelle et al. 

                                                 

23 Though Sontheimer does not clearly state on what precise data he bases his opinion, his notes 

indicate that, like Kane, he draws his understanding from RV 10.114. 

 

24 As noted in the dictionary, the editors derive this meaning (     as inheritance) from (among 

other later texts) the following:             3.13.14;                     9.164;           ti 

5.24 (Olivelle et al. 2015). 

 

25 As noted in the dictionary, the editors derive this meaning (     as gift) from (among other 

later texts) the following:             2.27.10;                     8.199 (Olivelle et al. 

2015). 
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2015).
26

 However, even though both      and riktha mean inheritance,      can also mean a gift 

in which sense it does not overlap with riktha. Additionally, if we consider Sontheimer's 

distinction between      and riktha, then,      is inheritance given to sons in their fathers' 

lifetime. What follows from modern scholarly understanding is that      may be seen as a term 

which means both gift and inheritance at the same time primarily based on the time of transfer of 

property.     , then, is one form of voluntary transfer of property. If one elaborates 

Sontheimer's explanation slightly, it would appear as the following:      is a voluntary transfer 

of property from fathers to sons in their lifetime. 

There has been some debate in modern scholarship about taking the term      as gift 

primarily from the Sanskrit grammatical viewpoint. The      grammatical debate is directly 

rel        Jī ū        's understanding of the term—an understanding intrinsically linked to 

women's property rights which is the focus of this chapter. Let us now set aside for the time 

being the term      and its dual perception as inheritance and gift, and focus on the process of 

inheritance and succession in the South Asian context. If one were to ask the purpose of 

inheritance and succession laws, the easiest and most apparent answer would be that these laws 

help transfer property. Explaining the function of succession laws in modern society, Marius 

Waal succinctly states: 

The primary function of the law of succession is to identify both the persons entitled to 

succeed to the deceased and also the property they are to receive. From the perspective of 

the testator (if there is a valid will) it guarantees, as far as the law allows, that the 

property reaches the destination determined by him. From the perspective of the heirs it 

guarantees that the property is transferred to them in a lawful and orderly fashion. 

Consequently, the law of succession facilitates continuity, it prevents self-help and it 

ensures a smooth transfer of wealth upon death. (Waal 2007, 2) 

 

                                                 

26 As noted in the dictionary, the editors derive this meaning (riktha as inheritance) from: 

                    9.144 (Olivelle et al. 2015). 
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Similarly,                        g                                                              

owner to his heirs and assumed that such procedures may not entirely be unruffled. Hence, the 

texts prescribed rules to ensure that conflict during the succession process is minimal.  

To consider any question of inheritance and succession, one must first consider an owner 

of property. Ownership as a concept is tied into the idea of the person who we label as "owner." 

The discussion on ownership (svatva                 s stems from juridical, logical and 

philosophical inquiry about the relationship of a person to a thing. Mere possession of an object 

is not considered ownership. Amongst other things, the central question that has engaged modern 

scholarship is regarding the start of ownership. In other words, when does one become an owner 

of property, especially in an inheritance context? The attention given to this question by modern 

scholarship is also because medieval nibandhas took two divergent positions on this matter. 

Another question that we will engage with here is how does one become an owner of property?  

The           and the           offer two separate viewpoints on the start of 

ownership,
27

 though it cannot be asserted that their positions are entirely new and did not have 

earlier advocates.
28

 In both these texts, sons' rights to fathers' property is because of their link or 

relationship (         ) with their father. In          , sons have rights to their father's 

property from the time they are born. Since the relationship is the binding factor between father 

and sons, it is due to the relationship that sons have ownership rights to their father's and 

                                                 

27 As Ludo Rocher has pointed out, it is not as if the authors of these texts were debating with 

each other. Or that they were different "schools" of thought. They simply drew different 

conclusions from the same body of earlier literature that they were commenting on (Rocher 

2012, 127).  

 

28 Donald Davis while explaining the concept of svatva and reasons for divergent viewpoints, 

states that "The           and the           had two lega           ,                          

                             ,                                                            

                                 B      ,                M         " (Davis 2010, 97). 
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ancestral property. This position is known as                 (ownership by birth). The other 

position presented by the           is that a son's ownership in the father's and ancestral 

property only comes into effect after the death of the father. Sons' ownership rights in the fathers' 

and ancestral property are non-existent during the lifetime of the father. Their rights arise only on 

the death, or any situation equivalent to death, of the father or if the father has voluntarily 

partitioned his property. Unlike the           position, the           does not believe in the 

sons' ownership rights on their fathers' property from the day they are born. This position is 

called                   (ownership by death).  However, the relationship between the father 

and sons still remain important for both these positions. 

While in the          , kinship ties come into play from the time of the son's birth for 

ownership purposes, the question of kinship becomes important for ownership in the           

only after the death (or equivalent) of the father, who in this case is the property owner. 

However, it is important to keep in mind that it is the relationship which determines who has the 

claim to the owner's property. Therefore, the situation is similar in both the           and the 

         , in the sense that it is the kin relationship which distinguishes the rightful heirs 

(      ) from other possible claimants to the owner's property. 

Since we are briefly discussing inheritance-succession issues, it must be mentioned that 

the Brahmanical legal texts approach the question of succession from the premise that families 

(kula) are joint and undivided (avibhakta), at least at the time partition is being initiated. I do not 

mean that there are no provisions for separate families (pravibhakta) comparable to nuclear 

families. Along with separate families, there also exist provisions for heirs who had initially 

separated from their joint family during partition, and later re-united with them (        ). 

Succession prescriptions in such texts assume a joint family simply because there are more 
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members in such a family, and hence the succession process is comparatively more detailed and 

complex than in a nuclear family situation. Hence, if the prescriptions are geared towards the 

complex succession system within a joint family, it will not be hard to follow the rules for a 

nuclear family situation. Generally, in joint families all relatives live together in one house, 

which includes the parents, married sons with their wives, unmarried children, married 

grandsons with their wives, unmarried grandchildren, the father's married brothers with their 

wives and children, father's unmarried siblings and others as according to each individual 

situation. The joint family is similar to an extended family in part, but the main difference is that, 

in an extended family, the members may not live together in one house like in the joint family. 

Usually, such joint families in pre-modern South Asia were considered patriarchal. Kane 

explains: 

A joint Hindu family consists of all males lineally descended from a common male 

ancestor and includes their wives and unmarried daughters. A daughter on marriage 

ceases to be a member of her father's family and becomes a member of her husband's 

family. (Kane 1930-62, 3. 590-591) 

 

In his definition, Kane points out the patriarchal nature of the standard Hindu joint family. The 

oldest surviving male member is considered the head of the household. Julius Jolly, explaining 

the power and position of the head of the household, anticipates the situation after the head's 

death. He asks: But how about after the death of the father? The motives for common residence 

of the family members would continue to operate as before, but who was to succeed to the 

dignity of patriarch? (Jolly 1885, 85). To answer Jolly's question we have to look at the main 

principles underlying succession in the joint family system. Therefore, let us return to the 

question of heirs determined by kinship. 
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The Hindu family system and succession pattern is based on the concept of consanguinity 

or relationship by blood.
29

 People are related by blood both to their father's and mother's 

relatives, where relations by the father are called agnates, and relations by the mother are called 

cognates (Garner et al. 2014). To determine who has the right (        ) to claim property in the 

Brahmanical legal literature one must understand a few more concepts which are based on kin 

relationship. The most important amongst them is the concept of        .
30

 

There exists a controversy regarding the understanding of the term       within the 

Brahmanical legal tradition. And again, the divergent opinions come from the           and 

the          , based on which they prescribe different orders of succession. Rocher explains the 

divergent opinions in these two texts.       according to the           is part of the body and 

what follows from there is that         relationship is based on sharing particles of the same 

body. The           on the other hand, interprets       as rice lumps which are offered to the 

deceased during funeral rites. With that understanding,         relationship, according to the 

         , refers to those people who are entitled to offer funeral rites to the deceased (Rocher 

2012a, 268-270).
31

 In the          , the entitlement to perform death rites is tied to inheritance 

                                                 

29 One might wonder about the concept of lineage (gotra) at this point. However, gotra is more 

applicable in the marriage context, not so much in the succession context.  

 

30 I do not go through all relation terms here, and simply mention the broad categorical ones 

which we need to understand inheritance and succession in the texts. These more specialized and 

individual terms are explained as and when they come up in the context of a particular 

discussion. For instance, I have not mentioned sons, daughters, and daughter's sons in this 

section. 

 

31 Since the           understands the concept of       as in a different way, it has further 

categorizations. Among the         , we also find close and distant         . Rocher 

summarizes this information succinctly stating, "Three generations from the great-great-

grandfather up and from the great-great-grandson down, therefore, form a different group of 

relatives, called sakulyas. Finally, to seven generations above the sakulyas one offers the water 

used to rinse his hands after handling the     as, and one is in turn offered this kind of water by 
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prescriptions. In other Brahmanical digests, as well as in the          , the person who inherits 

the property of the deceased performs his death rites. It is just two ways of looking at the same 

thing and two ways to justify the respective viewpoints. For our purposes here, let us keep in 

mind the general understanding of the term                         g  g       ’      

ancestry. The term refers to a group of close relatives (Olivelle et al., 2015).         relationship 

applies only to six generations before and after the property owner (in this case the father) and 

terminates at the seventh generation (Ghosh 1917, 179).  

Texts reflect on what is the right time for partitioning a property, which may be done 

both during and after the parents' death. The texts advise heirs to divide property preferably upon 

parents' death. If, however, partition is done during parents' lifetime, then the mother must at 

least be past the child-bearing age. Also, the more important factor if partition is done during the 

lifetime of the parents is dependent on the consent of the owner of property (usually, the father).  

The owner's consent may be overridden by heirs only if the owner has degraded himself morally, 

become incompetent due to mental or physical illness, has become an ascetic, is no longer 

involved in household affairs and such situations. However, in the          , there are 

provisions for sons to go against the father if they wish for partition of ancestral property (held in 

common by father, sons, and other agnatic relatives), and the father does not wish it (Kane 1930-

1962, 3. 569).  

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                             

seven generations below his sakulyas. These generations are a person's            , 'those who 

have water in common.' All agree that sakulyas and             inherit only if no          are 

living, hence the importance of defining exactly which relatives are comprised in the category of 

        " (Rocher 2002, 27). 
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2.2.3 Is there a difference between inheritance and gift theories in              ? 

 

From what we have seen so far then, parallels may be drawn between gift and inheritanc  

                . In Brahmanical law, gift and inheritance may be viewed from dual 

perspectives—from the standpoint of a donor or giver, and from the standpoint of a donee or 

receiver. From the viewpoint of the donor, gift and inheritance, as legal concepts are voluntary 

transfers of property and are non-reciprocal. The voluntary nature of a property transfer is 

explicitly visible if inheritance is transferred during the lifetime of the donor, and in cases of 

leaving property by means of a legal will. Later in the chapter, I show how this applies to a non-

testate succession when we  discuss the concept of inheritance in the          , where the 

physical presence of the owner is not important to give the inheritance to heirs. There is an 

important difference between inheritance and gift from the recipient's viewpoint, in terms what 

kind of rights and entitlement each concept carries. This distingushes the two concepts, and I 

discuss that later while illustrating     . 

The similarity between gifts and inheritance comes from the perspective of the receiver 

of property. This is seen in the provisions laid out in              , where among other things, 

both      and      are prescribed modes of acquisition of property.
32

 The texts prescribe ways 

of lawfully acquiring property. In other      ,                   address the question of how 

one becomes an owner of property. I provide a couple of examples from earlier dharma literature 

to give an idea about this type of prescription: 

                                                                  

                                                                              

                                                 

32 I thank Donald Davis for pointing out a similarity between gift and inheritance visible in 

Brahmanical modes of acquisition of property in a personal communication. 
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                                                                               || 

(      58. 6-9) 

 

For all, when something is acquired by one's own specific livelihood, it is white; when it 

is acquired by the livelihood of the class immediately below him, it is dappled; also, 

when it is acquired by the livelihood of the class two degrees below him, it is simply 

dappled; and, when it is acquired by the livelihood of the very last class, it is black. 

Inheritance, a gift given out of affection, what is received along with the wife—for all 

                   ,                                            ṣ   58. 6-9, Olivelle 2009) 

 

                                                                         

satpratigraha eva ca || (MDh. 10. 115) 

 

Seven means of acquiring wealth are in accordance with Law: inheritance, finding, 

purchase, conquest, investment, work, and acceptance of gifts from good people. (MDh. 

10. 115, Olivelle 2005) 

 

    ,         g                      both inheritance and gifts are approved ways of acquiring 

property. However, it must be noted that this overlap between inherita        g                 

                                                               g        ,              

Jī ū                  g                                   g    's perspective. 

     Jī ū  v   n 's     : Inheritance or Gift? 

 
I  Jī ū        's treatise, apart from the term     , we may also find other words for 

property and wealth such as dhana, riktha, artha and dravya. To indicate the previous owner of 

the property sometimes terms like       ,         and       are used (DBh. 1. 3; 4.2.1; 4.2.4-5; 

4.2.13; 4.2.21; 4.3.6; 5.1; 10.15; 11.2.4; 11.3.2; 11.6.26). We will find all these Sanskrit terms 

for inheritance being used in the          . Here, I explain      as a concept rather than a 

word for inheritable wealth, since Jī ū         approaches      conceptually in order to 

explain it first, before moving on to prescribe the correct rules for inheritance and succession. 

                       Jī ū        's understanding of the Sanskrit word      in the 

         . In addition to the          , at times and wherever relevant, I consult another 
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inheritance text from Bengal—Raghunandana's            which closely follows the 

          in its understanding of the term     . We have seen earlier that the primary and 

generally accepted meaning of      is "inheritance,"
33

     g                 g             

B                       Jī ū         aims to explain the meaning of      methodologically 

using Sanskrit grammar. Through his attempts to analyze      grammatically, Jī ū         

attempts to understand the underlying concept of inheritance.  

He discusses the nature of     . One of the obstacles from our perspective is that 

Jī ū                               the way we would expect it to be done today. That is to say, 

he does not go into a lengthy theoretical discussion. His understanding of      is important in 

the           because he grounds his prescriptions on the succession procedure based on his 

conceptual understanding of inheritance. The question Jī ū                                       

have been asking so far: what is inheritance? What is     ?            Jī ū        's thesis on 

     from a scholarly philosophical perspective and not a "legal" one. However, since 

inheritance is a legal        ,      g                 g           ,                              

Jī ū        's           is not a modern law text.                                           

          Jī ū        's or any "other nibandhas                                  —         

                                                                             ṛ          g      

             g                              g; they were only incidentally concerned with law as 

we understand it" (Rocher 1976, 108). Rocher's understanding applies to the                    

Jī ū        's      is theoretical, but not "legal" in the modern sense of the term.           

                                                 

33 Jī ū                          quotes few earlier dharma composers who use the term      

to mean inheritance (DBh. 2.42; 4.1.10; 9.12; 9.17; 11.1.60; 11.3.2; 11.6.11). The earlier 

composers do not reflect on the nature of         Jī ū                             , and simply 

use the term in the inheritance and partition section of their texts. 
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           Jī ū                                   g        g      Jī ū        's thesis of      

from a legal standpoint, since they understood the           as a law book.  

Jī ū         has also been criticized for his understanding of      by modern 

scholarship. In what follows, I first         Jī ū        's definition of      (followed by 

Raghunandana) and discuss modern scholarly reception of his thesis. Next,               

Jī ū        's understanding of      in the           and bring out how Jī ū         

distinguishes between      (inheritance) and       g          g   g   Jī ū        's scholarly 

contribution towards understanding     . The idea of      is the primary focus of this section.   

 

      Jī ū  v   n 's      

 

                      Jī ū        's definition of the Sanskrit term     . Explaining the 

term      g            , Jī ū               : 

                                  |                          

                                                                                  

            'sti | (DBh. 1.4) 

 

The word      is derived from the verb   , "give." It means "something that is given." In 

this case, however,    is used figuratively. The result of the act of giving, i.e., one person 

acquiring a proprietary right when another person's proprietary right lapses, also obtains 

when a person dies, when he becomes a wanderer, and the like. The difference is that in 

the latter case the owners do not formally forfeit their rights. (DBh. 1.4, Rocher 2002) 

 

Raghunandana in his            has a almost exactly similar grammatical analysis for     . He 

states: 

                                                              

                                                                                  

                                                                  | (DT. 1.5)
 34 

 

The term      is derived from        or what is given. There the original meaning of the 

√  , is dropped and is used in the secondary sense, because the accrual of the right of 

                                                 

34 I have used published versions of the           . The section and verse numbers here are 

credited to G.C. Sarkar's text and translation.  
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another, on the cessation of the right of deceased persons and those that have renounced 

the world and the like, has the effect identical with that of gift. Indeed in case of the 

cessation of the right of the deceased and those that have renounced the world and the 

like, there is no renunciation in favour of another with the intention—'This is not mine.' 

(Chatterjee 1990, 3) 

 

               Jī ū        's etymology of the term     , we see that he derives it from the 

verbal root   ,                 g        g                        Jī ū        's words 

verbatim.  

 Jī ū        's etymology of      has a mixed reaction in modern scholarship, with 

some accepting his etymology, and others rejecting it completely. Based on the          , 

             Jī ū        's etymology and states: 

                    g                           ' (to give) does not apply to '          

                                 g                                                 ,     g  

                         .' In a gift (as stated in H. of Dh. Vol. II. P. 841) there are two 

chief ingredients viz. 'abandoning one's ownership over a t   g           g  g           

                                 g   B                                                    

                                                     g                               

              ) are analogous in this that in both there is cessation of the ownership of a 

man in a thing. (Kane 1930-962, 3.546) 

 

             Jī ū                  g ,       j     Jī ū        's understanding of      as 

gift, but acknowledges a similarity between      and     . However, ther           g            

Jī ū                  g                        Jī ū        's etymology has also been 

denounced.                 Jī ū        's etymology, stating that the word comes "from the 

root   ,            ,        ,    Jī ū    hana would have us believe, from the root        g      

          9  ,                                                          Jī ū        's thesis, 

      g                        Jī ū        's false derivation" (Derrett 1962, 53). Sontheimer 

takes a neutral position and accepts the verbal roots of     , stating that it could be derived from 

one of two equally suitable roots:   =to give etc. and   =to cut, divide, mow (Sontheimer 1977, 
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23).
35

                              Jī ū        's           briefly reflects on the etymology 

of this term. He explains: 

Even though this etymology is possible (cf.            3.1.139, 141), and even though 

     appears in the literature with the meaning of "gift," in the sense of inheritance it is 

normally derived from a different verb    (or do) "cut, divide." (Rocher 2002, 54) 

 

Rocher clarifies Jī ū        's grammatical reasoning for his understanding of              

 9  ,  0 - 0        g                          Jī ū        's thesis in his      ,         

       ,           g                               Jī ū        's argument for us to better 

understand his concept of     . 

Jī ū        's comparison of      with      led him to briefly discuss      as well. 

Drawing an analogy between      and     , Jī ū                              g                  

g                         g                  g    g,                     ,               gg     g 

                                    g               Jī ū               : 

anya                                                                             

                                                                                 | 

(DBh.1.21) 

                                                                                 

           | (DBh. 1.22) 

 

There is nothing wrong with the notion of one person acquiring a propriety right by way 

of an act performed by someone else: the practice has its roots in the Texts, and we see it 

happen in daily life as well. For instance, in the case of a gift, the beneficiary becomes 

owner by the simple fact that the gift is ceded in favor of a specifically named sentient 

being, i.e., by an act performed by the donor. (DBh. 1.21) 

Note that the donee's proprietary right is not the result of his appropriation. Indeed, if that 

were the case, the appropriator, not the donor, would be the agent of the act of giving. 

Something, then, would become a gift by its result, i.e., the fact that another person's 

proprietary right takes effect, and that result would be dependent on the beneficiary. 

(DBh. 1.22, Rocher 2002) 

 

                                                 

35 Sontheimer summarizes earlier scholarly debates about the term      (Sontheimer 1977, 23-

25). 
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                        Jī ū         g                        g    modern legal scholarship 

that a gift is complete without a recipient accepting the gift. A gift                              

                                 Jī ū        's stand stating, "The Dayabhaga position, to the 

effect that gift is the work of the donor, is a 'rogue' and eccentric position" (Derrett cited in 

Rocher 1976, 107). Ro                     Jī ū        's is a grammatical argument, saying: 

In a gift the activity is   ; the only person who initiates and accomplishes this activity is 

the     ; his activity consists in relinquishing the object of which he is the owner; he 

directs this object and the ownership toward a beneficiary (          ); therefore the 

latter's ownership arises from the activity of the     . (Rocher 1976, 108) 

 

Davis, in a recent introduction to Rocher's contributions to Indology, sums up Rocher   

               Jī ū        's      stating: 

                                                  Jī ū             g               

g                     g     g                                                         

g                , Rocher takes         g        g      Jī ū        's view of gifts, 

namely that it is grammatically and hermeneutically unjustifiable to take the single verb 

to give as meaning both to give and to receive, with two different agents being 

implied...This is a technical argument based on the subtle rules of grammar that have 

been ignored by scholars interested only in the legal value of D           . (Davis 2012, 

21) 

 

Apart from the grammatical components in the term     ,                                   

       Jī ū        's thesis of     . In a note he writes: 

    g                                    ,              Mī                 g      

     -bheda, or "split of the sentence," seems to be at work here as well. Essentially, this 

principle means that a single rule should only enjoin one action, not two, i.e. only giving, 

not both giving and receiving. (Davis 2012, 21) 

 

         ,                                      , Jī ū             g              g     g        

explain inheritance. Critics point ou                    Jī ū        's understanding of      

and                                     Jī ū        's explanation that the term      is derived 

from the verb   , meaning "to give."                            Jī ū        's explanation of 

    . I want to point out      Jī ū                           and      are the same thing. The 
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similarity between      and                 Jī ū        's thesis that it often looks like he 

considers both inheritance and gift as one single unified category. Let us set                       

        ,     j                 g                      Jī ū        's      explanation does not 

take into account the acceptance of the gift on part of the recipient. The criticism hinges on the 

question of a gift process     g                                       g     g     

Jī ū        's understanding of the gift has taken into account only the giver without any 

consideration of the receiver, both of whom (the giver and the receiver) are important in the 

process and both validate the gift. 

                             ,                                   Jī ū        's views 

on      primarily from two perspectives—one, legal and the other, scholarly. The grammatical 

                           Jī ū        's      has been explained by Rocher. In what follows, 

I build on Rocher's views, commenting on the grammatical relationship between      and     , 

                g                                               g Jī ū        's      and the 

concept of inheritance.   

      g          Jī ū        's definition of      in DBh. 1.4, we see that he states 

                                . His use of the verb                                     g          

              Jī ū           ys                           .      ,     , Jī ū         

understands      to be derived from the root    to give, and not the other    which means to 

divide. This is not how      in the sense of inheritance is generally taken. Note that meanings 

may be comprehended in two ways—primary (mukhya) and secondary (     ).     , 

Jī ū         refers to the principle of                 .                  is the maxim 

that the primary sense occurs to the mind earlier than the secondary sense. Second, Jī ū         

reads the verb        in a secondary sense in case of     . Let me explain this a little more. 
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       in the primary sense means when a living person gives something he owns to someone 

else—there        implies a direct act of giving between one person to another. However, in the 

context of     , the verb        takes on the secondary meaning of giving, because the owner 

does not directly give to the other person. Nevetherless, it is still a extended form of giving. 

The difference between the everyday act of giving (living person to another living 

person) and giving in an inheritance context lies in the legal alienation (     ) of property. 

Jī ū                                            'sti (Dbh. 1.4). In the primary sense, then, there 

is a legal alienation by a owner of property in favor of someone else. In the inheritance context 

of       there is no real action of       in favour of the heirs. The legal alienation can take place 

without the owner of the property being physically present. A deceased person cannot give 

something or legally alienate property in favour of someone else. Yet, the effect of the       can 

be seen in the cessation of ownership in the property (             ) because the owner has died 

and no longer owns the property.  

Jī ū                       further.  Any property in which the effect of       is visible 

does not automatically become     . In the context of inheritance,         has to be accompanied 

by something else to qualify as    a. Jī ū                 : 

                                                                               

           | (DBh. 1.5) 

 

In this case, therefore, the term      is used in a conventional rather than in an 

etymological sense. It indicates those items in which a person acquires a proprietary right 

when the prior owner's right lapses, the acquisition of this right being contingent on the 

new owner being related to the prior owner. (DBh. 1.5, Rocher 2002) 

 

Therefore,      is something where prior ownership has lapsed (            ), but a link or 

relationship (         ) remains. This           links the deceased owner to the new owner. 

When a father dies, his son gets the       because of his relationship with the father. Hence, the 
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       effect in a property manifests through a           ultimately to qualify as     . The 

legal alienation of property is common in both      and     .
36

 This similarity is from the 

perspective of the donor. However, in     , one does not need sa       —gifts         g     

            Jī ū        , thus, demonstrates an overlap between the concepts of      and      

                                                             .  

I present another discussion in the          ,       Jī ū                          

and      as overlapping, yet different,                                                         

                                                                                              , 

Jī ū                             t the concept of           . He explains: 

                                                                                  

                                                                       – 

                                                                            

                   || [Dhko p. 1252] (DBh. 9.17) 

 

                                                                               

                                                                                   

                            | (DBh. 9.18) 

 

                   – 

                                                                                       

haret || [B 26.121] 

                                                                 

                                                    | (DBh. 9.19) 

 

                                     – 

                                                                                 

          || [MDh.  7.82] 

                    | (DBh. 9.20) 

 

                                       | (DBh. 9.21) 

 

                                                                              

                                               | (DBh. 9.22) 

 

                                                 

36 I thank Patrick Olivelle for emphasizing the       effect of      in a personal 

communication. 
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When, however, it comes to land the father acquired as a brahman's entitlement, that goes 

entirely to his sons by a brahman wife, to the exclusion of sons by a          or other 

wife. A house and an ancestral field go to his sons of the twice-born castes, to the 

exclusion of             S    B     -Manu: 

Sons by a brahman wife get the land that their father received as a brahman's gift
37

 

(      -    ); all twice-born are entitled to inherit a house or an ancestral field. [Dhko 

p. 1252] (DBh. 9.17, Rocher 2002) 

 

Any descendant belonging to a twice-born caste can accede to ancestral land, i.e., land 

acquired by a paternal grandfather, a paternal great-grandfather, and so forth, for the 

word "ancestral" is unconditional. When it comes to land acquired as a brahman's 

entitlement, however, the fact that sons by          wives and wives of other lower castes 

are denied any right to it implies that like grandsons and other descendants have no right 

to it either. (DBh. 9.18, Rocher 2002) 

 

S    B         : 

Land received as a brahman's entitlement shall never be given to a son of a          wife 

or a wife of any lower caste; even if a father should gift it to him, it will still go to the son 

by a brahman wife when the father dies. [B 26.121] 

                                 B     -Manu calls land received as a "brahman's gift" 

(      -    ) is the same as land received as a brahman's entitlement (pratigraha     

    B              . Indeed, brahma means Veda, and receiving pratigraha is ordained on 

the grounds that someone has memorized the Veda and studied its meaning. (DBh. 9.19, 

Rocher 2002) 

 

      -     does not refer to land which a brahman receives as a token of respect as 

described by Manu: 

He shall pay homage to brahmans when they return from the houses of their teachers; this 

is an eternal injunction to be observed by kings towards brahmans. [MDh. 7.82] 

Indeed, whatever the king gives them on that occasion is given as a token of respect. 

(DBh. 9.20, Rocher 2002) 

 

       , B     -Manu excludes the sons of          wives and wives of other lower castes 

from get   g                 ,         B                                  g     g         

the other type. (DBh. 9.21, Rocher 2002) 

 

Whatever the case may be,       -     does not refer to "land that belongs to a 

brahman." The fact that all twice-born sons accede to ancestral land is attested in the 

above mentioned Text. Here only       sons are barred. (DBh. 9.22, Rocher 2002) 

 

                                                 

37 Note that in this verse            appears as "brahman's gift" in Rocher's English 

translation. Jī ū                                           g                           

                                                      Jī ū        's reasoning. 
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         Jī ū                                                 . The word that may be 

compared to            is pratigraha. In his dictionary, Olivelle points out that pratigraha is 

understood as religious gift—a kind of gifted property that generally may not be subject to 

partition, at least according to one authoritative dharma source (Olivelle et al. 2015). Usually 

           is considered something that a Brahmin receives for imparting education. The 

overlap between            and pratigraha is that both are given to the Brahmin. It appears 

that pratigraha is a special type of property that belongs only to a Brahmin, and is generally not 

partitioned.  This leaves us with the question: how is            different from pratigraha? 

Jī ū                          g                  and pratigraha are given to a 

Brahmin, yet they are not completely the same in essence.            a       g    

Jī ū        , is not the exclusive property of the Brahmin                           

Jī ū        's      is gift-like with respect to the cessation of prior ownership. But, here by 

demonstrating the difference between            and pratigraha Jī ū              gg     g 

that      is more than just gift-like. It has another qualification. The other quality      

              Jī ū        's      is that      can be partitioned and divided among others. It 

does not remain the exclusive property of the Brahmin like the pratigraha.     , then, has the 

quality of being partitioned among other, specifically, heirs.  

                        Jī ū                       g      with     . He does not say that 

inheritance is exactly like a gift. He only compares the two concepts from the perspective of the 

giver and uses grammar as a tool to make his argument. If we look at the concepts from a 

philosophical perspective, we will see that the overlap between inheritance and gift is mainly 

from the viewpoint of the giver, who first relinquishes his ownership over the object which is to 

be inherited or gifted. The acceptance of the inheritance or gift is a later action taken by someone 
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else. To put it in simple terms, the inheritance and gifting process may be broken down into two 

steps with two people (giver and receiver) involved. In the first step, the giver voluntarily gives 

up and legally alienates an object that he owns. In case of     , the effect of the legal alienation 

is visible. In the second step, the  receiver receives the object, accepting it and becoming the new 

owner. This two-step process is common in both      and     . Jī ū                           

with the first step, where the giver alienates the property  Jī ū    hana's conceptual analysis 

rests on the cessation of ownership as being common between inheritance and gift. The      and 

     are no longer in the owner's and donor's possession and control after they have given it up. 

What follows then, is that      is     -like. That is to say, conceptually inheritance is somewhat 

like gifts.  

      Jī ū  v   n 's distinction of      from      

 

    g                                                              g   ,            

                 Jī ū          raws between      and      is visible in a discussion about 

unmarried sisters' rights to their deceased father's property. The context is brothers partitioning 

property after their father's death with unmarried sisters in the same household. The question is 

should the unmarried sisters receive parts of their                    Jī ū               : 

                                                                          |  

            – 

                                                          | 

                                                  || [MDh. 9.118] (DBh. 3.36) 

 

                                                                                  

                                                                      |  (DBh. 3.37) 

 

                   – 

                                                   | 

                                                 || [Y 2.124] 

                                         | (DBh. 3.38) 
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          | (DBh. 3.39) 

 

If the property is small, each son takes his own share and, out of it, gifts one quarter to his 

unmarried sisters. Indeed,  

[A] Manu says: 

The brothers shall each gift one quarter of their respective shares to the girls. They shall 

be expelled from their castes if they are reluctant to do so. [MDh. 9.118] (DBh. 3.36, 

Rocher 2002) 

 

By using the phrase "they shall gift" and by saying that the brothers will be expelled from 

their caste if they refuse to make the gift, this Text makes it clear that unmarried girls 

must not be led to believe that they should get the property on the grounds that they are 

entitled to it; the brother, who is entitled to inherit, is not "gifted" anything by another 

brother from his share. (DBh. 3.37, Rocher 2002) 

 

 B  Y j             : 

Those brothers who have undergone their rites of passage shall arrange for the rites of 

passage of those who have not; they shall arrange for the weddings of their unmarried 

sisters, giving them one quarter out of their own shares. [Y 2.124] 

What this Text means is that sisters shall be married off, not that they are entitled to any 

shares. (DBh. 3.38, Rocher 2002) 

 

That being the case, it follows that, when there is ample property available the gift shall 

be such that it is fitting for the sister's wedding; the rule of gifting one quarter is not 

restrictive. (DBh. 3.39, Rocher 2002) 

 
                         ,                     Jī ū              is not exactly a gift. The 

brothers are advised to do something for their unmarried sisters out of the property they inherit 

from their deceased father. Let us look at the normative part of this advice grammatically.   

At the start (DBh       , Jī ū                      , indicating that a particular amount 

"should or ought to be given" to the unmarried sisters by the brothers partitioning the property. 

Commenting on the verb pradadyur (         ) in the cited Manu text (DBh        

Jī ū                          g : the "should" factor in the action, and the possibility that this 

desired action (of giving in this case) be carried out in the near future. He then uses the term 

      a (DBh. 3.37) to convey that whatever is to be given by brothers to their unmarried sisters 

is exclusively a gift (       ) and nothing more. In other words, even though the unmarried 
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daughters receive their deceased father's wealth indirectly from their brothers (who have 

inherited the father's wealth), they receive it as a gift only. It would have been a gift towards their 

marriage even if their father was alive. Jī ū                                 g            

understand that they have no legal right or claim (        ) to any share (    ) that brothers 

receive during the succession process. An inheritance share is not something that unmarried 

daughters should receive (           ). Thus, even though the girls may expect gifts for their 

marriage from the inheritance shares their brothers receive, they do not have any claim over their 

father's or brother's inherited wealth. They cannot demand it as their legal right. This situation 

stands in contrast with brothers who have a legal right over their deceased father's wealth. 

Jī ū                                                            . He says that brothers do not 

give to (                                            ,              g                              

                     Jī ū                              hy does gifting between brothers not 

happen? The reason    Jī ū        's view is that brothers have rights (        ) over their 

shares, which differentiates brothers' legal statuses from thoses of unmarried sisters who do not 

have rights to any share   Jī ū                  this clearly in DBh. 3.38. Thus,      is not 

similar to a gift in the sense of the strong degree of legal rights it carries with it. 

In another part of his treatise, Jī ū                        about the nature of gifts 

(  na                  g                                    j    -        , Jī ū               

about     , stating: 

                                                                                       

                                                           | (DBh. 13.8) 

 

The situation here resembles in some ways that of a gift. It is only when an owner, having 

the distinct knowledge that something belongs to him, cedes it to bring about the 

ownership of another person, and when the other person distinctly realizes that he has 

become the owner by saying "this is mine," that one can speak of a gift. (DBh. 13.8, 

Rocher 2002) 
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Therefore, note that Jī ū                       g                    and     . There is 

something that separates these two categories.  

In     , there is strong sense of entitlement and legal right (        ). A          gives 

someone, (in this case, the heir), a right to claim property from someone he is related to. The 

closer the relationship, the right to claim the deceased's property becomes greater. For instance, 

in a legal system which prefers male-relatives over female-relatives, a strong          exists in 

the legal person of a son, to legally claim his deceased father's property as inheritance. Adhi    , 

in this sense of legal entitlement is missing in gifting. In     , there is a degree of "right" to 

receive a gift, but that right perhaps is not comparable to the right of a son to his father's 

property. It is more in the sense of an eligibility to do certain things. Brick states that in 

                        B                             g              g                           

regards them as the most fitting recipients (Brick 2014, 26). However, the degree of right, and 

the definition of adhi     is important here. The legal right to claim property is much stronger, 

and I suggest an entirely diffrent kind of         , than a Brahmin's right to a gift. 

To sum up, even though both      and      are concepts that are linked to giving (in a 

primary or secondary sense), which imply cessation of ownership in the inheritance context, this 

explanation is solely from the perspective of the giver. If one looks at the concepts of      and 

     from the perspective of the receiver, then, the difference can be seen in the degree of rights 

or claims to either the      or     . This difference visible in          is from the recipient's 

standpoint. Thus, Jī ū        's      and      are not exactly same, but yet are similar. 
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Section 2.4: Women'                   n  Jī ū  v   n 's      

 
How does Jī ū        's interpretations of      theoretically benefit women? First,      

      gg     g      Jī ū        's interpretation of      was crafted in order to yield theories 

for benefitting women. We are not sure whether he did or did                          —    

                                      g Jī ū                                       

                              ,            gg     g Jī ū             ed to be favorable 

to                         g           ,                    Jī ū        's interpretation of      

as something gift-like objectively has a positive outcome for women's property rights. This 

                                 Jī ū        's      works w                           g    

                       g                                            g                       

                                        Jī ū                                .  

At stake here is the concept of           , which is generally understood as the 

husband's inheritance to his wife. While discussing                             , Jī ū         

cites earlier texts that discuss the sources of          . There we come across            as a 

part of what is considered          . Apart from           , there are other categorical parts and 

sources of          .           is discussed in detail in the next chapter. Let us first look at the 

problems with           ,                            Jī ū        's   ya interpretation is 

better for women. 

One of the problems with textual prescriptions of      to women seen in some earlier 

texts is that they limit the amount of                 Jī ū                                  

which restricts a woman's     : 

                                                                                  

                   || [Vy 265] (DBh. 4.1.10) 
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The      a woman may be given (deya) is limited to two thousand; and she may use the 

property her husband gave her as she pleases. [Vy 265] (DBh. 4.1.10) 

 

            text has a similar prescription. This text                 Jī ū                  

because the verse does not have the term     . Even though the term      is missing in the 

following verse, the context is that of women's rights over their          . B          is a 

component of           according to some earlier dharma                    g             : 

                                                                                  

              || (K 902) 

 

The father, mother, the husband, brother, and kinsmen should give                      

        g                                         ) except immovable property. (K 902, 

Kane 1933) 

 

Commenting on the use of "two thousand" without mention of any monetary units, Rocher points 

out that this type of thing is common in Sanskrit texts where the monetary unit is not written and 

probably the currency is indicating copper coins of uncertain value which might either be the 

p    or           (Rocher 2002, 106).                                                         

the unit      in a parenthetical comment beside the two thousand. So, from the aforementioned 

verses we can see that in few earlier texts, there is some sort of provision for limiting the amount 

of money a woman may be given as either her husband's     , or as her          . 

How      Jī ū              about      in the context of          ? Jī ū              

it two ways—first, by attempting to harmonize occurrences of this kind of issue in earlier 

dharma           ,           ,        g                                          Jī ū         

harmonizes the earlier literature. Commenting on the compound           , Jī ū             : 

                                                                   

                                                              

                       | (DBh. 4.1.7) 

                                                                      – 

                                                  | 

                                                || [K 907] (DBh. 4.1.8) 
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          –                                                                         

                                 | (DBh. 4.1.9) 

 

The phrase "property given by her husband" (      -         N      13.8 means property 

which is actually given to her by her husband (      -datta). Indeed, 

[1] Manu and others do not use the term       -    , but       -datta,         N       

uses the term       -    , not       -datta. (DBh. 4.1.7, Rocher 2002) 

[2] There are other Texts that use the term       -     instead of       -datta: 

    S               ,             ,                g        na text: 

After her husband's death a woman may do as she pleases with       -    ; as long as he 

lives she shall save it or else spend it on his family. [K 907] (DBh. 4.1.8, Rocher 2002) 

This means that after her husband's death she may use the property he gave her as she 

pleases, but while he lives she must "save" it, i.e., she must be thrifty with it. (DBh. 4.1.9, 

Rocher 2002) 

 

     Jī ū                                                           's property, texts like 

Manu use the compound          ta                       g                     Jī ū         

is trying to reason here that, if in a similar context some authorities use            and 

others,           , the terms are interchangeable. The underlying assumption here is that earlier 

authoritative texts are not in contradiction with each other. If one finds contradiction in them, 

then one                              g                            g                     ,        

                 Jī ū                                          and             are used 

         g                                  ,        , Jī ū                          , but 

rather datta, which is also generally considered to carry the sense of a gift more in terms of a 

legal gift, which if promised and not given may call for legal procedure against the person who 

had promised it. A            , Jī ū                               g                       —he 

mainly tries to show that authoritative texts use these two terms to refer to the same thing in the 

context of women's property. He attempts to point out the overt contradictions in earlier texts. 
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S     , Jī ū                                                         and                 

                               limits women's      to two thousand. For Jī ū         this 

restriction is not valid. He comments on this situation, stating: 

                       –                                          – 

                                                                                  

                   || [Vy 265] 

                                                                                      

                                                                                   

                                                  | (DBh. 4.1.10) 

                                                                                 

                                                                                

         | (DBh. 4.1.11) 

 

[b] The term                                  g           , which is meant to indicate the 

extent to which a husband can make gifts to his wife: 

The      a woman may be given (deya) is limited to two thousand; and she may use the 

property her husband gave her as she pleases. [Vy 265] 

The maximum a woman may be given is two thousand, nothing more. As to the question 

"by whom," the logical way to construe the first half of the sentence is with the words 

"her husband," which appear later in the Text; there is no reason to posit words that do 

not appear in it. In this way the verb    in deya, "may be given," can be taken in its literal 

meaning, whereas if it referred to the amount of property of which the wife becomes the 

owner after the husband's death, the verb would be used in a figurative sense, which goes 

against reason. (DBh. 4.1.10, Rocher 2002) 

And she may put to any use she pleases such property given by her husband. Hence, the 

interpretation which some have suggested, namely, that, if a husband dies without leaving 

a son, his wife inherits his property up to a maximum of two thousand, but not the whole 

of it, is unacceptable to the learned. (DBh. 4.1.11, Rocher 2002) 

 

Jī ū              g                                   .                 Jī ū        's 

logical reasoning here, stating: 

    ,         g    Jī ū                                         Vy 265 as consisting of two 

independent clauses referring to two different situations, the former dealing with the 

amount which a woman may be given indirectly, as maintenance, out of her deceased 

husband's estate by a third party such as his father or brothers who inherit his property, 

and the latter dealing with property a wife receives directly from her husband. (Rocher 

2002, 106) 

 

            g     gg          Jī ū                               principles in his treatise 

(Rocher 2002, 41).       Jī ū        's understanding of     ,                            
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                (907) cited in DBh. 4.1.8, has been used "in courts with reference to gifts made 

by the husband" but that, "a number of digests interpret       -     in this verse as pertaining to 

property which a childless widow inherits from her husband after his death" (Rocher 2002, 105). 

  Jī ū             s to be responding to material that he does not cite in his treatise—

things that are prescribed in other contemporary nibandhas, as Rocher points out in his note. 

    ,               g                 Jī ū        's clear objection to the two thousand d    limit. 

He backs this objection with his explanation of      as something gift-like and not strictly as the 

fixed category of "inheritance," as earlier texts have portrayed it. Afterall, if one were to 

understand     , as he does, they would see how it is similar to a gift. He supports his argument 

by pointing out  in Dbh. 4.1.7 that earlier texts use      and datta interchangeably as well. This 

is the main                                                         Jī ū        's work—the 

restrictions on      are removed. 

Moreover,              ,                 g                                     

Jī ū        's text. Note                                 g    g g        S                    

Jī ū                          (citing earlier literature) that there are no limits to gifts in his 

treatise (DBh         Jī ū         briefly refers to another text while discussing gifts: 

                        di (Dbh. 1.22) 

 

Mentally referring to a recipient (Dbh. 1.22, Rocher 2002) 

 

Jī ū     ana does not cite the entire verse and hence we do not see the mention of gifts above, 

but Rocher provides the verse in a note. Rocher states: 

As S                              , Jī ū                                       g           

quarter, even though the principal word, "gifts," appears in the fourth quarter. The 

commentators provide the full text:                                                 

                                           | (Rocher 2002, 60) 
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          Jī ū                         ,  M                g                                    

                                                                       g       g  -       209. 56]" 

(Dbh. 1.22, Rocher 2002). Here,      is used for gift. Thus,      has no restrictions             

Jī ū              . Datta too, as a legal gift, perhaps does not have any restrictions. What 

follows, then, is that if      is understood as gift-like, and if gifts have no restrictions, then      

too has no restrictions. Since      has                                     ,     , 

Jī ū        ’              g                                ’    g                            

Conclusion 

 
In the above sections we have discussed the general idea behind inheritance and gifts in 

modern societies and in the South Asian scholarly context. From prior scholarly discussions, we 

have found that there are overlaps between gifts and inheritance. In both inheritance and gift, 

there is a transfer of property, in terms of a legal alienation, from a donor to a recipient. The legal 

alienation leads to a cessation of prior ownership. As legal concepts, both are non-reciprocal. It is 

harder for us to conceive of non-reciprocity when it comes to gift-situations, but that is a social 

issue not a legal one. Even in the South Asian context, we have seen that for      to be proper, it 

has to be non-reciprocal. We have viewed the categories of inheritance and gift as overlapping in 

that they are legal alienations and non-reciprocal. Both these similarities are from the perspective 

of the donor                   ’                                                                   

well. First, the recipient does not do any real work to earn the inheritance and gift object. 

S     ,                  ’                     South Asian context, both      (inheritance) and 

     (gift) are prescribed modes of acquiring property. 

Jī ū        ’                          (    ) in the           are worth considering. 

Jī ū                                                                            ds inheritance or 
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     as something gift-like. For him,      is similar to      and datta only from the perspective 

of the donor. N         Jī ū                           is exactly like     . In     , the 

physical presence of the owner is not necessary, only the legal alienation, leading to a cessation 

of prior ownership in a property. This is not the case in     , where the owner, being physically 

present, gifts his property to someone else. Jī ū                           g                  

gift are similar in a way, they are also different. By comparing      with pratigraha        

                   , Jī ū                               g                          g    ,      

is something that is inheritable. This is the first point of dep               Jī ū        ’       

and gifts. The second difference that is that of a strong degree of legal rights (        ) over 

     invested in heirs. Though, receiving      is a Brahmin's right, it cannot be compared to an 

heir's legal rights. It may be understood as a type of eligibility to do something.          , 

Jī ū        ’       is not exactly a gift, rather, it is gift-like. 

In earlier Sanskrit dharma           ,                                        ’       

prescriptions, whereas                               ,                              g   -g    g  

Jī ū        ’              g                            as gift-like is more beneficial to women 

in theory in two ways. First, it nullifies strict inheritance (    ) prescriptions for women by re-

interpreting      as something that is given, and in essence gift-like. Second, a logical 

conclusion is, since gift-making has no restrictions in Sanskrit dharma literature, it opens up 

possibilities for women to receive more wealth, theoretically. Jī ū                          

lack of restrictions in gifting, as he cites a verse fragment from an authoritative text which says 

that there are no limits to gifting      ,               Jī ū                           g        

balance things up for women in terms of their legal rights within the domestic sphere, a 

noticeable divergence from many earlier texts. 
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CHAPTER 3: SVATVA,            AND           

                              Jī ū        's understanding of svatva and its resonance 

with the concept of                                                                 g     ,   

                            —Jī ū        's definition of svatva and his definition of 

         . Given the focus of this chapter, I do not delve into all aspects of                     

                  g                               Jī ū        's idea of          .  

The chapter is divided into two broad parts. In the first part, I discuss legal concepts of 

property, ownership and rights in modern scholarship and introduce the notion of svatva 

g                                       Jī ū        's specific idea of svatva (section 3.2). In the 

second part, I introduce                   g                 g Jī ū        's citations of earlier 

B                                                    g    Jī ū        's knowledge and 

acceptance of certain sources of          , thereby providing us with his general notion of 

                         g    Jī ū        's specific definition of           (section 3.3) 

demonstrating how it is intrinsically tied to his idea of svatva. 

3.1: Property and Ownership  

3.1.1: Property and Ownership in General 

 

The concept of property affects us in various social and economic ways. It is a part of our 

lives. We have material objects that we own. Although property does not exclusively refer to 

material objects, we will only be concerned with material objects as property here. This chapter 

addresses key concepts related to property and its use in pre-modern South Asia. I limit all 

discussions on property to personal property owned by individuals and families. More 

specifically, this chapter concentrates on property only in the domestic realm and does not 

extend to commercial aspects of such property. The reader will not find here philosophical 
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reflections on the purpose of property such as whether property is a means or an end and other 

similar questions which are a large part of property-theory discussions. In this section, I review 

concepts of property and ownership for us to have a clearer picture of these ideas in the historical 

context of South Asian scholastic literature.  

Let us briefly look at standard definitions of concepts related to property relevant to this 

study. A modern legal definition of property is stated below: 

1. Collectively, the rights in a valued resource such as land, chattel, or an intangible. It is 

common to describe property as a "bundle of rights." These rights include the right to 

possess and use, the right to exclude, and the right to transfer. – Also termed bundle of 

rights. 2. Any external thing over which the rights of possession, use and enjoyment are 

exercised. (Garner et al., 2014)  

The "bundle of rights" is a legal notion that explains property rights. The phrase "bundle of 

rights" suggests that property rights are complex in nature.
38

 We do not need to go into a detailed 

                                                 

38Anna Robilant explaining the "bundle of rights" in the understanding of property states, "In 

the United States, every first-year law student learns that property is a 'bundle of sticks.' 

Introduced by Hohfeld, and further developed by the realists, the bundle of sticks concept 

characterizes property as a bundle of entitlements regulating relations among persons concerning 

a valued resource. The metaphor suggests that the bundle is malleable (i.e., that private actors, 

courts, and lawmakers may add or remove sticks, and that the bundle structures relations among 

persons, only secondarily and incidentally involving a thing)" (Robilant 2013, 871). 

 

J. E. Penner comments on the ambiguity of the concept of property in terms of the "bundle of 

rights" in the following words: 

 

Property is pictured as a bundle of different rights, such as the right to possess, the right 

to use, the right to consume, the right to destroy, the right to manage, the right to give, the 

right to lend, the right to sell, and so on. Property, it is supposed, is a kind of aggregate or 

complex composed of more basic elements. One has property when one has some number 

of these rights, although it has proved exceedingly difficult to say with any certainty 

whether some rights are essential, or whether a certain critical number are. It is not even 

clear there is any workable notion of 'enough' rights to make up a property bundle. 

(Penner 1997, 2)  

 

The "bundle of rights" explanation has been challenged, especially by the model of the "right to 

exclude" in property law. This means that the owner of a particular property has the right to 

exclude others from his property. This is considered to be one of the most significant rights that a 

owner has (Douglas and McFarlane 2013, 223-224). 
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understanding of this phrase here. Apart from the kinds of valuables and assets we may identify 

as property, we must consider another important notion tied with the concept of property—

rights. 
When one thinks of rights in the case of property, one must necessarily think of a person 

or people who are in positions to exercise those rights. People exercise rights over things and 

objects they call their "own." For the purposes of this chapter, I use the term "thing" as 

applicable to tangible objects and exclude the currently popular issue of "intellectual property" 

from this study. As Penner explains, "The view I would like to defend here is that property is 

what the average citizen, free of the entanglements of legal philosophy, thinks it is: the right to a 

thing" (Penner 1997, 2). Viewing property and people's rights to property in Penner's "average 

citizen" analogy makes these concepts of "property" and "rights" straightforward. It appears that 

this approach to understanding property is well accepted in legal scholarship. Referring to an 

earlier essay by C. B. Macpherson, Laura Underkuffler explains property thus: 

In his famous essay, 'The Meaning of Property,' C.B. Macpherson states that 'in law and 

in the writers, property is...rights, rights in or to things. The American Law Institute has 

adopted this approach, stating in its Restatement that property denotes 'legal relations 

between persons with respect to...thing[s]. This merger of the 'things' approach and the 

'rights' approach seems to make sense; it adds to the theorist's sophisticated observation, 

that property involves relations among persons, our intuitive notion that property is 

somehow 'thing-based.' (Underkuffler 2003, 12) 

 

Both Penner and Underkuffler highlight two issues regarding property. The first issue is the 

interpersonal relationship among people with respect to property. For instance if X buys a field 

which local people used freely prior to X's purchase, then, after X's purchase they would be 

excluded from using the field. This is because the field becomes X's property after the purchase 

and now X has the legal right to deny the local people from using the field as before. Thus, in 

this way property may be understood as controlling "legal relations between persons" with 

regard to things. The second issue regarding property is the relationship between the person and 
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the thing which is visible in legal rights to that particular property. Using the X's field example, 

the thing (field) gives the person (X) rights over it, something which creates a relationship 

between the person and the thing. 

However, "rights" are not a uniform category. Scholars have reflected on the multiplicity 

of meanings the term "rights" carries—regular everyday meanings and technical usages. 

Additionally, when we add conditions of such rights to the concept of property, matters start to 

look even more complex.
39

 Admitting that the notion of "property rights" is a complex one, 

Lawrence Becker defines the concept in the following words: 

Property rights, as I shall use the term, are the rights of ownership. But 'the rights of 

ownership' is not an unequivocal term. It is clear enough that ownership typically has 

something to do with the right to use, the right to transfer, and the right to exclude others 

from the thing owned. And most philosophical discussions of property content 

themselves with this broad characterization, noting in passing that certain restrictions 

(e.g. prohibition of harmful use) and extensions (e.g. the right to bequeath) are usually 

associated with it. But the right of use is itself a bundle of rights which mature legal 

systems separate, and when the other elements of legal ownership are examined, it 

quickly becomes obvious that a person may own things (legally) in a variety of 

overlapping but quite distinct senses. (Becker 1977, 18) 

 

From Becker's understanding we can gauge that property rights as a concept is ambiguous—open 

to multiple understandings from multiple viewpoints. What is important in Becker's 

explanations, at least for our purposes here, is that the concept of ownership may be overlapping, 

                                                 

39 Banning expresses the complexity inherent in the concept of property rights stating : 

 

Property is a complex right. First of all, it has linkages with many disciplines of our legal 

system, such as civil law, public law and criminal law. In today's modern states, property 

is considered one of the key concepts of the legal order. Property is vital to a market 

economy since property and contract jointly form the basis of exchange and trade, on 

which market economies are built...A second reason for its complexity is the fact that 

virtually no other human right is subject to more qualifications and limitations...A third 

reason, as already indicated, is the difference between the popular image and the legal 

concept. In the popular image, property is seen as a simple right which is well-defined 

and complete, and concerns mainly tangible goods in daily use. In legal terms, property is 

seen as complex, varying according to place, socio-economic context, time, and the type 

of relationships between its stakeholders. (Banning 2002, 2-3) 
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yet distinct for each "owner." We will come across this concept when we discuss the general idea 

of svatva in Dh           (section 3.1.2). 

Given that rights to property are linked to ownership, let us look at the definition of 

ownership. A standard legal definition of ownership is stated below: 

The bundle of rights allowing one to use, manage, and enjoy property, including the right 

to convey it to others. Ownership implies the right to possess a thing, regardless of any 

actual or constructive control. Ownership rights are general, permanent, and heritable. 

Along with the general definition, there exists a notion of full ownership. (Garner et al., 

2014) 

 

Note that scholars make it a point to distinguish "ownership" from "full ownership." Full 

ownership is understood as the following: "The complete bundle of rights to use, enjoy, and 

dispose of property without limitation" (Garner et al., 2014). Therefore, ownership in any given 

property may either be full or partial. That is, a property does not necessarily need to have a 

single owner. There may exist at the same time many owners of any given property. More 

importantly, it must be noted that both the concepts of "property" and "ownership" share a 

common factor, i.e., the "bundle of rights." The common factor in both of these concepts raises 

the question whether the terms "property" and "ownership" can be used as synonyms.  

From the aforementioned definitions of property and ownership, three categories emerge 

distinctly: 1. People 2. Property 3. Rights.  In the simplest terms, these three categories appear to 

be interconnected. Any property has people exercising varying degrees of rights over it. Some 

rights are superior and others inferior based on the powers those rights confer on individuals over 

the property. The point of emphasis here is the difference between the powers individuals have 

over a certain property. It is also important to keep in mind that all these concepts operate in 

legal systems; thus, the law is the basic structure within which these concepts work.  
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3.1.2: Are the Concepts of "Property" and "Ownership" Interchangeable?   

 

"Rights" is not an unequivocal category according to modern legal scholarship. Legal 

literature has various terms to indicate degrees of rights in a property, and places rights within 

categories of powers they confer. The distinguishing feature of rights, then, is marked by the 

varying degrees of powers that "rights" vest in individuals with regard to any given property.     

        g                                                                                   

the relationship of a person to a thing. Few aspects of this discussion on property have been 

investigated by modern scholarship. In this section, I address the question whether "property" 

and "ownership" are synonymous in the context of Brahmanical scholastic literature since they 

have been often used interchangeably                                                            

                     ,                                 ,                                   

Jī ū        's svatva. 

There are a number of Sanskrit terms to signify wealth—the most common ones being 

artha and dhana.
40

 These are generic terms for wealth that are at times also understood as 

"property" based on their material value. The terms "wealth" and "property" are associated with 

valuables. Apart from these terms, there are more specific ones which mean a particular type of 

wealth such as          .         S                                                          

                 sva. Lubin states that in relation to a person dhana is property or sva, implying 

one's own (Lubin forthcoming, 2). What follows then, for wealth to be characterized as sva, it 

must necessarily be linked to a person. Note that modern scholarship does not translate sva as 

                                                 

40 Derrett discusses the scope of the term dhana in the context of property and states that 

"dhana" is an equivalent of the term "property" (Derrett 1962, 31-32). 
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"wealth," though Derrett strongly asserts that the terms "wealth" and "property" are synonymous 

in scope.  

Sva in the most general sense means "one's own [something]." In the realm of legal 

literature "own" cannot stand by itself. Deliberating on issues of ownership in the context of 

dharma texts, Kane states: 

The two words 'sva' and '      ' are correlative, the idea underlying both is the same and 

they are two aspects of the same question. 'Sva' means 'what belongs to a person' i.e. 

'property.' It has direct reference to a thing and indirect reference to the owner of the 

thing.     min' means 'master or owner' and directly refers to the person owning and 

indirectly to the thing. (Kane 1930-62, 3. 547) 

 

The external reference inherent in sva and        deserves notice. However, Kane does not 

explain sva grammatically here.  

Grammatically, the Sanskrit word sva is a reflexive pronoun and is used adjectively.  

However, as it stands at the moment, sva may not necessarily point to property owned. And the 

term sva by itself does not refer to property. It is only when sva is used as the noun svam (neuter 

substantive) that it carries with it a pregnant meaning of "property." If svam is included in the 

legal discourse of t               , then, we have the abstract term svatva, which refers 

externally to the condition of belonging to somebody. If we want to refer to a person who has 

property, then, we add a possessive suffix making it       . The term        refers directly to 

the owner and externally to the property he owns.
41

 

Here, I briefly discuss how scholars of India have understood the term svatva. Derrett in 

his glossary specifies sva as "own" (Derrett 1962, 27). In his discussion of the relationship 

between people and objects, Davis refers to svatva as "property or ownership" (Davis 2010, 89). 

Kroll takes a similar approach in his general understanding of svatva. He states, "Svatva is a 

                                                 

41 I thank Patrick Olivelle for emphasizing the grammatical aspects of svatva to arrive at the 

legal implications of the term in a personal communication. 
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Sanskrit term used to designate the relationship by which an agent and an object relate to one 

another as owner (      ) and property (sva)" (Kroll 2010, 1). In his recent dictionary, Olivelle 

marks sva to indicate both property and ownership in the dharma texts. He understands the terms 

       as "owner of property or livestock," and svatva as "legal ownership" (Olivelle et al., 

2015). It appears, at least according to modern scholarship on svatva, that in the context of pre-

modern South Asian literature sva[tva] may refer to both property and ownership—it is not 

entirely clear whether svatva refers to the two concepts separately or together. I pointed out 

earlier that both "property" and "ownership" had a common factor that they shared—both were 

characterized by a "bundle of rights." I have shown above how modern scholars of India do not 

clearly differentiate between "property" and "ownership" probably because of the similarity 

between them—they use the term svatva to indicate both property and ownership at the same 

time. 

Let us for a moment set aside the legal understanding of Sanskrit sva as owned object, 

and simply look at the regular meaning of the word "property." "Property" appears to be a broad 

umbrella term to cover objects one owns. This again draws in the issue of ownership as well. I 

use examples to illustrate this complex point further. The following example does not have a 

direct bearing on the main argument of this chapter—it is undertaken solely for the sake of 

clarity in understanding complexities inherent in property and ownership.  

If we ask what "property" is, we cannot label just anything as "property." For instance, 

one cannot designate a sea-shell lying on the beach as "property." The term "property" imposes a 

legal distinction from general objects and things in that it entails objects and things that someone 

possesses, in most cases, as their own. As mentioned above, the term has an external reference. 

For example, the library books I consult to write this chapter are not my property. However, they 
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are classified as "property" because they are owned by the university—they are the university's 

property. As far as my use of the books is concerned, they are in my possession and I have rights 

to use them as an individual since the owner (university) authorizes me to possess and use their 

property. However, I do not have any rights to gift, transfer or sell them. Therefore, though the 

library books may be classified as the university's property (objects with an owner), I have 

certain rights to that property. Though my rights are not full, I still have quite a few rights that I 

exercise on the library books. The university has another set of rights on the books that are 

quantitatively more than my rights on them, or superior in nature to my rights over them.   

We already know that in the legal context, both property and ownership have the notion 

of "rights" embedded in them. I explain this connection further, now more in terms of superior 

and inferior rights
42

 by expanding on the library book example below. I exercise a certain 

number of rights in the library books and am barred from exercising other rights vested in those 

books. The fact that I do not exercise all kinds of rights that co-exist in the library books 

(property), does not suggest that these rights are not present. The university (owner) has superior 

rights over the books. However, even though the university has superior rights over them, it still 

does not have complete ownership of the books. The university for instance, cannot reproduce 

photocopies of these books in entirety in order to have multiple copies of the same book—

multiple copies of a particular book need to be bought. Therefore, in any given "property" that 

has an "owner," there may be one or more people exercising different kinds of rights—superior 

or inferior. In this way, both "property" and "ownership" are understood in terms of a "bundle of 

rights." In this way, i.e., by the commonality of "rights" present in both "property" and 

                                                 

42 I thank Donald Davis for suggesting the terms "superior rights" and "inferior rights" in 

relation to varying degrees of rights and svatva in a personal communication. 
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"ownership" these concepts appear similar, and hence are often used interchangeably in modern 

scholarship. 

Let us conside                                          g                             

discusses the concept of                  , which is an abstract concept of a relationship 

(         ) between an owner (     ) and his objects/property (sva) (Derrett 1962). Note that 

Derrett translates and understands sva as objects [property]. I have shown earlier that the term 

"property" implies owned wealth in the legal context of ownership. Hence, let us proceed with 

the understanding that sva = property. In Derrett's view, ownership may have varying degrees—

the proprietor, tenant, and others all appear to be        within their respective boundaries 

(Derrett 1956). In my understanding, Derrett is trying to explain the varying degrees of rights 

that people have in any given object—something that is termed as "bundle of rights" by recent 

legal scholarship on property. Derrett points out that there must exist a relationship between an 

owner and property (Derrett 1962, 102). Is the relationship (         ) that Derrett points out a 

reference to the "rights" (        ) that a person has to objects he owns? Whether           

refers to          cannot be deciphered with certainty (at least with the dharma texts in mind) 

and does not fall within the scope of this chapter. However, what is important to my argument 

here is that Derrett refers to rights over property as an intrinsic part of what is called "ownership" 

(Derrett 1962, 29). Derrett asserts that without some amount of         , svatva appears 

meaningless. He also points to the concept of multiple people having svatva in any given 

property, which he believes to be a distinctive feature of the Indian concept of property (Derrett 

1962, 93). Lubin refers to Derrett's understanding of these issues and cites Derrett stating that, 

"someone with an          [may] not be a fully legally competent or legally autonomous 

person: minors, women, slaves, and the mentally incompetent can have          with respect to 
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property, even though they may require others to consent to their acts or to act on their behalf" 

(Lubin forthcoming, 3).  

Derrett's views on multiple people having svatvas find resonance with recent 

examinations of property where many people have certain degrees of rights, superior and 

inferior, over any given property. However, the concept of "ownership" appears to be confusing 

at this point. The confusion stems from a general everyday understanding of ownership for a 

couple of reasons: first, we usually think of "ownership" as associated with a single owner; 

second, due to that singularity, we assume that the owner can do anything he wants with objects 

he owns which includes disposing the objects within a particular legal framework. If we keep our 

regular understanding of "ownership" out of legal notions of property, it becomes a much easier 

notion to grasp. We need to move away from the assumption that ownership is absolute in each 

and every case.  

We have already seen that modern scholars like Becker, Penner and Underkuffler 

understand property rights as ownership rights, and use the notion of "rights" indirectly to 

compare two legal concepts, rather than directly attempting to compare "property" and 

"ownership." From what we have seen so far, we observe a merger of people, rights, and objects 

in both "property" and "ownership." Thus at this point, we can fairly conclude that "property" is 

a concept that has ideas of ownership inbuilt within it. It can only refer to wealth that is owned. 

This is purely from the perspective of the object—we have not considered the external factor to 

the object owned yet. From the above discussion, in this chapter I use sva as "property" and 

svatva as "property-ness."  

Since the concept of "ownership" of property entails "owners," any given property may 

have one or more people exercising rights over it. Can all of them be classified as "owners" of 
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that property? If many people have svatva (property-ness), then it follows that they are      n-s 

(proprietors). Derrett has already referred to co-svatvas, assuming      ns within his 

understanding of svatva. Co-svatvas are hence equivalent to co-        s. I use the term 

                       “          -ness ”                   ,      itva is possessed 

simultaneously by different individuals with a legal interest in it, even though they do not all 

possess the same rights to dispose of it" (Lubin forthcoming, 4). Therefore, there may be 

multiple      -s of a sva. In other words, sva[tva] may be inclusive of multiple      [tva]. Note 

that the above is the general understanding of such issues in Brahmanical legal literature.  

Now that we have discussed the similarity between property and ownership, are we in a 

position to answer the question whether these two terms are synonyms? Or posed in another way, 

what is the difference between the concepts of "property" and "ownership"? Let us now consider 

the difference between these two notions. I use dominium as a contrast here to understand 

property and ownership better. Derrett states that the term "dominium" has a more concrete 

meaning than the term "property," which simply points to a classification of justifiable rights 

(Derrett 1962, 20). Let me explain Derrett's point further using some standard definitions of 

dominium. Dominium is: "Absolute ownership including the right to possession and use; a right 

of control over property that the holder might retain or transfer at pleasure. Dominium was 

subject to any servitudes, planning restrictions, etc. This term gradually came to also mean 

merely ownership of property, as distinguished from the right to possession or use." (Garner et 

al. 2014). The difference lies in the fact that both "property" and "ownership" may offer varying 

degrees of rights (if applicable), whereas dominium offers all possible i.e. complete rights. Thus, 

dominium is probably closer to the ordinary understanding of ownership. The complication lies 
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in using "ownership" as a regular everyday word—that regular usage probably conjures an image 

of absolute ownership. Thus, there is confusion.  

To sum up, we have narrowed down the concepts of "property" and "ownership" to the 

question of degrees of "rights" that the scope of each of these terms offer. Some may be 

considered as superior rights and some inferior rights based on the power conferred by those 

rights. It has also been shown that multiple people may exercise varying degrees of rights over 

any property. The exercising (by people) of varying degrees of rights (with certain limitations 

embedded in each degree) over any given property is the similarity between "property" and 

"ownership." This aforementioned similarity between property and ownership stands in contrast 

with the term "dominium" which comes closer to the ordinary understanding of ownership. 

However, absolute ownership as a concept can be legitimately questioned. Even if someone 

owns a home, and has powers of alienation over it, still his home is situated in the land belonging 

to the State he resides. Thus, the entire concept of "absolute" is not really absolute. But, powers 

of alienation over property, in my view, is a superior right over other lesser rights of ownership. 

We have also seen how the Sanskrit term sva generally meaning own, refers externally to an 

object owned. In the legal parlance, this term sva would imply and mean property. The nature of 

sva entails that it is owned by one or many      n-s. We have not yet considered what specific 

kinds of rights either svatva (property-ness) and          (proprietor-ness) confer upon people. I 

will use Jī ū        's treatise to arrive at this understanding of rights conferred by svatva later.  

3.1.3: Owing Property in              

 

In this section, I briefly provide an overview of property in the dharma literature. The 

purpose of this discussion is to provide the general issues of concern regarding svatva        

B                                g                                                     
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reflected upon regarding svatva. The first question is whether svatva is to be understood from the 

ways of the world (laukika) or from prescriptive dharma literature (        ). The second 

question is about the prescribed         ways to achieve svatva. The third question, especially in 

the context of inheritance and partition, is when does svatva come about?  

Whether "property/ownership" should be understood as a worldly concept (laukika     

                         (        ) does not have a single answer in the dharma literature. It can 

be either          according to some, and laukika according to others. Given the two divergent 

viewpoints, let us consider why it was important for the dharma composers to deliberate on this 

issue. The question originates from a valid concern whether property (which might be used for 

ritual activities) was obtained by the correct means, i.e., not by wrong practices such as stealing. 

Kane explains this concern by illustrating a dilemma. For instance, if a brahmana earns 

something by officiating at rituals (a prescribed         method of earning for brahmanas) for his 

patron (who the brahmana does not know is a thief), then we have a problem—the act of 

officiating for a thief would make the brahmana part of the wrong act as well, according to the 

       . On the other hand, if property is not considered        , and just laukika, then         

prescriptions would not matter for the thief as he is already in possession of the stolen property 

with which he can pay the brahmana for the ritual. Without any kind of codes, it really would not 

matter if the property was stolen or not—the thief may use it as his own property (Kane  1930-

62, 3. 548). Issues such as these probably led dharma composers to think and debate about 

property being          or laukika. 

Modern scholarship on                                                                . In 

Derrett's view, a large body of         opinion considered svatva (property-ness) to be 

exclusively understood on the basis of the        . If we accept Derrett's views, then in the 
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dharma literature svatva is mostly based on         prescriptions. With the dharma               

        ,                                      Mī                , property as a conceptual 

category is based on worldly usage (Derrett 1962, 4                                  

                                          Mī                . Davis states that at one point two 

ideas were interlinked—one, that all property is acquired through         prescriptions and two, 

that all property is meant for performing ritual sacrifices. However, he points out that this 

linkage may have been problematic mainly due to the wider significance of property in everyday 

life, which makes it hard to simply limit property to ritual purposes (Davis 2010, 91).  

In Jī ū        's                 j         's          , positions regarding property 

being          or laukika                      j         ,                                     

           j         's stand stating: 

What this means in terms of dharma                                                         

                            . It is a worldly matter and its incidents are determined 

socially. Nevertheless, property is essential to dharma because it enables the performance 

of rituals, the maintenance of the household, the giving of gifts, and other proprietary 

outlays of dharma. Property is thus an instrument of dharma but is not created through it; 

property enables dharma, not vice versa. (Davis 2010, 91-92) 

 

       , Jī ū    hana does not make overt statements about svatva being          or laukika. 

Based on Dbh     9,                       Jī ū                                                 

          Jī ū                            svatva (Dbh. 1.14 - 1.20) mentions that there is no 

evidence in the texts for birth bringing about svatva in ancestral property, hence assuming that 

svatva must have some basis in the authoritative        .  

Since we are concentrating on textual materials, let us briefly look at the prescriptions for 

acquisition of property in the dharma literature, that is, the         modes of acquiring property. 

Citing an early Gautama text, Kane says that Gautama lays down common sources of svatva for 

all people irrespective of their castes. According to Gautama svatva may be achieved by 
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inheritance, purchase, partition, seizure and finding. Along with these five, there are additional 

modes of svatva                                                                     , g         

               ṣ       ,     g           g                                               ū     

(Kane 1930-62, 3. 548).
43

 There are other         which add other means of svatva         

             g    ,     g               g                  ṣ   58. 6-9, full citation in previous 

chapter), investment, and work (MDh. 10. 115 full citation in previous chapter). 

The third question that has engaged both the dharma composers and modern scholarship 

is when does svatva arise in ancestral property? We have already discussed this earlier and know 

that the           and the           present different viewpoints. In both these texts, son's 

rights to father's wealth are due to the relationship (         ) linking them to their father, i.e., 

the father-son kinship tie. In          , sons have rights to their father's wealth from the time 

they are born. Since the biological relationship is the binding factor between father and sons, it is 

due to the relationship that sons have svatva in their father's and ancestral wealth. This position is 

known as janm            (doctrine of svatva through birth).
44

 Ludo and Rosane Rocher further 

point out that the                 position is related to the           view that property is 

laukika. They state:  

  j                                                 h a substantial, theoretical discussion. 

In this introduction he asserts that there are other ways to gain ownership than those 

listed in the        , and that one of these is by birth. (Rocher and Rocher 2001,  241) 

 

                                                 

43 Kane uses Gautama 10. 39-40 (cited in Kane 1930-62, 3. 548) to illustrate his point: 

                                                                                      

                  | 

 

44 Note that scholars were not able to trace the terms                 and                   

in classical Brahmanical literature. 
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From what we have seen so far, janma           appears to be a non-        way of achieving 

svatva,         g      j         . What this essentially means is that svatva may be achieved by 

people apart from the common sources of svatva                       (discussed above).  

The other position is presented in the          .          g    Jī ū        , sons' 

svatva in father's and ancestral wealth come into effect only after the death of the father. Sons' 

svatva in father's and ancestral property is non-existent during the lifetime of the father—at most 

they are aware of their future rights to the wealth. Their svatva arise only on the death or upon 

any situation equivalent to death of the father, or, if the father voluntarily partitions his wealth. 

Unlike the           positi  , Jī ū                                   ' svatva in father's 

property from the time they are born. This position is called                   (doctrine of 

svatva after death). N              Jī ū        's understanding and precise definition of svatva 

in detail.   

     Jī ū  v   n 's svatva  

This section answers common questions such as what powers does svatva confer on 

people: does svatva extend to all people in a similar capacity? Is it applicable to all kinds of 

wealth?  

3.2.1: When does svatva start? 

 

We already know that there are two broad opinions for the start of svatva in the domestic 

                 —                              j                          ) is that one acquires 

svatva in ancestral property as soon as one is bor                                                

         Jī ū                         ) is that one cannot acquire svatva in any family 

property just by being born in that family. Previous svatva has to cease for one to acquire a new 

svatva      Jī ū        , the cessation of prior ownership is required for new svatva to begin. 
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This does not preclude the regular notion of multiple-svatvas in Brahmanical scholarship, which 

as we shall soon see, exist in a given property with multiple heirs but nevert              

                                                   ,                 Jī ū        's views regarding 

the cessation of svatva. This discussion helps us understand his svatva in the next few sections. 

Jī ū                                  ng that some dharma composers have regarding 

svatva being achieved by birth. He refutes that position in detail before stating his own 

understanding. He asserts: 

                                     : —  

                                            samam | 

                                               || [MDh. 9.104] (Dbh. 1.14) 

                                                                               

               | (Dbh. 1.15) 

 

[Refutation] Not so. Indeed, 

[1] ownership by birth would be incompatible with a number of Texts by Manu and 

others. For instance, 

[A] Manu says: After their father and mother, brothers together may partition their 

paternal property equally; for they have no right to it as long as their parents live. [M 

9.104] (Dbh. 1.14, Rocher 2002) 

This Text provides the answer to the question why sons cannot also proceed to partition 

of the property while their parents live: they do not yet own it at that time. (Dbh. 1.15, 

Rocher 2002) 

 

Accor   g    Jī ū        , sons cannot [without father's consent] partition property during their 

parent's lifetime as they do not have          of the property, i.e. they are not yet proprietors. 

N         Jī ū                  S                      here, and not the term we have been 

using so far i.e., svatva. The terms svatva and          are not interchangeable, but are 

nevertheless are correlated in the sense of referring to the same issue from two different sides—

one from the perspective of the object and the other from the perspective of the person. I had 

already demonstrated how both the concepts of "property" and "ownership" had external 

referents. Kane had emphasized that sva and        are correlative—sva refers to property 
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(implying object owned by person) and        refers to the proprietor (implying person owns 

object). What follows then, is that svatva is a term related to an object, whereas          is a 

term related to a person.
45

 Common in both are the ideas of property and ownership. I reiterate 

that I use svatva as property-ness, and          as proprietor-ness in this chapter. The reader will 

not observe this distinction in Rocher's translations of the          . This distinction is used in 

other parts of the chapter. 

Responding further to composers who uphold views about birth bringing about svatva
46

, 

Jī ū             : 

                                                                                

                                      | (Dbh. 1.20) 

 

As for the Text: "In some cases birth in and of itself," it describes the situation in stages: 

the son's birth first brings about the father-to-son relationship; the father's death later 

brings about the son's proprietary right. (Dbh. 1.20, Rocher 2002) 

 

By stating the abo  , Jī ū                                            svatva and "birth" as 

something that produces a relationship (         ) between two family members. This 

          is the first premise to attaining svatva. A link is created by birth. However, svatva is 

not created. For ownership to arise, we have to include a second premise, i.e., cessation of that 

person with whom the link was created through birth. If both these premises are valid, then, new 

svatva should be able to start. 

                                                 

45 I thank Donald Davis for emphasizing the distinction between the two terms svatva and 

         in a personal communication. 

 

46 Rocher remarks with a strong degree of certainty that the authors of the           and the 

          were working in different parts of the Indian sub-continent and in different periods, 

and possibly did not know each other's scholarly works (Rocher 2002). 
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Though it is the most common trigger, it is essential to clarify that new svatva is not 

caused by death alone. Death is one of the means to end prior svatva. It may be ended in a     

              Jī ū                 : 

                                                                           

                         | (Dbh. 1.31) 

                — 

                                          | 

                                       || [   . 13.3] (Dbh. 1.32) 

 

Note that the term "death" in these Texts is not meant to be taken literally. It subsumes 

other situations such as being expelled from ones caste or becoming a wanderer. These 

situations are similar to death insofar as they, too, cause the individual's proprietary right 

to lapse. (Dbh. 1.31, Rocher 2002) 

S    N     : 

When their mother has reached menopause, when their sisters have been given away, or 

when their father is broken or without a home, or when he abandons all worldly desires. 

[N  . 13.3] (Dbh. 1.32, Rocher 2002) 

 

Therefore, svatva               j                                       Jī ū        's thesis is 

the lapse of svatva—it may happen due to death, or due to the other reasons he presents above. 

He further comments on this situation by explaining a few terms: 

                                                                                        

                                                             | (Dbh. 1.33) 

                                                                                   

                                                                             

        | (Dbh. 1.34) 

 

"Broken" here means expelled from his caste. "Without a home" means that the father has 

abandoned the life stage of a householder. Were one to adopt the reading              

       , "or spared by death," the second half of the Text would mean "or when the 

father lives but abandons all worldly desires." This variant is, however, without 

foundation. (Dbh. 1.33, Rocher 2002) 

N      13.3, too, merely elaborates on one possible time for partition, a time which is 

established and at which the sons can exercise their right at their own discretion. The 

purpose of the elaboration is to make it understood that sons acquire proprietary rights in 

their father's property as a result of events such as his abandoning all worldly pleasures. 

Indeed, an elaboration presupposes that something is established, and what is established 

here is that the sons own the property. (Dbh. 1.34, Rocher 2002) 
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 Apart from death all these other causes may lead to new svatva    Jī ū             

demonstrated. However, what is seen from the above lines is that for new svatva to arise, 

partition is needed. But, partition is not the cause that brings about new svatva—partition is only 

a result of the thing that brings about new svatva  Jī ū                                     

partition is not needed to produce new svatva, asserting: 

       —                                                                      

                                                                             | 

(Dbh. 1.12) 

 

[Refutation] Not so. Indeed, 

[1] it is common practice for people to speak of the property as "ours" as soon as their 

father or other relative dies. 

[2] When there is only one son, he acquires the proprietary right without any partition 

whatever. 

Consequently, it is the death of a relative, in and of itself, that brings about the 

proprietary rights. There is, therefore, no danger that the term "partition" might extend to 

cases to which it should not. (Dbh. 1.12, Rocher 2002) 

 

                     , Jī ū                                                           svatva 

without entering into the partition process, thereby implying that partition is not always required 

for new svatva to come about especially when there is a single heir. The           between 

prior and new       has to be in place in the inheritance context for new svatva to come about. 

In the above passage, Jī ū                               g                                      

svatva. However, we already know that there are physical ways apart from death that lead to the 

cessation of prior svatva. Thus, the first requirement for new svatva to come about is the legal 

death of the prior owner, which in turn, leads to a cessation of ownership over the property. New 

svatva is not simply achieved by partition. New svatva comes about when there is a cessation of 

prior svatva provided that there exists a relationship between the prior and the new      ns. 

From the discussion above, we know that given there is a           between prior and 

new      -s, for new svatva               Jī ū                        svatva to cease. In his 
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studies on property, Derrett had indicated that there was a pressing need to define           

          9  ,            , Jī ū                                                   g             

         . We had seen in s                    j                                      

(achieved by birth in this case) to bring about new svatva effectively, that is to say, a son had 

equal rights similar to the rights of his father over ancestral property in a family  Jī ū         

does not reject the issue of           at all in the inheritance context—he uses it in             

           j         . For   j         ,           is the link that connects      n-s to the 

property and leads to achieving equal svatva-s over ancestral property.  

Jī ū        's explanation of           is slightly different. Ac      g    

Jī ū        ,           is an important factor in discussions of inheritance because it is the  

          that leads future      s to attain the property later—it is simply a connection 

between people.  In his view,            connects sv   n-s.     Jī ū        , then, 

          is a kinship link, and not a link between persons and property. The           does 

not connect people directly to the property—at most, it serves as an indirect connection. Note 

that this kinship link is crucial to acquire a deceased person's property. If there is a           

between a deceased person and a living person, then only can the living person be labeled as an 

heir. The next step is acquiring the property over which prior ownership has lapsed. The 

s         leads the heir to acquire the property at a time when the prior owner is legally dead. 

                       Jī ū        's explanation of           is to demonstrate that strangers 

do not claim a dead person's property—relatives do.  

3.2.2: Latent svatva 

 

                             Jī ū        's definition of having a strong degree of  

svatva and a lesser degree of svatva—                                                
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understanding of having co-svatvas. In a co-svatva situation, people have either equal or varying 

degrees of svatva over property. I discuss latent svatva here so that we are clear about the 

situations in       Jī ū                           ve lesser degrees of svatva. This situation 

exists when the previous owner is alive and has heirs. At this time, even though heirs are aware 

of their svatva in ancestral property, they are not expected to demand partition of that property. 

Latent svatva also exists in a much stronger form during the time in between the lapse of 

previous svatva and start of new svatva, applicable when there are more than one rightful 

claimants to any given property. This is when heirs have the knowledge of their svatva in any 

property, a strong cognizance of svatva which makes them aware of their right to partition the 

property. We can understand the concept of latent svatva                       Jī ū        's 

definition of svatva        N         Jī ū                    g                             . It 

would not apply if there was a single heir for whom partition is not required to gain svatva after 

prior svatva lapses. If a father has one son, then, after the father's death, the son does not need to 

partition his father's property—the property natually devolves on the surviving son without any 

partition.  Jī ū         explains: 

                                                                                

                                               |  (Dbh. 1.26) 

                         — 

                                            | [MDh. 9.111] 

                                                                            

           | (Dbh. 1.27) 

 

At this point we can return to Manu 9.104 [14]. That Text merely elaborates on the son's 

right to partition the property, a right that is established at the very moment of their 

father's death and which they can then exercise at their own discretion. And the purpose 

of the elaboration is to make it understood that the sons' proprietary rights do exist at that 

time. Indeed, 

[1] Manu 9.104 cannot be an outright injunction, for the sons' right to proceed to a 

partition at that time is established. (Dbh. 1.26, Rocher 2002) 

[2] Nor can Manu 9.104 be an admonitory injunction. Indeed,  

[a] it would, then, be incompatible with another Manu text: 
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They may either stay together, or live apart if they strive for dharma. [MDh. 9.111] 

[b] Since partition has a mundane purpose, there cannot be any restriction on whether it 

should occur or not, nor on its timing. (Dbh. 1.27, Rocher 2002) 

 

    ,       Jī ū           g   g                           svatva. Right from the moment 

previous svatva lapses, heirs know that they have a right to partition the property. The heirs have 

a strong sense of latent svatva in the whole undivided property. This situation is not exactly 

similar to having a strong degree of svatva    Jī ū        's view.                     

Jī ū              g        g svatva would enable the owner to do certain things with his 

property. The current potential multiple heir situation in a property where previous ownership 

has lapsed does not enable potential heirs to do those things. However, after partition an heir has 

svatva                                           Jī ū          ow explains why this in-between 

time is important in the daily context. He points out that in the case of multiple heirs partition is 

important to attain a strong svatva in Jī ū        's understanding, but there can also be no 

fixed time for partition. He states: 

 
                                                                                       

                                                                                  

                                         | (Dbh. 1.28) 

 

[c] The phrase "after their father's death" [18] would then mean that partition must take 

place immediately after the father's death and not at any later time, even as the ritual that 

must be performed immediately for a newborn child. This is not possible. First, in the 

case at hand there is not the same need to act without delay as there is in the other case, 

namely, because of the risk that the newborn child might die. Second, the sons' right to 

partition, at their own pleasure, any time after their father's death and as long as they live, 

is established. (Dbh. 1.28, Rocher 2002) 

    , Jī ū         demonstrates that partition can take place anytime according to the heirs' 

wishes, and does not have to be immediately done after the cessation of prior svatva  

Jī ū         clarifies that even though previous svatva has lapsed, due to the legal death of the 

previous owner, new svatva does not automatically come about in the case of multiple heirs. All 

they have is a strong sense of latent svatva where they know they have the legal right to partition 

the property. Conversely, this logically implies that in case of a single heir, partition is not 
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required for a strong new svatva to come about. The property devolves on the single heir once 

prior svatva has lapsed. Thus, for a single heir the inheritance process does not require partition 

at all, once the previous owner is legally dead. Jī ū                            ' latent svatva 

situation when parents are living. He states: 

 
                                                                                   

                                    | (Dbh. 1.29) 

                                                                                    

                                           | (Dbh. 1.30) 

 

 [3] One might, of course, argue that all Manu 9.104 means to say is that, even though the 

sons have proprietary rights while their father lives, they are not entitled to a partition. 

That, however, goes against reason: it would be tantamount to saying that the intent of 

Manu 9.104 is at odds with its content. (Dbh. 1.29, Rocher 2002) 

The notion that Texts such as Manu 9.104 really intend to convey, therefore, is this: sons 

have no proprietary rights in their parent's property as long as their parents live, but they 

do at the time of their deaths. The former part is stated explicitly; the latter can be 

gathered by implication. (Dbh. 1.30, Rocher 2002) 

 

N                     , Jī ū        's emphasis is neither on the death of the prior owner nor on 

the partit                 , Jī ū           g   g                               svatva while the 

prior       has svatva. Since their svatva is latent, they do not have any right to partition 

property if they wish. The       who has svatva is the only one in a position to take decisions of 

dividing property. 

Thus, with the lapse of prior svatva and during the time partition has not been 

undertaken, does there exist no svatva for the heirs? The answer is complex. We know that 

Jī ū           g   g          g    ight of heirs to acquire new svatva by partition because the 

prior svatva of their relative has lapsed. At this time, heirs have a stronger sense of their rights 

over the property—they know they can partition it. As shown above, since partition has a 

mundane purpose it does not have to be carried out within any particular time-frame. Given that 

partition can be carried out anytime, heirs may be said to have a stronger sense of latent svatva in 
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that property. This is much stronger than the svatva that they had when their relatives were 

alive—they knew they could not ask for partition.  

 

       Jī ū  v   n 's svatva 

 

                           Jī ū                        svatva. This is when svatva is 

no longer latent, that is, prior ownership has lapsed and partition of property has been done by 

heirs. Such svatva    Jī ū        's definition of a strong and proper svatva. I classify t          

   Jī ū        's svatva. Jī ū                                              in activating svatva in 

a                              Jī ū                         svatva explicit, nullifying the latent 

svatva state. He explains: 

       —                                                     

                                                                       

                                  | (Dbh.1.8) 

                                             | (Dbh. 1.9) 

 

What         really means is that a proprietary right that has been acquired in only part 

of items such as land and gold, but which is as yet unspecified insofar as it does not allow 

for separate transactions since there is no way to know what belongs to whom, is made 

overt by a variety of procedures such as casting lots. (Dbh. 1.8, Rocher 2002) 

Or else, what a      ga does is to divide the property explicitly, i.e., it discloses the 

proprietary rights. (Dbh. 1.9, Rocher 2002) 

 

    ,         g    Jī ū        , the main purpose of partition where there are multiple heirs is 

to demarcate property portions thereby specifying new svatva. The latent svatva    g         

                                     Jī ū                          g           a simple 

awareness and a knowledge of the right to partition a property in heirs in his definition of svatva. 

The demarcation through the process of partition enables a heir to have a part of the wealth that 

he can label as his own "property" (sva). It offers heirs something more than their cognizance of 

ownership—it offers heirs legal entitlement (      ) of their individual part (       ) in the total 
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amount of wealth. Therefore, partition lets them and others know of their svatva in specific parts 

of the property.  

 Jī ū                                                                            of their 

specific portions of the wealth—for use and transactions. Therefore, it follows that use and 

separate transactions                         Jī ū        's definition of svatva, though he does 

not explicitly say it so far. The above was an explanation of the purpose of p                     

                     Jī ū                  how partitioning property for specifying svatva 

would work in case of other, non-material wealth, that is, in case of cattle and such. He states: 

                                                    

                                                                           — 

                                              | [B 26.2] 

                                             | [B 26.3] 

                                                || [B 26.4] 

                                                    | (Dbh. 1.10) 

 

Note that proprietary rights can be made overt even when a single female servant or any 

single piece of cattle is held in common; in tha                                             

                                                                         S    B         : 

Each shall use the services of one single female in his own house in proportion to his 

share. [B 26.2] 

They shall get water drawn from a well or cistern in due order [B 26.3] 

It must be divided justly lest it be for naught. [B 26.4] 

These three half verses appear in separate places; they do not constitute a continuous 

Text. (Dbh. 1.10, Rocher 2002) 

 

Thus, svatva also applies                                                  , Jī ū              

that there is latent svatva of all heirs in certain periods of time as these things are held in 

common. But even though all heirs have latent svatva               , Jī ū           gg          

                                                                               , Jī ū        's 

svatva implies control and use in any kind of wealth, which does not apply to the latent svatva 

state. It is also important to note that the natu                                                

                                                  S                            Jī ū         
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implies when he considers one to have svatva. Now, let us look at his cleanest definition of 

svatva. 

Having explained the role of partition in svatva, Jī ū                                 

precise understanding of svatva           g                                                       

  g      g                                       254-255 cited in Dbh. 2.27), Jī ū         

comments on "the right to sell" wealth if one has svatva: 

                                                            

                                                                        | (Dbh. 2.27) 

 

                  a verses that deny any single individual the right to dispose by sale or 

otherwise of immovable property...[Refutation] Not so. The definition of what constitutes 

a proprietary right in any other kind of property, i.e., the right to dispose of it as one 

pleases, applies in this case as well. (Dbh. 2.27, Rocher 2002) 

 

         ,     Jī ū         svatva is characterized by                       —the legal 

entitlement to use as one pleases. Derrett discusses the notion of                 —the 

application at one's pleasure. Referring to the author of the Madanaratn         who uses the 

term                         , Derrett says that the addition of yogyatva to                  

makes an object fit to be lawfully used and not simply used (irrespective of the legal entitlement 

to use it) according to one's pleasure (Derrett 1962, 114). This is similar to the addition of 

arhatva in                     Jī ū        's definition of svatva. Even though yogyatva and 

arhatva look similar in scope, Derrett informs us that in Brahmanical scholasticism there were 

attacks on                          and that the true characterization of svatva for some 

remained                        (Derrett 1962, 114). Let me explain the concerns with 

                 so that we get a sense of the importance of the addition of arhatva to 

                . 
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A few concerns have been raised by modern scholarship regarding                    . 

Davis points out that                     is the earliest legal formulation of property—the fact 

of using something as one desires. He further points out this formulation suffered some faults in 

that there was a lack of precision in                    . Given the way it was formulated, it 

could have the following implications: 1. could be used unlawfully, 2. may not be used at all, 3. 

people could use something without actually owning it (Davis 2010, 93). Lubin voices a similar 

concern over                    . Lubin states that                     "has the weakness of 

making it a purely subjective notion. One might use something without being its owner, or one 

  g       g                 g       ’                        g,     

The point of emphasis in                     is the element of choice. If one chooses not 

to use his property, the decision of not using it, lies within the r                          

Jī ū        's definition of svatva                                                          

        Jī ū              arhatva to                 .
47

 Arhatva                               

  g                     , Jī ū        's addition of arhatva makes the process of using wealth 

as one pleases, lawful. In addition to making                            Jī ū                  

term to explain svatva                                   Jī ū                             

worldly basis of svatva implying as Davis had pointed out that svatva                     

                                   , Jī ū        's svatva entails lawful use of property.  

                   Jī ū                  svatva in the above discussion. Svatva    

                                                                                                

                          Jī ū                                                       g . In other 

                                                 

47 I thank Donald Davis for drawing my attention to Jī ū        's use of arhatva in the 

context of                     in a personal communication. The addition of arhatva is crucial 

to responding to concerns regarding                    . 
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words, a person can have svatva if he carri                                           g     

                 g                        Jī ū             , svatva is closer to a strong degree 

of ownership over property where ownership includes a right of control over property along with 

transfer at                                                    Jī ū                     

restrictions on his svatva?  

3.2.4: Varying degrees of svatva  

 

                                      g        ,     Jī ū        's svatva applies to only 

a specific kind of property. Second, his svatva is limited by certain duties which prevent us from 

translating it as dominium         ,                                                          

                          —        g                           Jī ū        's svatva. 

    Jī ū        , a person has svatva over wealth that the person has acquired on his 

own                                                                                                  

                           Jī ū        's point by pres     g                               

Jī ū            g                g                                                             

                                              g           Jī ū                                     

so with his self-acquired property over which he has svatva. He states: 

               —                                                             

                                                                                     

                        | (Dbh. 2.17) 

          —                                                                      

                                          'pi | (Dbh. 2.56) 

                                                                     | 

sv                                                                   

                                                                             

                                          | (Dbh. 2.74) 

 

One thing is perfectly clear: if a father partitions property with his sons, he may, as he 

pleases, give them shares of different sizes of property he acquired on his own; the same 
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is not true, however, of ancestral property, for there "their proprietary rights are equal," 

meaning that there the father cannot act as he pleases. (Dbh. 2.17, Rocher 2002) 

This means that, as far as property he acquired on his own is concerned, the Texts allow 

him to take anything he pleases, one half share, two shares, or three shares, but that he 

cannot do the same when it comes to ancestral property. (Dbh. 2.56, Rocher 2002) 

When a father partitions ancestral property with his sons, the only latitude he has is either 

to preempt or not to preempt for them a share of five percent. Of the property he acquired 

on his own, on the other hand, it is perfectly legitimate for him to give unequal shares, 

should he wish to allot larger shares to recognize a son as especially deserving, support 

one who has to provide for a large family, out of compassion for a son's disabilities, or 

because he is pleased with a son's singular filial devotion. (Dbh. 2.74, Rocher 2002) 

 

         ,       Jī ū                       g                                 -acquired wealth. 

Note that this discussion is for the situations where partition is being carried out in the father's 

lifetime by the father. Though the father has singular control over ancestral wealth, he does not 

have svatva over it in the sense of                       , because there is co-svatva (in 

different degrees) of the father and sons in ancestral property. It follows then that if there are 

sons,                          Jī ū        's specific definition of svatva over ancestral 

property. However, he singularly exercises          over ancestral property.  The sons have 

latent          over ancestral wealth as long as their father lives. The father is not the prabhu 

(master) of ancestral property; that is, he does not have svatva which enables him to lawfully do 

whatever he pleases with ancestral wealth. This                                        g         

                                     ,                                                             

Jī ū                           : 

                                                                             

                                          (Dbh. 2.76) 

                                              | (Dbh. 2.8) 

                                                                                      

                                                                                      | 

(Dbh. 2.33) 

 

Since what is required for the father to be able to divide property into smaller or larger 

shares is that he be master of the entire property, and since that condition does not obtain 
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in the case of ancestral property, partition in unequal shares by a father is proper only 

with regard to his own property. (Dbh. 2.76, Rocher 2002) 

Indeed, under no circumstances can ancestral property be partitioned if the father does 

not want it. (Dbh. 2.8, Rocher 2002) 

So, even as with paternal property, in the case of ancestral property as well, partition can 

take place only at the father's discretion. The difference is that in this case it can take 

place only when the mother reaches menopause, except for property the father acquired 

on his own, for which it is not necessary that the mother has reached menopause. As far 

as partition after the father's death is concerned, paternal and ancestral properties are in 

no way different. (Dbh. 2.33, Rocher 2002) 

 

                       , Jī ū                                                prabhutva        

                                                                                            

        ,                 Jī ū        's prabhutva is not distinguishable from his definition of 

svatva though he himself does not equate the two terms—it is a logical conclusion one can derive 

given the similarity underlying both concepts in the          . Therefore, we can conclude that 

the father has a different degree of svatva in ancestral property. In other words, due to the 

kinship structures in the family, the father's sons have a latent svatva in the ancestral property. It 

is something that the father has not earned on his own. The presence of sons restricts the father's 

use of the ancestral property specifically.                                          Jī ū        's 

svatva  only in his self-acquired wealth, and that too, in his lifetime. 

As for sons partitioning wealth after their father's death, both ancestral and father's 

property fall within the same category. The question remains how would sons' sons (i.e. the 

father's grandsons) consider the wealth received from their father (father's son)—would that be 

classified as ancestral property for them, or would it be classified as their father's self-acquired 

property? In my view, the classificat                        B  , Jī ū                          

address this question. 

                                 Jī ū                    —that of single control over 

wealth in any given period of time. Even though the father does not have prabhutva  in ancestral 
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wealth, he has sole control over it. That is, even though sons have latent svatva in ancestral 

wealth, they cannot proceed to partition ancestral wealth without the father's consent. Hence, 

even though sons have svatva it remains latent as long as their father lives. This ties in to the 

concept of single use of cows and such (section 3.2.3). The nature of the wealth in the cow 

example did not let us come to a strong conclusion simply because cows cannot be used by 

multiple users at the same t     B       , Jī ū                                            . He 

advocates single control of any given wealth at any given time regardless of the nature and type 

of the wealth. 

After clarifying the kind of wealth one has legal entitlement to do what                , 

Jī ū                           g                                              . He divides 

ancestral wealth into movable and immovable wealth. If the ancestral wealth is movable as in the 

case of jewels, the father exercises svatva equivalent to prabhutva, by which he can do whatever 

he pleases with it including alienation. The sons do not have proprietor-ness in ancestral jewels 

even though the jewels are a                           Jī ū                             g: 

                                                                         

                                                     — 

                                              | 

                                             || (Dbh. 2.22)  

                                                                              

                                                            

                                                                 

                                                                          

     —  

                                                | 

                                              || (Dbh. 2.23) 

                                                                         | (Dbh. 

2.24) 

                                                                                  

                                            — 

                           | [G 9.34] 

            | (Dbh. 2.26) 
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On the other hand, in the case of ancestral gems, pearls, and the like, which the father did 

not retrieve
48

 on his own, he is their sole owner nevertheless, as if he had recovered them 

on his own, and he may divide them into shares of different sizes as he pleases. Says 

Y j        : 

The father is master of gems, pearls, and corals, all of it; neither the father nor the 

grandfather is master of immovable property, all of it. (Dbh. 2.22, Rocher 2002) 

This Text contains the word "grandfather," so it must pertain to ancestral property. Since, 

after first mentioning gems, pearls, and the like, the Text then adds "all of it," it 

authorizes the father to dispose by gift or otherwise of everything, except land and the 

like; he is not master of immovable property, promissory notes, or chattel. Since, with 

regard to the latter the Text likewise says "all of it," it forbids the father to dispose by gift 

or otherwise of anything that is needed to provide for the family, for the family must be 

provided for at all costs. Says Manu: 

Providing for those who need to be provided for is a sure means to gain heaven; he who 

hurts them goes to hell. Hence one should provide for them by any means. (Dbh. 2.23, 

Rocher 2002) 

That does not mean, however, that the father cannot dispose by gift or otherwise of some 

of it, as long as it does not interfere with the maintenance of the family. Otherwise, the 

phrase "all of it" would be redundant. (Dbh. 2.24, Rocher 2002) 

On the other hand, it is self-evident that, if there is no other way properly to provide for 

the family than by selling all property including immovables, under these circumstances 

the father may dispose by sale or otherwise of everything, in accordance with the rule: 

One shall protect oneself by all possible means. [G 9.34] (Dbh. 2.26, Rocher 2002) 

 

Here, Jī ū                                           's disposal of movable wealth based on the 

reasoning that it is only proper that family members (dependents) be maintained and provided 

for. The above discussion is about ancestral movable property of which the father is prabhu. It 

does not talk about self-acquired property or the powers over it in case the father has a family. 

However, it appears that there are restrictions even in cases where the father has prabhutva. 

Using the same reasoning he says if the family needs to be provided for then the father can even 

sell ancestral land,                                                        ,       g                

                                 g                                         Jī ū        's 

understanding of svatva, which hence can only come close to the idea of dominium, but cannot 

be exactly equivalent to it.   

                                                 

48 Here "retrieve" refers to the father recovering some lost property with his own efforts. 
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I have discussed Jī ū        's understanding of svatva in detail. The main point is that 

there are different degrees of svatva existing as relationships between persons and things. The 

strongest svatva is expressed in the power a person has over alienation of property. The second 

degree of svatva is when people exercise full control over something. For instance, the father 

exercising full control over ancestral property. If one has mere cognizance of svatva, 

Jī ū                                       g    svatva—it is a latent svatva. His addition of 

arhatva to                  transforms the concept of                  into a superior form of 

right and makes                  lawful in scope. The notion of                     is also 

reflected in a different genre of scholastic literature that flourished in eastern India—the navya 

                9           0 0   Jī ū                                                   

disposal. Thus,     Jī ū    hana a strong svatva                                                  

                  , Jī ū        's svatva comes with a restriction of providing for dependent 

family members. Jolly states that the idea of alienation by male heirs in regard to their individual 

shares in undivided property cannot be traced to the s      (Jolly 1885). Moreover, since almost 

all earlier literature is lost, is almost impossible to establish      Jī ū        's concept was new 

(Jolly 1885).  

     Jī ū  v   n 's str       

 
Jī ū        's understading of svatva is reflected in his understanding of          . 

After a detailed discussion of          , Jī ū                               j                  

impenetrable (atigahana) (Dbh.4.3.42). Probably due to the complexity of          , he sets out 

to explain the concept in his treatise using earlier Brahmanical literature.           has been 

translated variously by modern scholars which indirectly reflects the ambiguity of          , as 

we shall see in this section. In section 3.3.1, I aim to provide information on what constitutes 
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          in the dharma literature, using texts cited by Jī ū        . Understanding the 

components of                             Jī ū                                               

     ,                                    Jī ū                                                 

(based on his citations of           in earlier dharma texts). S     ,             g 

Jī ū        's precise definition of           (section 3.3.2) may not be possible without first 

understanding what he considers as          , that is, what are the sources of           

according    Jī ū        . In other words, we need to know what are the sources           

Jī ū        's           applies to. The information presented in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 

together will                           Jī ū        's          .  

In his recent dictionary, Olivelle explains           as "the most generic term for 

     ’                              015). I use Olivelle's translation of           as "women's 

property" throughout this dissertation. Since Rocher uses           as "female-property" in his 

translations of the          , the reader will notice the use of "female-property" in the cited 

D          translations. There is a certain ambiguity in understanding          , which we will 

observe in the course of this section. Jolly hints at the ambiguity of           in the following 

words:  

The term          , which occurs first in the Dhar   ū              , is a compound 

word made of     , woman, and dhana, property. Judging from its derivation, then, it is 

evidently capable of denoting any species of property belonging to a woman. (Jolly 1885, 

228) 

 

It appears that the ambiguity is not necessarily because different Brahmanical texts prescribe 

different sources to this category, but probably due to confusion regarding the implications of the 

phrase "belonging to." If we hold on to Jolly's phrase, then, it will appear to be a question that 

ties into the understanding of ownership of property. Questions of ownership have to delve into 

questions of legal rights. Discussions about rights of women over their           are rare in 
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dharma literature. To put it differently, there is a lack of clarity about what rights a woman has 

over her           in the dharma texts. If we put aside issues of rights, we are left with 

components of this category called       ana. This raises another question—whether           

means wealth typically used by women, for instance, women's jewelry and such. Therefore, to 

decipher what           is, one has to choose between whether           is property owned by 

women, or, property characteristic of women, or, both. In what follows, I will present 

Jī ū        's understanding of           and attempt to answer the above question from his 

perspective. 

In the dharma literature,           as a category signifies a whole made of component 

parts. One can either add or subtract components from          . The basis of these additions 

and subtractions is hard to tell, but these differences in the constitution of           are textually 

observed. Most extant dharma texts simply provide sources of the generic category of          . 

A few of them consider women's rights over certain parts of          , but they hardly discuss 

women's rights over the entire category (         ). For all these reasons, it becomes difficult for 

us to comprehend the nature of           as a whole. However, Jī ū                     

address this problem by providing a precise definition of          . Jī ū                      

  g                ī ṛṣ  ) attempts to avoid the lack of clarity in the term           by doing 

three things. First, he provides the sources of           from earlier texts which we will discuss 

next (section 3.3.1). Second, he provides a precise definition of the term. And third, he 

demarcates the boundaries of        na by stating what is not           in his view (section 

3.3.2). 
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3.3.1: Sources of           in the           

 

Let us look at what constitutes           in Jī ū        's view. His views of           

are based on earlier dharma texts. Jī ū    hana lays out various definitions of           by 

citing                      M   ,   ṣ  ,          , N     , Y j        ,       ,          . He 

thus lists the sources of           (Dbh. 4.1.1-17). Here              Jī ū        's standard 

citations of           and add further components to it based on other texts he uses in the 

           Jī ū               M   's explanation of           (Dbh. 4.1.4): 

                                                                                

                  | (MDh. 9.194) 

 

Tradition presents six types of women's property: what a woman receives at the nuptial 

fire, what she receives when she is taken away, what she is given as a token of love, and 

what she receives from her brothers, mother, and father. (MDh. 9.194, Olivelle 2005) 

 

Note that Manu declares           to be comprised of six categorical parts. The number six is 

seen in the usual description of           in the dharma               , Jī ū                   

that the number "six" is not to be taken at face value. He says that various dharma authorities 

attempt to explain          , and the different definitions by different authorities are because 

they try to cover every source of          . Jī ū               : 

                                                                          

                                         | (Dbh. 4.1.18) 

 

It should be clear from all this that the number of types of female property exhibited in 

the Texts is not fixed, with the result that the number six which appears in some of them 

is not to be taken literally. The main purpose of the Texts of the Sages is to provide an 

overall description of female property. (Rocher 2002, Dbh. 4.1.18) 

 

         , Jī ū       a says that one should take note that the earlier dharma authors mean to 

describe and explain          —they do not intend to restrict it to six components.
49

           , 

                                                 

49 Kane remarks on the quantitative aspect of           :  
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Jī ū                                                          g              to any six sources. 

He tries to convey to us that since different authorities define           in different ways, we do 

not need to pick and choose one authority over another to understand the concept of          . 

Along the same line, the number "six" inherent in           definitions need not be restrictive. 

Moreover, we shall soon see that the six sources described by earlier texts vary. Since           

is variously described and differently grouped into a sixfold set by different authorities, and if all 

their descriptions of           are held to be equally authoritative, it follows then that the parts 

of           would exceed the number six.                  g       Jī ū                 g    

communicate. 

Let us now move on to other kinds of      hana listed in texts other than Manu, which 

Jī ū              . I explain a few of these sources               g Jī ū        's entire list. 

Manu's explanation of                                           (Dbh          N                  

given by the husband (          ) in the category of           (Dbh                   g        

                                                      ṣ        a few sub-categories to Manu—

wealth given by sons (sutadatta); wealth given by kin (bandhudatta); wealth given when the 

wife is superseded, i.e., when her husband marries another woman as a result of which she has to 

                                                                                                                                                             

 

                           ṛ                                                             

   ī     , which word is not used by them in the etymological sense of 'all kinds of 

property possessed by a woman.'                                                   

   ī     .                         ṛ                       ī                          , 

                                                  ,                                         

                      all property (whether movable or immovable) obtained by a 

woman, either as a maiden or at marriage or after marriage from her parents or the family 

or relatives of the parents or from the husband and his family (except immovable 

property given by the husb                                                     

      g                                 g                      ī                   ī      

in a technical sense. (1973, 3: 779-780)  
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share her position with the other wife (            ); gratuities (     ); and later settlements 

(           ) (Dbh. 4.1.1). Devala adds a few more components to          —maintenance 

allowance (     ), jewelry (        ), and profits (     ) (Dbh           Jī ū                   

two other categories from earlier texts that are not included within descriptions of the category 

labeled as                                       Jī ū        's citations), but which                

Jī ū        's definition of it          g         , one such property is dedicated property 

(       ) (Dbh                                           yana is loving gifts (         ) (Dbh  

         Jī ū                           g g    —yautaka (Dbh. 4.2.14) and           (Dbh. 

4.2.16) while discussing the partition of          . All the aforementioned sources of           

are drawn from earlier dharma texts, and                   Jī ū                   of as wealth 

of a woman. The above description of the sources                   Jī ū        's conception of 

the category of          . N         Jī ū                                   efinition of 

         . Thus far, he has successfully illustrated that earlier composers have attempted to 

describe           (variously comprised in different texts) for us by listing the different sources 

and parts of          .  

Let us now briefly examine the aforementioned components of           so that we have 

a clearer picture. Jī ū        's           list which he has drawn from earlier texts may be 

divided into five broad groups. N         Jī ū                                            groups. 

He simply cites earlier authorities and their definitions of          . I broadly group them here 

for purely organizational purposes. Each group may overlap with others to some extent.   

There are people from which a woman is qualified to receive gifts which can be classified 

as her          . Sources of           include a woman's parents and relatives. The other source 

of her           is her husband and his family. There are gifts from relatives on one hand, and 
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the husband and his family on the other hand, which a woman receives in her lifetime. These are 

gifts from the father, mother, brothers, sons and generally from her parents' side. These also 

include gifts from the husband and husband's family.  This is straightforward and has no special 

im                            g  Jī ū                                                    

"kin" (bandhu)—the woman's father and mother (                                 | Dbh. 

4.1.3). Therefore, gifts from the bride's parents' relatives are counted in this component.  Bandhu 

generally implies a "relative, kinsman not belonging to the same gotra" (Olivelle 2015, et al.).  

Receipt of           for women is not limited to certain people who may give her gifts. 

There are special occasions when she may receive gifts too.  Here, gifts may be given by 

outsiders as well. One such occassion is the most important rite of passage for Hindu women, 

namely, marriage. Gifts received during marriage are futher divided into few types. These 

include yautaka,          , adhyagni and              . The first two are wedding gifts and 

may be given to the bride by outsiders. Adhyagni denotes gifts to women at the wedding fire 

during marriage (Kane 1930-62, 3. 774). Gifts from people other than the relatives may be part 

of adhyagni. Banerjee takes a note of adhyagni gifts being made by any one (Banerjee 1984, 

292). When the bride leaves her parental home for her husband's home, there is a bridal 

procession where gifts are given to her. Those gifts are called              . Jī ū              

that gifts made during the bridal procession are from relatives from the father's and mother's side: 

                                                                             

                  | (Dbh. 4.1.6) 

 

Since "from her father's side" is an elliptical expression, property acquired when she is 

taken away is the kind of property a woman receives from her father's side and from her 

mother's side at the time when she is taken to her husband's home. (Rocher 2002, Dbh. 

4.1.6) 
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As noted by scholars, in understanding                                     , Jī ū         

differs from some other dharma texts. Kane states that the           includes gifts made by 

anyone in the               category, and the                 includes gifts made by the 

father-in-law and others when the bride is taken back to her father's home (Kane 1930-62, 3. 

775). According to Banerjee,                      g                      ,        g      

Jī ū        's interpretation of               is restrictive to women (Banerjee 1984, 292-

293).  

There are people who can give gifts to a married woman, before and after marriage and 

these gifts are given out of affection, with no particular occassion in mind. These are not any 

different than gifts given by parents and relatives; or for that matter, the husband and his family. 

It seems that some authorities wanted to further sub-classify the purpose of giving gifts to 

women, and that parents always did not make gifts because they were expected to—sometimes, 

gifts were made just as tokens of appreciation.   These are classified as                     and 

                            Jī ū        's discussion of           in section 3.2 and hence do 

not delve into the details now  Jī ū                                      g     on       gifts. 

Kane states that "Whatever is given to a woman through affection by the father-in-law or 

mother-in-law and what is received by her at the time of doing obeisance at the feet (of elders) is 

said to be            (gift through affection) st                9 0-  ,          Jī ū         

reads the "            " in Manu 9.194 (cited above) as "                " in Dbh. 4.1.4. Rocher 

makes a note of this, stating: 

The reading                 , "as a token of affection for the woman," appears in the 

          and the                                                                : 

"what she is given by her father-in-law and the like, who felt affection for her because of 

her good nature, her good behavior (dharma; variant reading karma), her expertise, etc." 

Except for two digests that display a similarly general reading,      -        , "as a 

result of affection," in all other commentaries and digests M 9.194 reads more 
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specifically             , literally "on the occasion of an act of affection." (Rocher 2002, 

104) 

 

Jī ū                                                               here except for reading it 

differently, which does not alter the material implications of this component. 

There are post-marriage gifts which are given on particular situations that are classified 

as          . For instance, gifts made after the marriage ceremony is completed and the bride is 

being taken away from her parental home. Gifts are also expected after marriage when a husband 

takes a second wife. He is expected to gift something to his previous wife. Or, for example, when 

someone gives a gift for the woman without her directly accepting it from the giver, and 

somebody else accepting it on her behalf. These include         ,        ,             , and 

             Jī ū                       implies jewelry.         refers to gifts given to 

someone (in this case the bridegroom or his family) for the sake of the someone else (in this case 

the bride)—such gifts may be made during                    g   Jī ū                     

       , stating: 

                                                                     

                                                                                  

etad eva prayoja                                        | (Dbh. 4.1.17) 

 

The word "dedicated" means that the text pertains to property that is given to the 

bridegroom with the dedication "this shall belong to your bride," and that it does not 

pertain to property given without that intent. That is why the phrase "at the time of the 

wedding" is merely illustrative and not the determining factor, for ownership depends 

primarily on the intent of the donor. (Rocher 2002, Dbh. 4.1.17) 

 

Thus, this kind of gift made for the bride but accepted by her husband ultimately belongs to the 

bride. 

Jī ū                            as part of a woman's          .                 
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                                            Jī ū                           se of giving 

            : 

                                                                      

                                              | (Dbh. 4.1.14) 

 

"Property acquired when she is superseded" (            ) is the property a husband 

gives a prior wife as compensation when he wishes to marry another wife. It is so called 

because it is given with the intent of "taking" an "additional" wife. (Rocher 2002, Dbh. 

4.1.14) 

 

Note that              is not a fee for ending the previous marriage and starting a new marriage. 

Banerjee comments that supersession of one wife by another is not similar to desertion of the 

previous wife. The superseded wife does not lose any of her rights as a wife and her marriage is 

       B    j    9  ,  9    Jī ū        's explanation of                        B    j     

            g  Jī ū                           g                    the purpose of gratifying 

(        ) the previous wife. 

The other type of wealth a woman may receive after marriage is            . Kane 

states that             g                                                     g   Jī ū         

                                                     . He states: 

                           – 

                                                 | 

                                                 | [K 899] 

                                                         | 

                                                   | [K 900] (Dbh. 4.1.2) 

 

              –                                                                      

                                                                              

              | (Dbh. 4.1.3) 

 

                                    (         (ka)) as follows: 

What a woman receives after her wedding from her husband's family and from the family 

of her kin is called later settlements. [K 899] 

B ṛg                                      g                                  g, as a 

token of affection, either from her husband or from her parents. [K 900] (Rocher 2002, 

Dbh. 4.1.2) 
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          g                           , therefore, is as follows: later settlements are the 

kinds of property a woman receives after her wedding [1] from relatives on her father's 

and mother's side; and [2] from her husband and her husband's relatives, i.e., from her 

father-in-law and the like. (Rocher 2002, Dbh. 4.1.3) 

 

    , Jī ū                                    are post-marriage gifts from either the bride's 

parents' side or her in-laws side. He had explained the term bandhu earlier. 

There are miscellaneous sources of receiving wealth which are classified as         a. 

These includes      ,                  Jī ū                                (maintenance 

allowance) separately, nor does he comment on       (profits). Rocher notes that, according to a 

few commentators,       refers to allowances in excess of food and clothing, and                 

                                    00 ,  0           , Jī ū                          . The 

term                             g         B                                                

        Jī ū                            .  

Kane states that       may be understood as a bride's fee obtained as the price of 

household utensils, beasts of burden, of milch cattle, ornaments and slaves. Banerjee has a 

similar explanation (Banerjee 1984, 294). Kane elaborates further stating that some dharma texts 

such as the                  and the               understand       "as the price of the 

articles which the bridegroom was in the habit of presenting to the bride at the time of marriage 

or when he started a house." According to the                 ,       has two senses—"(1) 

what is given as the price of the girl to the guardians of the girl which goes to the mother and 

brother (on her death); (2) what is given (by the bridegroom) as the price of the ornaments for the 

girl and of the household gear" (Kane 1930-62, 3. 774-776). In his recent dictionary, Olivelle 

provides all of the aforementioned implications of       and adds that in the                  

                        ,        N            means prostitute fees (Olivelle et al., 2015).  
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Now that we know the multiple implications of      , I presen      Jī ū         

understands      .                                            g                          

      g                            ,           Jī ū        's views are important to 

understanding his components of          , I outline it        Jī ū                     in two 

different ways—in the first way       is received from outsiders, and in the second way       is 

implied to be received from relatives. Let us look at the first reading of      . Jī ū               

                                   , stating: 

           — 

                                         | 

                                                     | [K 898] (Dbh. 4.3.19) 

                                                                             

                                                          | (Dbh. 4.3.20) 

 

He defines gratuities (     ) as follows: 

Whatever compensation she gets from workmen on houses or dealers in utensils, draft 

animals, milch animals, or jewelry is called a gratuity. [K 898] (Rocher 2002, Dbh. 

4.3.19) 

Whatever a woman is given by builders or other craftsmen as an inducement for her to 

prompt her husband and others to use their services is a gratuity. It is a compensation, 

because it is a payment for her intervention. (Rocher 2002, Dbh. 4.3.20) 

 

    ,     Jī ū               is a type of utkoca, which is literally translated as a "bribe." It is a 

compensation for her services. However, it is important to note at this point that in the 

aforementioned reading,       is received from outsiders. Modern scholars have also understood 

                -                  g                                                          

                 g                                       g Jī ū        's precise notion of 

                            , Jī ū                     more as an internal affair, stating: 

                 — 

                                             || [Vy. 268] 

                                   attam | (Dbh. 4.3.21) 

                                                     ( Dbh. 4.3.26) 

 

      g                           : 
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What is given to her to make her come to her husband's house is called a gratuity [Vy. 

268] 

i.e., what is given to her as a kind of inducement to make her go to her husband's house. 

(Rocher 2002, Dbh. 4.3.21) 

In fact, the       form of female property as defined above can occur in any form of 

wedding. (Rocher 2002, Dbh. 4.3.26) 

 

                    g, Jī ū              stands       more in terms of a family affair. Here, it 

appears to be given by relatives on either the bride's parents' side or her husband's side. The 

second reading does not place       outside of the network of relatives.  

So far, I have demonstrated the possible sources and occassions for the receipt of 

         .                                                                   Jī ū        . 

Jī ū                            dharma texts listed various types of           to provide an 

overall idea of it (Dbh. 4.1.18, cited above). He implies that a simple list of types and sources of 

          may not lead one to the proper understanding of the category of            

    g     g                              , Jī ū                           s it with his precise 

definition of           .  

       Jī ū  v   n 's definition of            

 
I begin this section with one of Derrett's comments. Derrett said that the western 

understanding of full ownership could apply in Indian cases if svatva and                 

                   9  , 9    B           g       Jī ū        's definition of           let me 

briefly recapitulate his notions of svatva.  

We have seen that the extant classical dharma literature defines           mainly in 

terms                        g       Jī ū                                                    

legitimate sources from and occasions during which wealth (if and when received) is labeled as 

         . In addition to that, he provides explanatory comments on a few terms seen in the 
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earlier texts for clarification purposes as composers of nibandhas frequently do. I have noted his 

relevant explanations of earlier terminology and do not delve into those in this section. However, 

here I briefly discuss the categories that are not components of          . I do this to contrast 

and highlight the illegitimate sources of          , sources from which wealth may be accepted 

by women.  I provide these sources here so that we may notice the boundaries of          , 

which find                          Jī ū        's          . I intend to examine 

Jī ū        's precise definition of           and how his understanding makes the term 

          a legal category in terms of rights. Jī ū        's definition of st                 

              g                ī ṛṣ  , whose views I have also presented here. Having 

explained Jī ū        's definition of          , I briefly comment on the type of property it 

applies to, contrasting it primarily with immovable property. 

Jī ū                     svatva as something which gives the owner the right to dispose 

of his or her property (Dbh. 2.27 cited in section 3.2.3). His understanding of           is an 

extension of his understanding of svatva; i.e., it allows its owner to have powers of alienation 

over                Jī ū                   is something that: 

                                                                               

adhikaroti (DBh. 4.1.18) 

 

Female property is anything a woman is entitled to gift, sell, or put to use independently 

of her husband. (Rocher 2002,  DBh. 4.1.18) 

 

         , Jī ū                           as property legally owned by women, as opposed to a 

broad understanding of          . In other words, in Jī ū        's view           is only that 
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wealth over which women have           . The term            may be understood as 

"independence" in terms of legal "autonomy."
50

  

Since we are on the topic of legal independence and autonomy, I want to remind the 

reader that in dharma texts women have a dependent status. Derrett raises a question in this 

regard: 

The question may arise, however, whether there could be such a thing as limited 

          , i.e. that a person who was paratantra in general, as a wife, might have 

           with regard to his or her assets. (Derrett 1962, 101) 

 

                                                                  Jī ū        's understanding of 

          seems to answer Derrett's question fully in this case. 

As mentioned earlier, the term                        g                     ’            

                ,  0                                                   g              Jī ū         

the term           has a technical meaning. It is "that property, and only that property, in which 

the woman acquires an absolute right of ownership" (Rocher 2002, 107-108). The technicality of 

          in the           is clear and stands in contrast to the general understanding of the 

term in the dharma literature.
51

 Kan              Jī ū        's technical explanation of 

         , stating : 

                                                 

50 Davis briefly discusses the notion of            in dharma texts in terms of the relationship 

between independence/autonomy and the issue of legal competence in Hindu jurisprudence 

(Davis 2010, 76). 

 

51 The generic understanding of           is reflected in the          . The           makes it 

clear that the term str       has to be interpreted etymologically and not technically. It interprets 

          as:                                                                     

           | Mit. on Y. 2.143 (The term           has an etymological and not a technical 

meaning, because when an etymological meaning is possible, then it is unreasonable to invoke a 

technical meaning). I thank Patrick Olivelle for comments on my original translation of this 

sentence in a personal communication. 
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           g                                                                          

                               ,                              g    ī                    

                           g                           g               g         N         

                                ,         g               g , all gifts from relations except 

a gift of immovable property made by the husband and gifts from eve       g         

                                                                  ī     , but property 

inherited by a woman or obtained on partition, gifts from strangers (other than the two 

kinds noted above) and property acquired by her by mechanical a                         

       ī                                                 g . (Kane 1930-62, 3. 780-

781) 

 

However, Kane does not comment on the kind of powers a woman has over her          , 

especially given the dependent status of women in Brahmanical literature.  As Kane points out, 

since Jī ū                                "the kinds of property" his definition of           

applied to, it becomes problematic for us to understand what are things he is refering to as 

         . From the perspective of earlier scholarship on Hindu Law, this kind of issue raises 

difficulties in administering the law. Banerjee expresses a similar concern, stating: "As no 

general rule is anywhere laid down as to what property a woman can dispose of independently of 

her husband's control, the foregoing definition is open to the objection that it defines one 

unknown thing in terms of another" (Banerjee 1984, 308). 

However, both Kane and Banerjee are concerned with an entirely different problem. I am 

not concerned with the administration of Hindu Law                     , Jī ū                 

implicitly acknowledges this problem—it is hard to make lists of types of wealth in such matters, 

because every real situation is different. Unless there are restrictions on giving certain types of 

items, it is difficult to list what items can be categorized as          . Hence, sources of 

          are provided instead. What I intend to demonstrate is the concept of           and 

what that concept implies in theory for women; tha is, how dependent people in dharma texts 

such as women have legal autonomy over their own assets, as the quote by Derrett provided 

earlier indicated. 
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S     Jī ū                        g                                                  , it is 

important for him to lay down the legitimate and illegitimate sources of                    

Jī ū                                       g              does not apply to all kinds of property 

a woman may have with her. There are sources of wealth that cannot be part of a woman's 

          even if she accepts them from those sources, in Jī ū        's view                  

               Jī ū                                       : 

                                — 

                                                        |  

                                                      || [K 904] (Dbh. 4.1.19) 

                                                                                  

                            |                                                      

                                  | (Dbh. 4.1.20) 

                                                          | (Dbh. 4.1.21) 

 

                            :  

Anything she acquires through arts and crafts and anything she receives as a token of 

affection from an outsider becomes the property of her husband. The rest is called female 

property. [K 904] (Rocher 2002, Dbh. 4.1.19) 

Anything she receives "from an outsider," i.e., from anyone other than the relatives of her 

father, mother, or husband, and anything she acquires through an art or craft, "becomes 

the property" of her husband, which means that he can use it on his own. The husband 

can take it even when there is no emergency. As a result, even though the property is 

hers, it is not female property, since she cannot do anything with it on her own. (Rocher 

2002, Dbh. 4.1.20) 

Except for property of the said two types, however, all the rest is the exclusive property 

of the woman, for she is entitled to dispose of it by gift, sale, or otherwise. (Rocher 2002, 

Dbh. 4.1.21) 

 

Jī ū                                                        by a process of elimination. 

Anything a woman acquires through arts and crafts (     ) and anything she receives as a gift 

from people other than her relatives (anyata) is not a part of her          , even if she accepts 

those gifts or wealth from these sources. Both later Bengal authors   g                ī ṛṣ   

                  Jī ū        's legal understanding of the term          .
52

  

                                                 

52 Raghunandana in his            states:                  — 
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                                                                         g           

      , Jī ū                                                                               

considered           based again on earlier dharma                                        

  g     g                                                                            

independent (      trya) in regard to affectionate gifts (         ) from her husband and parents 

in her husband's or father's home.  If such           gifts involve immovable property 

(        ), women have complete power doing what they please with it, including              

                             Dbh. 4.1.21). N                                                  

                      g                     N               Dbh. 4.1.23). Given the conflict 

between two authoritative dharma      , Jī ū                                          property 

gifted to women by their relatives, stating: 

        'pi                                            | (Dbh. 4.1.23) 

 

As far as immovable property is concerned, however, a wife is not entitled to dispose of it 

by gift or otherwise, if it was given to her by her husband.(Rocher 2002, Dbh. 4.1.23) 

                                                                                                                                                             

                                                      |  

                                                        || [K 904] 

                                                                                     

           ,                                                                            

                                   | (DT. 9.1) 

              : "Whatever wealth is gained or acquired by the practice of mechanical arts and 

what is received through affection from another, therein the ownership of the husband always 

exists; but the rest is woman's property." [K 904]  

"From another" i.e., from other than the families of the father, mother and husband; what is 

obtain                                                                                          

                                                              S  ī     ,                        

                            S  ī     ) excepting these two, the woman has title, because of the 

right of the woman to make gift and the like of it. (Chatterjee 1990, 34 DT. 9.1) 

  ī ṛṣ                                                either. In the                  , he 

clearly states:  

                                                                        

                                                                    | (Sanskrit p. 17-18) 

In short, a woman's property is only the wealth that is independent of her husband's control, 

which she has a right to distribute as she wishes as is understood by the       s. (DKS. 2.2.24) 
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Therefore, Jī ū                                                 g     g                    

g                    g      N                      , Jī ū             : 

                                                                               | 

(Dbh. 4.1.23) 

 

Since the qualifier "her husband" is used here, she is, however, free to gift immovables 

other than those given by her husband. (Rocher 2002, Dbh. 4.1.23) 

 

Jī ū        , then, means that immovable property gifted by a woman's parents can be disposed 

of the woman. But, immovable property gifted by her husband or his family does not carry with 

it the legal right                   Jī ū        's definition of          , it follows that 

affectionate gifts of immovable property from the husband are not a part of a woman's          . 

A similar reasoning is followed by the            and the                   in this matter. 

Conclusion  

 
I have demonstrated in this chapter the notion of disposal of property associated with 

proprietary rights in the          . Jī ū        's understanding of svatva resonates closely 

with his understanding of           and is associated with the power of disposal of property. If 

people have this aforementioned power in any given property, then, according    Jī ū        , 

they are understood to have proprietary rights over that property. In this interpretation of svatva, 

Jī ū                             B                                      svatva exists 

independently of the power of disposal.
53

 Jī ū                                         g    

          from Brahmanical texts where there is silence regarding the power of disposal over the 

                                                 

53 See Jolly's comment on power of alienation of the male heir in the           cited earlier. 
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entire category,
54

 although later texts advocate such powers over a particular category of 

         .
55

  

Having g         g  Jī ū        's boundaries and definition of           let me now 

offer an analysis of his          . N         Jī ū                          g    of women over 

certain categories of wealth that are not derived from manufacture items she created, and her 

products from outsiders. We have seen that the categories of property, ownership and rights are 

interconnected and how both concepts of property and ownership involve legal rights attached to 

them. We have                  Jī ū                                                         

      g   g          g           g                                Jī ū        's definition of 

proprietor-ness in self-acquired property and ancestral jewels involves the right to dispose of 

property a       g                                                           Jī ū        's 

definition of           in terms of legal rights. 

                                Jī ū        's svatva (Dbh. 2.27) and           lie in 

the legal entitlement to gift, sell, use (                ) and lawful enjoyment according to 

one's wishes (                      ) in wealth characterized as           (DBh. 4.1.18, Dbh. 

4.1.21). We are aware of the dependent status of women in the dharma             Jī ū    hana 

                                                 

54 Banerjee comments on the uniqueness of the Bengal position on       ana stating: "The 

author of the Dayabhaga makes this absolute dominion follow from his definition stridhana; for 

he applies the name stridhana only to such descriptions of property as are absolutely at the 

disposal of a woman. This view is in accordance with the prevailing notion of the Bengal school 

regarding property, - namely, that the power of alienation is a necessary concomitant of 

ownership. But this is not the doctrine of the other schools, according to which even male 

proprietors are not always held to possess absolute power of disposal over their property; and 

accordingly some of these schools use the term stridhana in an unlimited sense, applying it to all 

descriptions of property belonging to a woman, whatever the extent of her power of disposal 

over such property may be" (Banerjee 1984, 337).  

 

55 Kane provides information on how popular commentaries and digests have understood and 

defined           (Kane, 1930-62, 3. 780-82). 
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implicitly refers to this status of women when he mentions that           is property which is 

exclusively her own in that her husband also does not have control over it (          

            ). It follows, then, a woman has legal independence in her          .          ,    

Jī ū        's view a woman has legal rights to alienate her          . Nobody, including her 

husband on whom she depends for livelihood, has the right to do whatever he pleases with her 

         . The husband has proprietor-ness and proprietary independence over other wealth she 

receives from outsiders either by using her skills or as affectionate gifts. However,              

             Jī ū                                                                         (Dbh. 

4.1.20).  

 While outlining "absolute ownership" regarding          , J                       g      

Jī ū        's views were probably more favorable to women than other contemporary authors  

         ,    ,        , M               g    g          B  g                   g           , 

         g                             g                                                     

               J         ,                      ,     ,         Jī ū        's concept of women's 

full ownership of st        gives "agency" to women, at least in theory. This is a huge leap 

forward within the Brahmanical textual tradition keeping in mind the dependent status of women 

in such literature. The growing tendency in the earlier dharma literature to attribute        

 g                                          ,                           J        00   

          00    S     , Jī ū                                        's notion of women's 

independence only over their                     (sub-component of          ) to the entire 

category of          ,                                           ,               ,               

         g                                                      g       Jī ū        's position 
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being theoretically more favorable to women's ownership of property—an area that has been 

relatively neglected by modern scholarship. 

                       Jī ū        's legal understanding of           was applicable in 

practice in medieval Bengal, it would change our understanding of women's statuses within the 

household as seen in Brahmanical scholastic literature. It is true that our perception of medieval 

Bengali women would not change to viewing them as independent and empowered, but 

nevertheless, we would be able to imagine a better household dynamics if "dependents" had legal 

autonomy even over a certain category of assets. 
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CHAPTER 4: BEYOND         : THE THEORY OF 

        

This chapter explores the concept of         (spiritual benefit). One of the major ways to 

offer         to the deceased is through the performance of          usually by male relatives  

Jī ū        , however, extends this concept beyond the          in such a way that too women 

may offer        . This in turn acts as a justificatio                                   

Jī ū        's view. 

4.1: Inheritance and Ancestral Rites: A Brief Background  

 
                                                                    g         

deceased is by means of offering ancestral rites. Apart from rituals, the connection between 

surviving and deceased is also observed materially, through inheritance.
56

 In this chapter, I 

explore the connection between surviving and deceased from the dual perspective of inheritance 

and spiritual benefit. In the          , deceased ancestors are believed to receive spiritual 

benefit or         after death by certain ritual actions of surviving family members. One of the 

ways to confer such         is by offering ancestral rites (        ). There is nothing new about 

moral obligations of an heir to provide                                                      —   

     g                       g               ,           g  , Jī ū                           

benefit beyond          with his theory of        . Jī ū           g                 is a 

necessary condition for receiving a deceased ancestor's property. Modern scholarship has duly 

noted the employment of         in the           focusing on         through ancestral rites. 

                                                 

56        ,                 g             g           g              stras as an "improper" 

action, property may still be partitioned in the owner's lifetime, if he consents to it. To 

demonstrate the underlying linkages between inheritance and spiritual benefit in theory, I assume 

in this chapter that succession takes place after the owner has passed away and not in his 

lifetime. 
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However, what they have largely  g             Jī ū        's                              

                 ,                      Jī ū                           , specifically 

widows, may provide         to the deceased and consequently inherit the deceased's property.  

               ,             g           g                                                 

                      . In doing so, I exclude a detailed discussion of "debts"—another area 

partially theorizing surviving and deceased connections. I discuss debts partly explaining the 

overlap between debts and ancestral rites.  

4.1.1: Connections between the surviving and the deceased 

 

The first links between the surviving and the dead are observed in the Vedas where 

deceased ancestors are called upon to bless and protect their surviving descendants by means of 

prayer hymns. One might ask, who do we refer to as "ancestors"? The term for ancestors 

"            " is used in two senses—a person's three immediate deceased ancestors, as well as 

ancient ancestors of the human race that were supposed to inhabit a separate world (loka) by 

themselves (Kane 1930-62, 4. 340). The first understanding of     (                          

                                                                                    ifications in 

the category of ancestors.
57

  

Sarvadhikari says that Vedic prayer hymns were replaced by elaborate rites known as the 

        
58

 (Sarvadhikari 1882, 50).        are generally understood as offerings made to 

                                                 

57              ṛ          g                            are mentioned:             (three), 

           (three),            (three) and           (three)" (Kane 1930-62, 4. 343-44). Note 

the first three ancestors share (              —an important                           

discourse on inheritance and succession.  

 

58 I have not provided an outline for the transition of such rites here due to the scope of the 

Chapter. For an overview of the development of ancestor worship in Brahmanical texts see 

Sarvadhikari (1882). 
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deceased ancestors by surviving family members during         rituals thereby commemorating 

dead family members.
59

 The term       has been interpreted differently in the           and 

the          .       in the           "means 'parts of the body,' and that         relationship is 

based on 'sharing particles of the same body' (   -      -avayava-anvaya)" (Rocher 2002, 26). 

In contrast, the D         understands       in the sense of a ball, cake or lump prepared with 

rice that is offered to ancestors when performing        s (Kane 1930-1962, 2. 472). However, 

note that the           acknowledges that        are also understood as lumps of rice. 

Nevertheless, since the           understanding is the commonly used one, it would override 

the narrower more specific meanings.
60

 I use       as rice lumps in this chapter and elsewhere in 

the dissertation. I discuss         relationship a little later in this section.  

                                                 

59 There is another rite called              —a         rite performed one year after the death 

or on the twelfth day from death by which the deceased ceases to be a spirit (preta) and is 

elevated to the rank of       (Kane 1930-62, 3. 737). 

 

60 I thank Donald Davis for pointing out that the           addresses both definitions of      , 

but accepts one based on a certain reasoning. The following are excerpts of this discussion from 

the           on Y. 1.52: 

 

S                                                     g              g              

                                                                                  , because 

of the particles of the f            ,      g                                            

g                                                g                       , because through 

his father, particles of his (grand-father) body have entered into (his own). Just so is the 

son (a                                ,                                             

                     B                                                              

connected by (reason of the capacity to offer) an exequial rite then there would be no 

sap                               's line, or in the mother's sons and the rest. By a resort 

to the collective force, and accepting the colloquial significance, the individual force 

would come to be abandoned, although it is manifest at each place. (Gharpure 1943, 7-8) 
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Two          deserve notice among many—                  performed for the benefit 

of a single deceased person
61

 and                 performed primarily for three deceased 

paternal ancestors of the performer of the ritual. Additionally three deceased paternal ancestors 

of the performer's mother are also invoked. However, their invocation is dependent on the 

primary invocation and are performed on specified days (Kane 1930-1962, 3. 737). However, not 

everyone may perform a        .                                                      s. 

Drawing information from the              , Dharmasindhu and               , Kane 

provides a list of people entitled to offer          (               ): 

                                                                                  

(               ) given in most works is as follows; son (aurasa or adopted); grandson; 

great-grandson; widow; married daughter; unmarried daughter who has succeeded to the 

deceased's wealth; daughter's son who succeeds to the wealth; full brother; half brother 

(son of a different mother); full brother's son;                                        g    -

  -                                                                                              

                   g    j          ; sodaka; any gotraja; cognates such as maternal 

grandfather, maternal uncle,                                                              

                  -  -           -  -                                              's 

wealth or king who takes by escheat. (Kane 1930-1962, 3. 738-739) 

 

As we can see above, the first person who has the right to offer         is the deceased's son—a 

direct surviving descendant. Next come the grandsons and the great-grandsons who share a direct 

link with the deceased through the deceased's son. Note that the daughter is not placed after the 

son in the list, suggesting that the preference is clearly for direct male descendants. 

In the most basic sense,          are understood as commemorative ancestral rites. 

However, if we delve deeper into Brahmanical theory, we find that          are not merely 

commemorative—they have underlying purposes. By offering          a Brahmin male not only 

nourishes his ancestors with rice lumps and water, but also fulfills one of his innate obligations 

                                                 

61 The sixteen                    have the purpose of placing the recently deceased person in 

the realm of the ancestors (Rocher 2002, 27). 
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to the ancestors (     ). The first purpose is quite straightforward, while the second may need a 

little elaboration. 

                    , a Brahmin male is said to be born with three
62

 debts (   )—to the 

Gods, seers, and ancestors. The Brahmanical theology of debts is different from our modern 

everyday understanding of the term "debt." Sayers rightly points out that in the context of 

Brahmanical theology, "debt" is more of a ritual obligation (Sayers 2008, 65-67). The obligation 

to Gods is fulfilled by performing ritual sacrifices, the obligation to seers is fulfilled by studying 

the Vedas, and finally the obligation to ancestors is fulfilled by bearing offspring. Olivelle 

discusses the triple debt as a Brahmanical response to ascetic life. Referring to portrayals of 

ascetics in the            , Olivelle argues that the consequence of celibacy is not being able 

to reach heaven after death. The damage is twofold—first, since ascetics practiced celibacy, they 

were unable to continue their lineage; second, existing ancestors are harmed as they are deprived 

of their nourishment from the surviving family members (Olivelle 2011a, 36-37). The first point 

directly harms the celibate person as it deprives him of any descendants to perform necessary 

        rites which would lead him to heaven. Additionally, as Olivelle points out, the ancestors 

(already in heaven) would not be able to receive food and drinks after the celibate person dies.  

Davis states that debts to ancestors serve as a theological justification for foundational 

principles of property in Brahmanical scholasticism, and draws a link between the concept of 

debts and later ancestor worship (Davis 2010, 95-96). In other words, the obligation to ancestors 

is fulfilled by offering nourishment to them with rice lumps and water (which cannot be achieved 

if there are no descendents to offer nourishment), an integral part of         rites. Therefore, as 

                                                 

62 Some texts discuss four debts of Brahmins. However, three is more common in the discourse 

on debts. I have not discussed these issues here due to the scope of the chapter. For details about 

inborn Brahmanical debts, see Sayers (2008), Olivelle (2011). 
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modern scholarship has shown, theological     in earlier Brahmanical texts is further developed 

and integrated into         rites in later texts.
63

  

Connections between people who offer          and those who inherit the deceased's 

wealth have been discussed both in Brahmanical scholastic literature and in modern scholarship. 

                                                 

63 However, though not relevant to the inheritance-        connection, it is important to note 

that there exists a contradiction in the Brahmanical theory of          being a connection 

between the surviving and the dead. David Knipe has drawn attention to this, stating:  

 

       -                                                       , that is, the 

                  g                                                         ,   g   

                                                                                   

       g                                                                       gg     its 

suspension), then rebirth in another terrestrial existence is an eventual concomitant of 

death...But if transmigration of the imperishable self is thus assured, why is a great 

company of deceased ancestors still existent in some extraterrestrial world? Further, if the 

inescapable laws of karman stand effective, how can it be that these ancestors subsist in 

continued dependence on the ritual activities of their descendants?..The doctrines of 

transmigration and liberation transformed the whole of ancient                        

        ,                                                        g                      

                                                               ṣ . (Knipe 1977, 112) 

 

Thus, Brahmanical theories of         and       conflict with theories underlying         . 

Interestingly, all the contradictory theories exist without any one negating the other. The valid 

question is why this is so, and whether there is any theory which synthesizes the contradictions is 

a separate inquiry all together, and does not lie within the scope of my present study. However, 

having pointed out the problems, Knipe attempts to provide an answer based on historical 

understanding. He states: 

 

Although the concern shifted from the early vedic desire f                                 

                                                             ṣ ,                      

         survived, and the understanding of the passage of the deceased as a cosmogonic 

progression, with an individual's salvation dependent on the correct ritual activity of his 

descendants, permitted these archaic ceremonies for the dead to continue to the present 

day. (Knipe 1977, 121-122) 

 

S                                    -                      , I do not further question them. Being 

aware of the aforementioned problems, I accept as textual evidence the theory portrayed in my 

source texts, which indirectly suggest that          are links between the surviving and the dead 

by directly advocating the         theory. 
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The issue of sa      relationship becomes relevant at this point and needs to be explained 

briefly. Olivelle states that a         is: 

S            g  g       ’                                     g                       , 

but there is great controversy in the tradition with regard to both its meaning and the 

extent of the group c                                            , “          ”            

                                                    g                                 

                                                                                          

          a to mean people who are connected through these ancestral offerings. In 

general, the relationship extends to six generations before and after the father and five 

generations before and after the mother. (Olivelle et al. 2015, 403) 

 

Different interpretations lead to different meanings of the term        . Rocher uses the 

         to explain what a sa      relationship is
64

stating: 

When an individual performs a               , he offers complete, "undivided,"        

to three generations of male ancestors on his father's side, and to three generations of 

male ancestors on his mother's side. Even as this individual offers undivided        to 

three generations of male ancestors on his father's side, he himself will eventually be 

offered undivided p      by three generations of male descendants. Strictly speaking, 

therefore, each individual is a         with six other generations. (Rocher 2002, 27) 

 

In other words,          are a person's paternal great-grandfather, paternal grandfather, father, 

son, son's son, and son's son's son. Sontheimer explains agnatic          stating, "The living and 

the dead are thus called         , i.e. agnates within a pattern of four generations of living 

         and three generations of dead          (participating at          in their descendant's 

property)" (Sontheimer 1977, 19). There are another group of relatives who are 

                 as well, but are only considered if no          are surviving.
65

  

                                                 

64 Note Rocher's explanation of sa      relationship is based on both the general understanding 

and the           understanding of       . 

 

65 These distant relatives are the sakulyas. A sakulya is "a relative beyond the third preceding 

and succeeding generations.. 'those who share in separate oblations,' that is, distant relations who 

do not share the rice-                                     g                             ,  0          

deceased person has no          and sakulyas surviving, then, the deceased has another more 

distant set of relatives called            . They are distantly related kinsman connected 

     g             g                                                                           
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So far, I have discussed the connections between the deceased and surviving in 

Brahmanical scholastic literature, briefly considering issues of    ,      ,       ,         , 

         and                 . Let us now consider the link between                  and 

inheritance rights to the deceased's property. 

4.1.2: Connection between Inheritance and Ancestral Rites 

 

Modern scholars understand inheritance as a kind of intergenerational transfer of 

property. Alongside the transfer of valuables, duties are also transferred from one generation to 

the next. From the viewpoint of the surviving family members such duties usually come into play 

if the deceased had dependents, unpaid loans, etc. Jack Goody notes the transfer of duties while 

discussing death among the LoWiili and LoDagaba communities in Ghana (Goody 1962, 30). 

Goody points out that relationships within the family, especially between members of successive 

generations (who usually inherit the deceased's property), are observed in rituals of ancestor 

worship among the LoWiili and LoDagaba. Goody states: 

A person does not simply make an offering to a dead man's shrine because of a general 

obligation between members of the same wealth-holding corporation; he does so because 

he sees the ancestor as an actual or potential trouble-maker, as liable to cause him great 

misfortune because the obligations are not fulfilled...Sacrifices that are demanded by the 

ancestors and result from affliction are usually made to near rather than distant forebears; 

half the recorded sacrifices of this kind were offered by heirs, and the rest by other 

members of the group, or groups, within which property is inherited. A man sacrifices to 

those who have helped him prosper, but it is often their very death that has brought these 

benefits. (Goody 1962, 430-431) 

 

What Goody emphasizes is a sort of supernatural fear of ancestors that make close descendents 

inheriting the property of the deceased worship their ancestors. However, from his 

anthropological study, Goody does not draw a clear correlation between heirs and their worship 

                                                                                                                                                             

ill-defined group of extended relatives. Some take it as comprehending the seven generations of 

                                    g                          ,  0      
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of the ancestor from whom they have inherited. Goody demonstrates his observation of death 

rituals of these communities, but does not clearly explain the dependence of ancestor worship on 

inheritance and vice versa.  

Here, I concentrate on religious beliefs regarding ancestors which are observed in 

ancestral rites and their connection to inheritance, if any. Takashi Maeda, discussing ancestor 

worship in the history of Japan, comments on the inheritance-ancestor worship connection in 

passing. He states that, "Property inheritance underlined the importance of inheriting the duties 

of ancestor worship" (Maeda 1976, 142). Maeda says that in Japan ancestor worship is done with 

the deceased ancestor's property and the eldest son has the duty of performing ancestor worship. 

Maeda implies that because of the duty to perform ancestral rites (where the rites are supposed to 

done with the deceased's wealth), the eldest son inherits over half the property of the deceased 

(Maeda 1976, 142-143). He does not go into a detailed explanation of this connection, however. 

A couple of things are important for our purposes here. First, Goody's thesis is the 

"supernatural" status of the ancestors, which is believed to have some influence over the 

surviving family members. As we already know, concerns about the supernatural nature of 

ancestors are observed in Brahmanical scholastic literature as well, but they are differently 

placed theoretically; i.e., not in terms of fear as in case of the LoWiili and LoDagaba. Note that 

in the context of inheritance I understand the term "ancestors" as immediate ancestors. Second, 

the implicit connection that Maeda draws between ancestor-worship and inheritance of property 

is relevant to the focus of this study. 

In the context of                  , linkages between ancestor worship and inheritance 

are visible. I do not consider the question of why such connections between inheritance and 

         exist any further than I already have. However, I do delve into the question of why 
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someone "should" inherit the deceased's property later in the chapter. My aim here is to mainly 

provide a background to connections between inheritance and                                  

that we can better understand         later. 

Classical Brahmanical scholastic literature drew a link between offering          and 

receiving inheritance. I present one example here: 

                             | (Viṣ   15.40) 

 

The person who receives the inheritance has to offer the ancestral oblation (Viṣ   15.40, 

Olivelle 2009) 

 

        ṣ                                    ,                                    , grandsons 

and great-grandsons save a deceased man from reaching hell after his death. We find examples 

of such linkages in the context of certain discussions. For instance, while discussing inheritance 

and partition, Manu prescribes: 

                                           | 

                                                   || (MDh. 9.127) 

 

A man without a son should make his daughter a "female-son" in the following manner: 

"The child this girl bears will be the one who performs my ancestral rites." (MDh. 9.127, 

Olivelle 2005) 

 

In the aforementioned example, Manu goes on to discuss how the         inherits her father's 

prope         ,          g  M                                                           

       g                ,                                          g   ,                         

                          M          ,                             ṣ  's t                 g       

             N     : 

                                                |  

                                                || (   . 13.22) 

 

Sons of two fathers should make the funerary offerings to each one separately, and they 

should receive half a share from their natural father and their adoptive father. (   . 13.22, 

Lariviere 2003) 
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Thus, we can see that there is an implicit link between receiving inheritance and offering 

         in the              . Modern scholars too have taken due notice of this connection. 

While explaining the principles of Hindu inheritance, Sarvadhikari starts with a 

discussion on                                                                               

been made (Sarvadhikari 1882, 259-317). Sarvadhikari states, "He with whom rests the right of 

performing obsequies is entitled to preference in the order of succession." (Sarvadhikari 1882, 

314). Olivelle emphasizes the obligation of the heir to feed the deceased ancestors, just as he 

feeds dependent family members. Olivelle states: 

The point seems to be that the owner of ancestral wealth has the obligation to feed those 

who depend on that wealth: the living as well as the dead members of the family. 

Conversely, the offering of the         to the deceased owner of the property legitimizes 

the offerer's current ownership of that property. (Olivelle 2011b, 71) 

 

It must be reiterated at this point that          are rites which not only commemorate, but are 

also beneficial for the deceased after death. I explore the question of "spiritual benefits" in detail 

later. For now, let us keep in mind that          confer spiritual benefit to the deceased.  

Derrett demonstrates the link between inheritance and spiritual benefit in the           

by pointing to the capacity of the heir to offer        (Derrett 1963, 391-392). However, Derrett 

does not consider any other form of spiritual benefit apart from       offerings at          in 

the          . Asserting the link between inheritance rights and                 , Rocher 

clearly says: 

There is absolute agreement in the texts on Hindu Law that a deceased's person's 

inheritance first goes to his         , and, among these, to whoever happens to be the 

closest surviving s      . (Rocher 2012a, 267) 

 

Having said this, Rocher indicates that there is a disagreement about what may be considered a 

                                              g                 Jī ū        's          , Rocher 
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suggests that "offering pi    plays a role in inheritance" (Rocher 2012a, 269). Like Rocher, 

Sontheimer suggests something similar using          (including       and water offering) to 

illustrate his point. He states that in a family (kinship group), offering        and water serve as 

"a useful instrument for delimiting the property rights of members of a kula...The offering of 

      was a duty as well as a right, which as a corollary gave claim upon the property of the 

deceased ancestors, and the authors of the         stras associate inheritance with the offering 

of       " (Sontheimer 1977, 21). 

It must be mentioned at this point that there is no overt direct link between people entitled 

to offer          and those who inherit even though there is a connection between the two 

categories. Jolly pointed this out long ago (Jolly 1885, 168-175). I close this background with a 

question Rocher raises about the inheritance and         connection: 

Under these circumstances the choice was one of emphasis: either the fact          

                                       g        ,                                        

                                Jī ū        —and probably many others, not 

necessarily in Bengal—interpreted the ancient texts in favor of the latter alternative. 

(Rocher 2012a, 277) 

 

The question is a causal one—does the act of inheriting obligate an heir to perform the 

deceased's ancestral rites, or does the performance of ancestral rites make a person the heir. 

Though Rocher has answered this question,     -             g        g Jī ū        's 

          in the next section.  

4.2: Rationale of         in the           

 
The Sanskrit term         generally means benefit, service, and favor. It does not have 

any special meaning in the context of ancestral rites but implies that through the performance of 

ancestral rites,         is done towards the deceased by surviving family members. Therefore, 

ancestral rites are a kind of         towards deceased family members. The term         in 
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relatio                                                                                    ,       

                                M                                   Jī ū        's explanations to 

discuss                                                . In this section, I introduce         as 

presented in the           and provide views of modern scholars on        .  

The first question in relation to                          Jī ū        's original idea—a 

question that arises from its absence in earlier              . Scholars like G.C. Sarkar and 

D                                    Jī ū        's invention and Rocher points to a general 

scholarly consensus regarding             g Jī ū        's original idea (Rocher 2012a, 274-

275). Jol                                             Jī ū                                

       , since the doctrines presented by him (including                                 

                                    (Jolly 1885, 173-174). However, Rocher has shown that 

               Jī ū                        Jī ū                                              . 

Rocher states: 

                          ,           ,                                       ,   g            

     Jī ū        , I must refer                  Jī ū         (11.6.32) explicitly 

attributes it to niravadyavidyodyota. Unfortunately, no writer by the name of Vidyodyota 

or Udyota is known from other sources...to put it differently, it means that the principle of 

spiritual benefit was not, as has been claimed, typically Bengali. (Rocher 2012a, 275-

277) 

 

Thus,                         g     ,               Jī ū        's original idea. However, that 

                                                                                            g  

of                                        ,                                          

composers employed the concept of                               Jī ū                      

to provide some form of reasoning for property inheritance.  

Modern scholarship has paid attention to ancestral offerings as the highest form of 

       . In explaining        , Kane implicitly ties         with         . Note that Kane 
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does not ignore the ways in which a widow may offer         in the          . However, he 

ultimately explains         in terms of offering         , stating: 

The D.B. winds up by saying that the order of inheritors must be followed in such a way 

that the wealth of the deceased may be the most beneficial to (the soul of) the deceased. 

In certain respects the D.B. does not strictly and logically follow its own theory but is 

compelled to twist it by reason of the places assigned by special texts to certain heirs. For 

example, the order of heirs according to the D.B. is: son, grandson and great grandson; 

widow; daughter; daughter's son; father; mother; full brother; half brother; full brother's 

son; half brother's son. But the persons entitled to perform the         of the deceased in 

order are somewhat different. In fact the order of succession does not strictly follow in 

any school the order of those that are called                 . (Kane 1930-62, 3. 738-

739) 

I must mention that the                 list that Kane presents drawing from the              , 

Dharmasindhu, and               does not contradict as such the women heirs mentioned in the 

         . Kane goes on to explain the concept of         in terms of the kinds of          

provided. Here, although Kane says that he presents a selective list of upa    , he approaches 

        solely on the basis of         . Kane states: 

 
Benefits are conferred on the deceased by means of the           or the         

       . The capacity to perform the                 is not the sole ground on which 

rests the right to inheritance to a man. Therefore the widow, the daughter and the pupil 

were recognized as heirs though they perform only the                  . But those who 

are competent to perform the                 have a preferable  claim to those who are 

entitled to perform only the                  . Therefore the male issue of a deceased 

person are preferred to a widow or daughter. (Kane 1930-62, 3. 740) 

 

Thus, even though Kane discusses the         by women heirs, he restricts his explanations to a 

particular type of         they offer. Rocher too focuses on        s while discussing         

in his paper (2012). What is important for our purposes here is that for scholars         conjures 

up an image of        , which is undoubtedly a major form of        , but,not the only form, 

which we discuss in the next section. 

In the          ,       j                Jī ū                          is  in relation 

to offering        (offered during         ) after a family member's death. Before expounding 
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on        , Jī ū         describes earlier Brahmanical texts which state how a son helps his 

father after the father's death (Dbh. 11.1.31). The son (putra) saves (   ) his deceased father from 

reaching hell (put) because according to some dharma                       g                g    

         Jī ū                                       g    "debts" to ancestors,       g           

                   g                        Jī ū                                      rs, and not 

just "sons," are best suited to offer         to deceased through       offerings. He explains the 

term son (putra) in this context: 

                                                                            

                              | (Dbh. 11.1.34) 

 

That is why the word "son" in this Text must be taken to indicate all descendants in the 

male line down to the great-grandson, because all of these including the great-grandson 

are equally of service through the        they offer at their                . (Dbh. 

11.1.34, Rocher 2002) 

 

He refers to this concept earlier in the text as well (Dbh. 2.9-10), but discusses it more fully here. 

Looking at it the other way round, the term aputra refers to someone who is sonless, 

grandsonless and great-grandsonless in the          . 

                                                   Jī ū             svatva arises only 

upon the termination of previous svatva. His notion of         to the deceased also highlights 

activities that                                                     Jī ū           g         

potential heirs cannot inherit if they cannot offer       ,                                          

                                Jī ū                             g        benefit deceased 

ancestors, stating: 

                                                                              

                                        (Dbh. 11.1.32) 

 

In other words, right from the time of their birth sons and other male descendants provide 

their father with something that will be of great service to him in reaching the other 
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world; and, when the father dies, they offer him        at their                . (Dbh. 

11.1.32, Rocher 2002) 

 
Thus,       offering during          is one significant way of providing                     

           Jī ū                   "benefits" underlying       offerings linking it to inheritance: 

                                                                               

                                                          — 

                                            | 

                                              || [MDh. 9.106] (Dbh. 11.1.32) 

 

Hence, Texts to the effect that sons and other male descendants become the owners of the 

property of their father and so forth are based on a principle of common sense, namely, 

that in the hands of sons and other male descendants the property of the deceased is of 

service to him. Manu, too, says that the single reason why someone accedes to the 

property of a deceased person is that he is of service to him: By the mere fact that he is 

born a first son makes a man the father of a son, and frees him of the debt to his 

ancestors. That is why the son is entitled to inherit his property. [MDh. 9.106] (Dbh. 

11.1.32, Rocher 2002) 

 

       g                    M        , Jī ū                                    gg             

main reason, male descendants receive the deceased ancestor's property is because they provide 

some benefit to the ancestor: 

                                                         

                                                                         

                                         | (Dbh. 11.1.33) 

 

Since the phrase "that is why" indicates a necessary and sufficient condition, and since 

references, in the chapter on inheritance, to various ways in which sons and other male 

descendants are of service to their father and other male ancestors cannot serve any other 

purpose, it follows that Manu concurs with the notion that the sole reason for acceding to 

someone's property is that one is of service to him. (Dbh. 11.1.33, Rocher 2002) 

 
Highlighted in the above passage is the concept of        . Note, that the emphasis is no longer 

on offering       , but on the         or benefit that are provided through the       offerings 

during         . We already know that both male and female heirs are entitled to provide certain 

kinds of         —some of these         , especially the ones offered by the direct male 
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descendants, are more important than others. But, nevertheless, both men and women are able to 

perform the         . The question now is if          were the only condition to receive 

i          ,                Jī ū                                            in this context? It 

follows that         may mean something more than only the performance of        . 

4.3: Women and         

Though modern scholars have noted the employment of         in the          , their 

discussions have mostly centered around whether heirs are sequentially equivalent to the people 

who offer       . They have pointed out how erroneous the concept of         is for the 

administration of Hindu law in matters of inheritance and succession (Jolly 1885, 168). They 

have also highlighted issues such as the preference of cognates over agnates in the succession 

line being the underlying purpose for employing         (Jolly 1885, 209). Modern scholarship 

on         is primarily rooted in Hindu Law studies and have highlighted problems that 

        poses for administering law. However, little attention has been paid to the theory 

underlying it, and, consequently there is relative neglect in understanding how the concept of 

        applies to women other than performing         . In what follows, I present the part of 

        that has been relatively ignored, demonstrating how it applies to women's inheritance in 

Jī ū        's view. In section 4.3.1, I discuss how widows may benefit their deceased 

husbands. Section 4.3.2 discusses the daughter and section 4.3.3 discusses the mother of the 

deceased. 

The objective underlying         is that the deceased man should not reach hell after 

death. Ideally he should be in a peaceful state through the                       g        

                   ,                                                                         , if 

women figure in the inheritance process of a man's real property, then it is only i                 
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                       Jī ū                                                                  

earlier dharma literature on who should be the heir in case direct male heirs are absent. Before 

beginning the discussion of such issues, he states: 

                                                                                 | 

(Dbh. 11.1.1) 

 

The Texts that deal with the property of a man who dies without male offspring appear to 

be incompatible with one another, with the result that their interpreters disagree on what 

happens to such property. (Dbh. 11.1.1, Rocher 2002) 

 

We already know from the previous section that aputra in the inheritance context refers to the 

absence of sons, grandsons and great-grandsons (Dbh. 11.1.34).  

4.3.1 Widows and         

 

The widow's consideration as an heir in the           is based on two requirements.    

                                             ,        ,                                         

                                Jī ū             es: 

                                                                                 

| (Dbh. 11.1.31) 

 

               ṣ                                                                            

only if there are no sons or other male offspring. (Dbh. 11.1.31, Rocher 2002) 

 

                           Jī ū                                                               

that she would have to be the wife who can be labeled as      . Jī ū        , referring to an 

earlier text prescribing maintenance of women, provides a definition of who should be 

considered as a "wife," stating: 

                                        ...                                    

          | (Dbh. 11.1.47) 

 

Note that the status of being a man's "wife" belongs, first, to the spouse of the highest 

caste... she is "the wife," for she alone is entitled to participate in her husband's sacrifices 

and the like. (Dbh. 11.1.47, Rocher 2002) 
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                   Jī ū                      g                   ording to which the term       

is derived from pati,         ,        g                    j                                    

                    — ṣ       ī 4.1.33:                       " (Rocher 2002, 193).  

                      Jī ū      na interpretation of       g            ,            

      g                          Jī ū        's understanding of       is observed in earlier 

dharma texts too. First, some texts recommend marrying a woman of the same caste.
66

 Apart 

from maintaining class-caste demarcations in Brahmanical literature, there may be another 

reason for such prescriptions. The other reason is the following: if the wife is of the same caste, 

then she may participate in the household rituals with her husband.
67

 If she is not, then, the 

                                                 

66 One such example is the following text of the                     : 

 

                          (G 4.1)  

 

A householder should marry a wife who comes from the same class as he (G 4.1, Olivelle 

2000) 

 

67 The following Manu text prescribes this: 

 

                                                                              

                cana || (MDh. 9.86) 

 

Among all these, only the wife of equal class may care for her husband's physical needs 

or participate in his daily rites prescribed by Law, never a wife belonging to a different 

class. (MDh. 9.86, Olivelle 2005) 

 

This is one example of the husband and wife be  g j                                           

                                 ,                                                             

                                          : 

 

                                                         k               

                                                                                     

           | (  .     . 2.14.16-20) 

 

There is no division of property between a husband and a wife, because from the time of 

their marriage they are linked together in performing religious rites, as also in receiving 
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situation may get complicated in terms of ritual duties of the householder since a householder 

needs his wife to perform certain regular ritual duties with him. Stephanie Jamison suggests that 

role of the wife in day-to-day life along with her passive participation in daily religious rites of 

her husband (as he cannot participate in some rituals without a wife), make her a link between 

"sacred" and "mundane" worlds (Jamison 1996, 256).  

Jī ū        's efforts in defining       as the "wife" is not random. He intends to convey 

that only the       j                                         J                                     

     Jī ū                                                  . Having explained      , 

Jī ū                     the term "widow" in a aputra succession context: 

                                                       | (Dbh. 11.1.48) 

                                                                                 

                                                                         

                                                             

                              | (Dbh. 11.1.49) 

 

The same rank ordering that governs the status of spouses as wives also determines their 

right to inherit as widows. (Dbh. 11.1.48, Rocher 2002) 

                                  N     's "he shall provide maintenance to the spouses 

of the deceased," according to which the king accedes to the entire property except for 

what he gives as maintenance, must be reconciled by the distinction between wives and 

spouses. That is why Texts which deal with the widow's right to inherit use the term 

     , whereas those concerned with maintenance use words such as     ,     ,       , 

and the like. (Dbh. 11.1.49, Rocher 2002) 

 

    , Jī ū                                                                  g            

wives for inheritance purposes. According to him, only the spouse who can be labeled      , 

based on his definition of the word       (i.e., the wife who joins him in ritual activities) is 

entitled to inherit the deceased aputra man's property, and not the other spouses who should be 

maintained as dependents. 

                                                                                                                                                             

the rewards of their meritorious deeds and in acquiring wealth; for while the husband is 

away people do not consider it a theft for the wife to make a gift when the occasion 

demands. (  .     . 2.14.16-20, Olivelle 2000) 
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     g                        ,  Jī ū                                                 

                        g     g                               aputra situation—some texts place 

the widow first in the list of heirs and some do not, especially in cases where the entire family 

lives together as a joint unit. Here's an example of texts that place the widow later than other 

relatives in the succession list: 

                                                                            — 

                                                                               

                                    ||  [   293 = Pai 119] (Dbh. 11.1.15) 

 

There are also Texts that seem to say the opposite, namely, that a widow is not entitled to 

inherit her husband's property. Indeed, 

                  ,      ī    , and Yama say: 

When a man passes away without male offspring, his property goes to his brothers; 

failing them, his parents get it, or else his senior widow, his sagotras, disciples, or fellow 

students. [   293; Pai 119] (Dbh. 11.1.15, Rocher 2002) 

 

Instead          g                            ,                                                ’ 

inheritance rights in his property. In general, the widow specifically is left out of inheritance 

prescriptions in the early dharma texts. This is not to suggest that earlier texts did not want the 

widow to receive her husband's wealth—it may                                                  

                                                                                                 

cited earlier (  .     . 2.14.16-20). However, the situation may be different in a converse way. 

For example, Kane points at a passage from the                    (6.5.8.2) which states that 

women are devoid of strength and are        , that is, non-heirs (Kane 1930-62, 3. 701). 

Sometimes, texts may prescribe relatives, including widows, to share the deceased man's wealth 

as well (   .     . 28.21).  

Jī ū                                           that the widow should inherit first; i.e., 

before the deceased's brothers. One example of such a text is the following: 
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                     — 

                                              | 

                                                || [Y 2.135] 

                                            | 

                                                  || [Y 2.136] 

                                                                                

                         | (Dbh. 11.1.4) 

 

Y j             :  

The widow, daughters, parents, then brothers, their sons, those born in the same gotra, 

kin, disciples, and fellow students: each in order inherits the property failing the prior 

one. This rule applies to all castes when a man passes away without male offspring. [Y 

2.135-136] 

By saying here that each in or                                              g                 

        g    , Y j                                    , prior to anyone else, the widow 

alone is entitled to inherit. (Dbh. 11.1.4, Rocher 2002) 

 
Since there exist authoritative texts with opposing viewpoints, Jī ū                              

analysis of contradictory texts and provide a clear answer on who should inherit a aputra man's 

property—his widow, or his brothers?  

 It is important to note here that   j                                        Y j         

                      Jī ū            j                : 

                      in                                                        

       siddho bhavati (Mit. on Y. 2.135-36) 

 

Therefore, this meaning becomes established: if a man who was separated and not re-

united departs without a male child, his wife takes the property before anyone else. (Mit. 

on Y. 2.135-36) 

 

    ,   j                                should only be a potential heir, in case her husband 

had a separated status; that is, has started living separately with his wife and children and is not 

technically a part of the joint family. The           then, restricts a widow's inheritance rights 

only to widows whose husbands had, during their lifetime, separated from their respective joint 

families. The                                          ,     Jī ū                               
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joint or separated status of the family for the widow to inherit in his interpretation cited above 

(Dbh. 11.1.4). 

To provide a convincing answer to whether the widow or the brother inherits, 

Jī ū                                            g                   g                       

       inherit the deceased's property. To address this, he briefly states that widows may offer 

           g    ṛ     M         g : 

                  — 

                                              | 

                                                     || (Dbh. 11.1.7) 

 

 ṛ    -Manu says: 

If a widow who has no male offspring remains chaste and faithful to her husband, she 

alone shall offer his       and take the entire share for herself. [vM 92] (Dbh.11.1.7, 

Rocher 2002) 

 

Jī ū                                                      g        for too long, but simply 

indicates that they too can offer them. We know that there are two common         —         

and          .        ,                         Jī ū                           or the 

                 . We know that usually widows and daughters can perform          , while 

sons, grandsons and great-grandsons can perform                  (Kane 1930-62, 3. 737). 

However, in Jī ū        's text we see that        and          are not the only ways 

to benefit the deceased. In re                    , Jī ū                                           

benefit the aputra deceased man after his death, stating: 

                                                                                    

                                                         | (Dbh. 11.1.43) 

 

Now, since, failing descendants in the male line down to the great-grandson, a wife, as 

soon as she becomes a widow, contributes to her husband's well-being in the other world 

by remaining faithful to him and so forth, she is next in line after the sons, the sons' sons, 

and the sons' sons' sons. Therefore, failing these, the widow is entitled to inherit her 

deceased husband's property. (Dbh. 11.1.43, Rocher 2002)  
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The widow must remain faithful to her deceased husband and by being loyal to him she still 

maintains the bond between them, even though he is dead.  

We already know that the (deceased) husband and wife (widow) were joined in ritual 

activities in the husband's lifetime which were supposed to be beneficial for the household and 

the married couple. Since the husband has now died, the widow must perform some ritual 

activities towards his well-being. Such rituals are as follows: 

              — 

                                                  | 

                                                || [Vy 241] 

                                               | 

                                             || [Vy 242] 

                                                | 

                                                || [Vy 243] 

                                             | 

                                            || [Vy 244] (Dbh. 11.1.43) 

 

S         : 

After her husband's death a dutiful widow shall obse                         ,          , 

            g,                            j   . [Vy 241] 

                                         g                      g                      

  ṣ  . [Vy 242] 

To increase her merit she shall offer gifts to eminent         ,                           

                                       , oh dear lady. [Vy 243] 

A widow who is forever devoted to her duties, oh fair-faced one, provides safe passage 

for her departed husband and for herself. [Vy 244] (Dbh. 11.1.43, Rocher 2002) 

 

Along with performing these rituals, she can work towards her deceased husband's benefit by 

doing other things such as: 

                                                                        |  

                   — 

                                            | 

                                                   || [B 26.98] (Dbh. 11.1.63) 

 

For the sake of her husband's funeral rites she should make to his paternal uncles and so 

forth gifts that are commensurate with                       S    Bṛ       : 

She shall honor with gifts to the dead and to the living her husband's paternal uncles, as 

well as the aged, the poor, guests, and women. [B 26.98] (Dbh. 11.1.63, Rocher 2002) 
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We can clearly observe here that the widow arranges for her husband's death rites—though these 

rites are not the         ,                                                  g              

Jī ū                                                                                            . 

The underlying reasoning is that the          provide benefit to the deceased, while these 

aforementioned ritual activities also provide benefit to the deceased. The common ground 

between the two ways of providing benefit to the deceased is the benefit itself, and not the way 

to offer that benefit. Hence, the emphasis is on the         the deceased gets from his surviving 

family and not the         . 

The rituals that a widow performs after the death of her husband are nothing new, as we 

can see from the ea                 Jī ū              . There are dharma texts which suggest that, 

due to her                 ,                                B      (K 837) and even if sonless, 

she can go to heaven through chaste behavior (K 924-925, MDh. 5.160). Manu prescribes that by 

controlling her mind, speech and body, the widow attains the world of her husband and attains 

fame in this world and her husband's next world (MDh. 5.165-166). Therefore, such ritual 

activities are not new. However, these are not directed towards the benefit the deceased husband 

from his surviving widow, but rather on how the widow secures a place for herself in the next 

world with her husband through such activities.  

There are a couple of earlier texts that need to be presented at this point. These dharma 

texts hint at the welfare of the deceased husband and do not merely focus on the widow. The first 

text            B         , who states: 

                                           | (   .     . 2.3.47) 

 

If women strive to do what is beneficial to their husbands, they will win the heavenly 

world. (   .     . 2.3.47, Olivelle 2000) 
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In this text, though the ultimate goal is for the widow to reach heaven and be unified with her 

deceased husband there, B                        hita                                             

                                               Bṛ       , who also prescribes ritual activities for 

the sonless widow to reach heaven (B      0               Bṛ                                    

husband: 

                                            | 

                                                 || (B 25. 14) 

 

A wife is considered half the body (of her husband), equally sharing the result of his good 

or wicked deeds; whether she ascends the pile after him, or chooses to survive him 

leading a virtuous life, she promotes the welfare of her husband (B 24.11, Jolly 1889) 

 

As we can see, Bṛ       ,      B         , refers to the benefit of the deceased husband. Both 

use hita and not      ra. However, they do not explicitly link the hita                   

Jī ū                                                      Bṛ                                    

inherit her deceased husband's property and to have all his          performed by othe    B 

    0-     N           , Jī ū                                           link quite clearly. 

Since Jī ū                                                                           

husband, it should be reasonable to assume that she would need wealth to carry on these 

activities. In relation to property and religious activities, Derrett writes: 

We know that sva is necessary for sacrifices; what is also imperative is that sacrifices, 

        , and worship generally cannot effectively be offered on the land of a stranger. 

"The person who has not obtained by lawful means the earth whereon he makes the 

sacrificial altar, earns not the merit of the sacrifice he performs." "When a man performs 

a         in honour of the       (ancestors) on earth belonging to another, the       render 

both the gift of that earth and the         itself futile." (Derrett 1962, 52) 

 
Derrett here refers to the            , which suggests the use of one's own property for ritual 

activities. In case one does not have e   g        ,                                       

                                                                 9  ,                      
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        Jī ū                                            g    's own property for religious 

activities since he                    B  ,              Jī ū                                  

                                                       ,       j        g               g      

         Jī ū               : 

                                                                           

                                                                             

                                                                | (Dbh. 11.1.44) 

 

These and other Texts to the same effect say in so many words that a man's widow, too, 

can save him from hell. Vice versa, since her former husband shares equally with her the 

consequences of her acts, whether meritorious or not, it follows that, if for lack of 

adequate resources she does anything contrary to her duties, she can also cause him to go 

to hell. Therefore, since the prior owner's property is used here for his own benefit, it is 

only proper that the widow becomes the owner of it. (Dbh. 11.1.44, Rocher 2002) 

 

Jī ū        's point is straightforward. Since both the husband and wife are joined in ritual, 

they share the fruits of each other's actions. If the widow performs activities for their ritual 

benefit, then the deceased husband benefits from her good deeds. Conversely, if she cannot 

perform good deeds because she does not have wealth, the deceased may be harmed in his after-

life. Hence, the widow needs to own the property as it is being used for his benefit.  

 Rocher notes that "Mitter used this sentence to show that, even though women cannot be 

of service to the deceased by offering       ,                                                      

                       Jī ū        's basic criterion to determine someone's right to inherit" 

(Rocher 2002, 191).
 68

 However, as I pointed            , Jī ū               M                

may offer      s. But at the same time, the widow is encouraged to spend on her husband's 

ancestral rites as well: 

                                                                               

                                                                 | (Dbh. 11.1.61) 

                                                 

68 Rocher refers to the legal scholar D.N. Mitter here. 
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On the other hand, since they are of service to their husbands by taking good care of their 

own physical needs, they can legitimately use the usufruct for anything suitable for that 

purpose. In the same way they are allowed to dispose of whatever is required to perform 

their husbands' funeral rites and the like. (Dbh.11.1.61, Rocher 2002) 

 

The explicit mention of        , which may be offered without offering     as, is significant 

here. Because of all these aforementioned ways of offering        , it makes sense for the 

widow to inherit first. And here, the deceased's property is being used for rituals done for him by 

his surviving widow.
69

 

The next question is what kind of property and how much of it does the widow get in 

order to provide                                               Jī ū                      

regard: 

                                                  

                                          || [B 26.96] (Dbh.11.1.2) 

                                                           

                                                                                  

                                                                                

                                                                              

                                | (Dbh. 11.1.3) 

  

She gets his property, movable and immovable, gold and base metals, grains, liquids, and 

clothes; in return she shall see to it that his funeral rites be performed every month, every 

six months, and so forth. [B 26.96] (Dbh.11.1.2, Rocher 2002) 

                                                 

69 In regard to Hindu law, Mayne notes the following about alienation of property by the widow: 

 

the Hindu system recognizes two sets of religious acts. One is in connection with the 

actual obsequies of the deceased, and the periodical performance of the obsequial rites 

prescribed in the Hindu religious law, which are considered as essential for the salvation 

of the soul of the deceased. The other relates to acts which, although not essential or 

obligatory, are still pious observances which conduce to the bliss of the deceased's soul... 

The primary religious purposes which a widow is bound to carry out at any expense to 

the estate is the performance of the obsequial rites enjoyed by the religious law. These are 

spiritual necessities. There are other religious benefits procurable for him the securing of 

which is of an optional character. (Mayne 1991, 908) 

 

Though Mayne is concerned about this from the administrative perspective, he points to the 

underlying theory of        . He does not mention the           here. 
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These seven verses suffice to show that any kind and any amount of property, 

immovable, movable, gold, and so forth, that belonged to a husband becomes the 

exclusive property of his widow, even if he has brothers german, paternal uncles, 

daughters' sons, and so on. By adding that, should any of them try to prevent her from 

taking possession o                                                 ,                        

                               , Bṛ                     j                             , 

brothers, and the like are entitled to inherit the deceased man's property while his widow 

is alive and well. (Dbh. 11.1.3, Rocher 2002) 

               ,      Jī ū                                                                

deceased husband's wealth—movable and immovable. He also suggests that she should get the 

entire wealth that belonged to him, and not just a part of it: 

 
                                                                 | (Dbh. 11.1.14) 

 

             ,       ṛ    -Manu means is that the widow shall take possession of her 

husband's entire share. (Dbh. 11.1.14, Rocher 2002) 

 

         ,          ,         g    Jī ū        , is entitled to all types of wealth as well as the 

entire share of her husband's property. 

However, the wealth she inherits from her deceased husband is not like her           

over which she has            g                                                     S       

          g     g                        Jī ū                   : 

                                                                                   | 

(Dbh. 11.1.56) 

na t                                                                             

                                                       | (Dbh. 11.1.57) 

 

Note that the only right the widow has is the usufruct of her husband's property; she may 

not gift, mortgage, or sell it. (Dbh. 11.1.56, Rocher 2002)  

Differently from her female property, however, she may not also gift, mortgage, or sell it 

as she pleases. When the widow dies, the property goes to those who would have been 

entitled to inherit it if she had not been there; i.e., it goes to daughters and so forth. (Dbh. 

11.1.57, Rocher 2002) 

 

Therefore, the widow does not have legal rights to dispose off her deceased husband's property, 

and, after her demise, the property passes back to her husband's heirs. Not only does the widow 
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not have legal powers of alienation, she also has some moral restrictions        g              

                           g                Jī ū               : 

                                        ...a                                          

                                        | (Dbh. 11.1.61) 

 

Even though they may enjoy the usufruct of the property, they may not use it to dress 

themselves with fancy clothes and the like...That is why the Text says "may not detract 

from"; detract here means use it for a purpose that is not useful for the prior owner of the 

property. (Dbh. 11.1.61, Rocher 2002) 

 

         , Jī ū                                                   g                            

husband's property, she may only use it for activities which contribute towards his benefit. She 

may not use it for things which she wishes to do that do not have any benefit for her husband. 

There are a couple of instances when overriding the aforementioned restrictions is 

possible. These situations are the following: 

                                                                            

                  | (Dbh. 11.1.62) 

                                                            | (Dbh. 11.1.66) 

 

That is also why even a mortgage is allowable if it is the only way for her to support 

herself. And if even that is not enough, she may go as far as to sell the property, for the 

rationale is the same in all these cases. (Dbh. 11.1.62, Rocher 2002) 

Note that a widow may gift one quarter of her husband's property to marry off a daughter. 

(Dbh. 11.1.66, Rocher 2002) 

 

In both these cases, the underlying principle for overriding the legal limitations is for her decent 

survival, which in turn enables her to perform the rituals properly and in the end benefits her 

deceased husband. She may also use her husband's property, overriding the restrictions, in order 

to fulfill his duties towards his children, in this case, unmarried daughters. So, overall his 

property is used for his benefit for fulfilling his obligations—that is the rationale underlying 

       . 
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The relationship of the widow to her deceased husband's property is somewhat similar to 

that of a trustee.
70

 Such a relationship charges another person (the trustee), who is not technically 

the owner of the property, with certain duties for another's benefit (beneficiary). The trustee has 

to fulfill those obligations toward the property and the beneficiary. In return, the trustee enjoys 

some form of benefit himself or herself from the owner of the property. In our case here, the 

widow enjoys certain rights to the property. She also uses that wealth to fulfill her religious 

obligations to the owner (her deceased husband). Here, the owner himself may be compared to 

one of the beneficiaries according to the         theory. Of course, other dependents are 

beneficiaries too, but the rationale underlying         is primarily the benefit of the deceased 

owner. Although the trustee has no power to do whatever she wishes with the owner's property, 

she nevertheless, exercises a considerable degree of rights over it. 

4.3.2 Daughters and         

 

In certain contexts, the           prescribes that daughters should succeed to their 

deceased father's property. There are two requirements to a daughter's inheritance of real 

property. First is that the deceased man should be aputra (sonless, grandson-less, and great-

grandson-less). Second, his wife (     ) should also be deceased. The           prescribes: 

                              | (Dbh. 11.2.1) 

 

Failing the deceased man's widow, his daughters are entitled to inherit his property. (Dbh. 

11.2.1, Rocher 2002)  

 

If the first two requirements are met, then there are two further requirements to satisfy before the 

daughter may be considered as heir. They are: 

                                                 

70 I thank Donald Davis for drawing the analogy of the widow with the trustee in a personal 

communication. 
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              —                                                                     

                             || [D 1598]                              |              

                | (Dbh. 11.2.5)  

 

Devala says: Unmarried daughters should be given what is required for their weddings 

out of their father's property; if the father has no appointed daughter, his own, 

legitimately born unmarried daughter gets his inheritance. The "appointed daughter" here 

subsumes the son. "His own" means that she must belong to the same caste as her 

father's. "Legitimately born" means that she must be of the aurasa type. (Dbh. 11.2.5, 

Rocher 2002)  

 

Therefore, the daughter has to be of the father's caste, as well as lawfully born from a wife and 

not a mistress, or a concubine. If the aforementioned requirements hold, and the daughter 

happens to be married, then the husband of the    g                                             

                Jī ū               : 

                   —                                                              

                     || [B 26.132] (Dbh. 11.2.8) 

                                                                   rtham | (Dbh. 

11.2.9) 

 

S    Bṛ       : If she is like him, married to a husband like her, and submissive to her 

husband, she gets her father's property if he dies without male offspring, whether he 

appointed her or not. [B 26.132] (Dbh. 11.2.8, Rocher 2002) 

A daughter "like him" means a daughter who belongs to the same caste as her father. 

"Married to a husband like her" means that her husband should not be of a higher or 

lower caste than hers. (Dbh. 11.2.9, Rocher 2002)   

 
All these conditions have to be satisfied for a daughter to be considered for inheritance.  

Assuming all the aforementioned requirements are met, the question that now arises 

concerns who inherits first if the deceased has multiple daughters? Alternatively, does the 

property get divided             g        g       Jī ū                                        

theory of        , which I come to a little later in this section after discussing the concept of 

       .  

Since we are on the subject of daughters, I discuss the special case of an "appointed 

daughter," before moving on to succession rights of daughters in general. Jolly states that an 
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"appointed daughter" (       ) is someone who is responsible for her aputra father's ancestral 

rites after his death as a result of which she becomes the heir to his property, or who has been 

given in marriage with the condition that her son would perform his maternal grandfather's 

ancestral rites (Jolly 1885, 147). In the          , offering ancestral rites is undoubtedly 

considered to be the highest form of        . The         inherits, because she offers the highest 

form of        . The        's status is similar to that of a full-fledged (aurasa) son. In case of 

inheritance and succession, the status of the         is explained as a se           g     

Jī ū                             status to be the status of sons. Thus, before discussing 

daughters' inheritance rights in general, he clarifies: 

                             | (Dbh. 11.2.5) 

 

The "appointed daughter" here subsumes the son. (Dbh. 11.2.5, Rocher 2002) 

 
The         is discussed separately in the           in connection to partition between 

different kinds of sons. The        's right to inheritance is not discussed with other daughters' 

rights to inheritance. However, it may be important to note that the           undoubtedly 

accords a special status to the        , but she does not figure in the list of types of sons in the 

text. The        's son—the              is placed right after the aurasa son in the list of 

different sons (Dbh. 10.7).  

 Modern scholars have reflected on the issue of a         and the             . Kane says 

that the term              may be interpreted in two different ways: 

The              is of two kinds; (1) a sonless man may appoint his daughter as his son 

(she is then called         and treated as a son); (2) or she may be given to a person in 

marriage with the stipulation 'I give you in marriage this brotherless girl decked with 

ornaments; the son born of her will be my son.' In this case the son born of the daughter 

so given becomes the son of his maternal grandfather. (Kane 1930-62, 3. 647) 
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So, according to Kane, the term              may either imply the appointed daughter herself, or 

the appointed daughter's son.
71

 Davis comments on the legal roles of both the appointed daughter 

and her son, stating: 

A         in the first sense is a good example of a legal fiction, in this case a fictive legal 

persona through which a daughter may engage in rites and legal transactions normally 

reserved for a natural son.  She is treated as if she were a natural son for purposes of law 

and ritual.  Similarly, the              assumes a relationship to his maternal grandfather 

that is created by the law.  Both take responsibility for the important ancestral rites 

(       ) and inheritance (    ) of their sonless father or grandfather. (Davis 

forthcoming) 

 
What is important for our purposes here is that the appointed daughter's legal role is exactly like 

a natural son, but the         is always a female in the          . However, the          , as 

we shall soon see, has a slightly different view of the         than earlier dharma literature. I 

discuss the status of the         in the           later in this section.  

For now, let us keep in mind that if there is a        , her status is like a son though she is 

a daughter. At the moment, it remains unclear whether the        's right to inherit (before she 

has a son) takes effect before the widow's right to inherit, as it technically should if she is like a 

son. Let us now move on to the         the         may provide to her deceased father. In this 

regard, the           states: 

                                                                                       

putrik                             | (Dbh. 11.2.10) 

                                                 

71 Though this does not lie within the scope of this chapter, it may be interesting to note that 

there exists a certain amount of anxiety in Brahmanical texts about marrying a brotherless girl. 

Davis points this out stating: 

 

As early as the Laws of Gautama (28.18-20), however, dharma authors saw a serious 

problem in this institution. If one were to marry the daughter of a sonless man who 

appointed her or her son as his son, then her husband would be left with no heir or 

officiant for the ancestral rites for himself.       g   g             g   “            g   ” 

                               ,                                                       

                 “      -   ”          g                                     , 

forthcoming) 
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Since an appointed daughter is equal to a son on the grounds that her son is of the highest 

service to her father, exactly like a real son, an appointed daughter and a full-fledged son 

have equal rights to inherit their father's property. (Dbh. 11.2.10, Rocher 2002)  

 

Jī ū                                            's son offers the highest         to the 

maternal grandfather, the         is treated exactly like an aurasa son. He further states: 

yata                                                                                 

(Dbh.11.2.15) 

 

The same condition under which a daughter is entitled to inherit her father's property, 

namely, that through her son she offers        to him, also obtains in the case of an 

appointed daughter. (Dbh. 11.2.15, Rocher 2002) 

 

                    Jī ū                 g      g   g               , even though a daughter is 

appointed and given the status of        , she is required to give birth to a son at some point after 

her marriage. He clarifies his position soon, stating: 

                                                                  

                                                                  | (Dbh. 11.2.15) 

 

If an appointed daughter accedes to her father's property at the time of his death, and if 

she later dies without leaving a son, either because she was barren or because her 

husband was impotent, her property does not go to her husband.
72

 (Dbh. 11.2.15, Rocher 

2002) 

If she has no son, then the         does not have the special status in the inheritance and 

succession process of her father. From the textual evidence in the          , it is not clear 

                                                 

72 yat tu manuvacanam — 

                                                                                         || 

[MDh. 9.135] 

                                                                       | (Dbh. 11.2.17) 

 

As for the Manu text:  

Should an appointed daughter die without leaving a son, her husband gets the property without 

fail, [MDh. 9.135] 

that must be taken to pertain to the death not of an appointed daughter who did not have a son, 

but to the death of one who had a son who did not survive her. (Dbh. 11.2.17, Rocher 2002) 
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whether a sonless         inherits her father's property if her wido                     

Jī ū                   birth of a son crucial to the status a         holds, asserting: 

 
                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                      | (Dbh. 10.6) 

 

Note also that, if a properly appointed daughter is widowed without bearing a son or if 

she proves to be barren, she is no longer entitled to inherit any of her father's property. 

Indeed, the reason why a daughter is made an appointed daughter is that her son is to 

perform her father's funeral rites; if she has no son, she is just like any other daughter. 

(Dbh. 10.6, Rocher 2002) 

 

Therefore, it follows that, if a put     does not bear a son, her status is similar to the       .  

Jī ū                                                       is not necessary for a 

daughter to inherit. He says: 

                         — 

                                    t sutam | 

                                                 || [MDh. 9.136] 

                                               | (Dbh. 11.2.20) 

 

Elsewhere the same Sage clearly says: 

When a daughter, whether appointed or not appointed, has a son by a husband of the 

same caste, her father has a son's son who offers        for him and inherits his property. 

[MDh. 9.136] 

This Text explicitly affirms the daughter's son's right to inherit, even if he is the son of a 

daughter who was not appointed. (Dbh. 11.2.20, Rocher 2002) 

 

B        , Jī ū                     g                                                           , and 

she gives birth to a son, a formal appointment as         is not necessary for her to inherit her 

aputra father's property. We already know that formal appointment is not necessary in some 

earlier texts.  

                                                     g     , Jī ū                          

interpretation of the general term        (daughter) in the sense of         (appointed daughter) 

(Rocher 2002, 199). From what we have seen above, there are two points of note in regard to the 
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       . First, that a daughter (with a son, fulfilling all the above conditions) does not need a 

formal appointment in order to be considered as an heir to her aputra                             

                              ,     Jī ū                           . Second, if a daughter was 

appointed as the         and does not bear a son, she loses her         status and is treated as a 

      .                 , Jī ū                                                and        if they 

both have sons. Additionally, the daughter's son is the main person through whom either the 

        or the        provide their aputra father        . If there is no daughter's son, then the 

deceased man does not receive the highest         for which purpose these married daughters 

inherit their father's property. Thus,     Jī ū        ,              is the appointed daughter's 

son and not the appointed daughter herself enjoying the status of a son (as Kane had pointed out 

in his second explanation of the term             , cited earlier). Due to this, the           

mentions the              as a legitimate heir in its list of kinds of sons, and not the        . 

     g                        g        ,      g                        Jī ū                is 

used in a sense very close to a        .
73

  

                                                 

73 The later Bengal texts do not mention         in the discussion of an aputra man's heirs. 

Raghunandana in the            states:  

 

Daughters inherit in the absence of the wife. Here, because the term 'daughters' is in 

plural it implies unmarried and married daughters, as well as daughters' sons.  

 

                                                                      | (DT. 

11.24) 

 

The            refers to the              as one of the twelve kinds of sons a man can have. 

This text, unlike the          , does not embark upon a discussion of the concept of        . 

Raghunandana does not mention the term         at all when he prescribes the inheritance of 

property of a sonless man. Instead, he uses the term        for daughter without explaining 

whether        and         may be used interchangeably. 
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Some scholars also inform that the practice of appointing a         fell into disuse before 

the period of the scholastic commentaries and speculate that legal rights of the daughter who was 

appointed gradually become popular (Sirvya 1913, xvii). Davis states some medieval texts on 

inheritance omitted the concept of         altogether because it was no longer observed in 

practice (Davis, forthcoming). We have seen this omission in the            and 

                  as well. If, as scholars point out, and as is true of the later Bengal texts, 

appointment of the         was no longer practiced, then why does the           discuss the 

       ?           ,       Jī ū                            in which the         occupies a 

significant position to explain various issues related to inheritance, it is important for him to 

address this topic first, ultimately dismissing it later.  

Coming back to the case of multiple daughters, who inherits first? Let us take the         

                                                     g                           Jī ū         

suggests the order of succession in this scenario based on the         theory. In case there are 

more than one daughters, the unmarried daughter inherits first. He says: 

                                          | (Dbh. 11.2.4) 

 

If there are different kinds of daughters, the unmarried daughter inherits her father's 

property first. (Dbh. 11.2.4, Rocher 2002) 

 

Jī ū                                                                                                

when there is no appointed daughter, and that "different kinds of daughters" excludes the        : 

              — 

                                                | 

                                               || [D 1598] (Dbh. 11.2.5) 

 

                                                                                                                                                             

  ī ṛṣ                            also does not explicitly mention the provision of appointing 

a        . He too, like Raghunandana, uses the term        and not         for a daughter, 

without discussing the connotation of the term        (DKS. 1.4.1-2). 
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Devala says: 

Unmarried daughters should be given what is required for their weddings out of their 

father's property; if the father has no appointed daughter, his own, legitimately born 

unmarried daughter gets his inheritance, like a son. [D 1598] (Dbh. 11.2.5, Rocher 2002) 

 

We know that even in a situation upon the death of an aputra father, the widow has a legitimate 

right to disburse wealth for the unmarried daughter's marriage. It is considered as the 

responsibility of the father. 

                  g             g                         , Jī ū                     

        along these lines, stating: 

                                                                         

                 | 

                  — 

                                                               | 

                                                             || [Va 17.71] 

                  — 

                                                                                        

                                                                                

        || [Pai 11]  (Dbh. 11.2.6) 

 

It also makes sense that the unmarried daughter should inherit first, for there are Texts to 

the effect that, should a daughter remain unmarried for lack of resources, she causes her 

father and others to go to hell when she starts menstruating. Indeed, 

    ṣ        : 

Each time an unmarried girl menstruates after she was asked in marriage by a man of 

equal caste, and she herself is willing to be wedded, her father and mother kill a living 

being. Such is the rule of the law. [Va 17.71] 

     ī         : 

A girl should be given in marriage before she develops breasts. If she is unmarried when 

she begins to menstruate, both he who ought to have given her away and he who should 

have taken her go to hell. Her father, his father, and the latter's father are reborn as worms 

in feces. Hence she must be given in marriage before she reaches puberty. [Pai 11] (Dbh. 

11.2.6, Rocher 2002) 

 

    , Jī ū                                            's responsibility to get the daughter married, 

failing which the father (and ancestors) stands a risk of reaching hell, it is only proper that the 

unmarried daughter be married by the time she has the capacity to give birth to children. Having 

laid out what earli                       g     g     , Jī ū               : 
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         vam | (Dbh. 11.2.7) 

 

In conclusion, by being fit to be given in marriage a daughter saves her father and others 

from hell; and, once married, she is also of service to them through her son. For these two 

reasons, property going to her directly benefits its prior owner. It stands to reason, then, 

that, failing his widow, a man's property goes to his unmarried daughter. (Dbh. 11.2.7, 

Rocher 2002) 

 

Jī ū                            g     g                  g    g         g                       

        to her father. The second reason for the unmarried daughter to inherit prior to other 

daughters, is that by getting married (assume all the premises stated at the beginning of this 

section hold) at the right age, she becomes capable to give birth to children, preferably a son. 

This daughter's son would be capable of providing         to his maternal grandfather by 

offering him ancestral rites. Therefore, the         almost doubles for the deceased man and by 

that reasoning the unmarried daughter should inherit first. 

In case the unmarried daughter dies sonless, then, married daughters inherit. We know 

from earlier in our discussion             g                g                  Jī ū            

terms of        . He states: 

                                                                                

                                                                            

                            | (Dbh. 11.2.30) 

 

Note that, if an unmarried daughter inherited and dies after she was married at a later 

time, then, even though she dies after her right to inherit took effect, the property goes 

exclusively to the married daughters and so forth, i.e., to those to whom it would have 

gone had the unmarried daughter died before the right was invested in her. (Dbh. 11.2.30, 

Rocher 2002) 

 

N         Jī ū                                          g                                . It does 

not get divided between the married and unmarried daughters. In case of more than one 

unmarried daughter, it logically follows that the property gets divided among them as both would 
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need to get married to provide         to the father.                              g     ,     , 

           g               Jī ū               : 

                                                             | (Dbh. 11.2.8) 

 

Failing unmarried daughters, the right to inherit belongs to the married daughter who is 

capable of having a son and to the married daughter who has a son. (Dbh. 11.2.8, Rocher 

2002) 
 

The main qualifier for the married daughter to inherit her deceased father's property is that she 

has a son or remains able to have a son. We already know from our earlier discussion      

Jī ū                  suggest sonless, widowed and barren daughters should          B        

           g  ,                   Jī ū           gg                                   g      

inherit jointly.
74

 Here, again the notion of providing the highest         is related to offering 

ancestral rites through the d  g                  g             g                            

             Jī ū               : 

                                                                           

                                                                          

                                                  | (Dbh. 11.2.9) 

 

A daughter "like him" means a daughter who belongs to the same caste as her father. 

"Married to a husband like her" means that her husband should not be of a higher or 

lower caste than hers, because the son of a daughter married above or below her caste is 

barred from performing funeral rites for his maternal grandfather and so forth who belong 

to a lower or higher caste, respectively. A daughter who is married to a man of the same 

caste, on the other hand, is of service to her father through her son. (Dbh. 11.2.9, Rocher 

2002)  

 

However, even though the daughter offers ancestral rites through her son as the medium,  it is 

important to note that the daughter's so                                g                      

                   Jī ū               : 

                                                 

74            Jī ū        's arguments for this in Dbh. 11.2.11-13. 
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                                                   | (Dbh. 11.2.25) 

 

It follows that daughters' sons inherit immediately after, but only after, all daughters. 

(Dbh. 11.2.25, Rocher 2002) 

 

Thus, though according to the         theory, the daughter's son is required for the daughter to 

retain her father's property. However, his significance in the inheritance process does not entitle 

the daughter's son to receive his maternal grandfather's property before his mother who is the 

main link between him and his maternal grandfather. By that reasoning, she inherits before her 

son. 

If married daughters do not have sons, their rights are similar to the widow's right o    

                             Jī ū                                                     g 

daughters, but says the following about daughters in the context of the widow's limited rights: 

                                                                                   

                                       | (Dbh. 11.1.65) 

 

What has been said so far about the widow also holds true for daughters: even though the 

daughter's right to inherit took effect, those who get her father's property after she dies 

are those who would have inherited that property had there been no daughter, not those 

who are entitled to inherit the daughter's own property. (Dbh. 11.1.65, Rocher 2002) 

 

We know that if the daughters do not have sons, then the property goes to the next person in the 

line of succession (here, the deceased man's father). Hence, it follows that the daughters cannot 

do whatever they please with that property, since in case they are sonless the property will not 

remain with them. On the other hand, if they have sons, the property can be labeled as their 

"own" as long as they live—even if their sons die before them. 
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4.3.3 Mothers and         

 

If the aputra man has no widow, no daughter,  daughter's sons, or       ,      

Jī ū                                                    Jī ū              g                     

favor of the mother. He reasons: 

                                                          

                                                                                 

                                             | (Dbh. 11.4.2) 

 

This also makes sense, for it stands to reason that the mother is entitled to inherit prior to 

the brothers of the deceased. Indeed, 

[1] she must of necessity be compensated for having been of service to her son by 

everything she did for him while carrying him in her womb and while nurturing him. 

[2] She is of service to her deceased son by being the person who gave birth to other sons 

who offer      s in which the deceased shares. (Dbh. 11.4.2, Rocher 2002) 

 

Notice that the mother's role in the scheme of                                           

                                        g  Jī ū                               g              

other sons (the deceased's brothers) who would offer                                 ,         

                              g       Jī ū        ,                                             

                     ,                     Jī ū                 does not have a direct 

correlation with         . 

Let us recapitulate the succession of an aputra deceased man in the          . Only the 

relations we discussed in the chapter are presented. If there is an appointed daughter with a son, 

she is considered as a son for inheritance purposes. Therefore, the list presented below does not 

consider a             , and is as follows: 

      →              g     →            g      →    g            →        → 

mother 
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Conclusion 

 
We have seen how Brahmanical scholarship has drawn links between receiving 

inheritance and offering         . Modern scholars have drawn on this connection as well. 

However, we have seen how there is no direct correlation between inheritance and         —at 

best, it may be called a close parallel. Furthermore, scholars have discussed         mainly in 

terms of          . As demonstrated by Rocher, the concept of                Jī ū        's 

original idea, nor is it a regional practice. However, I have attempted to show in this chapter that 

the performance of          is only one of the ways, albeit the most important way, to provide 

                             Jī ū                 does not have a direct correlation with 

         as he explains it by other means as well. 

We observe this best in his understanding of                             g  

Jī ū                                                         , he does not limit their ways of 

offering         to merely         . Jī ū                                        men, 

especially the widow, may provide         as a reason for them to inherit the deceased man's 

property. The position of the widow is most contested in this regard. The          , for instance, 

does not prescribe for the widow to inherit her aputra husband's property if the couple were a 

part of the joint family. However, such is not the case in the          ,     Jī ū          

explains his prescriptions on the basis of the theory of        . He asserts that the widow should 

be entitled to receive her deceased aputra husband's property before anyone else. The control 

over property is undoubtedly more empowering for the widow than being maintained as a 

dependent by other members of her deceased husband's family, even though the widow has 

limited rights over that property.  
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The reasoning underlying why one should inherit before the other (that is, the unmarried 

daughter before the married ones) are all explained in terms of        . Another conclusion that 

we have arrived at in relation to daughte               Jī ū                g                      

                                                                ,                                   

                                    g   , Jī ū                           in terms of     dhas. 

However, his explanations of why the mother should inherit is completely removed from the 

        .     , Jī ū        's         theory is favorable for women, but is slightly random in 

rationale. At times it focuses on         , and at other times on things far removed from 

        . 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 

In this study, we have discussed concepts of inheritance, ownership and property and 

observed how these concepts relate to women in the          . Each chapter has explored a 

particular legal, or theological concept, demonstrating its effects on women's rights to property 

theoretically, within the text. Since conclusions have already been presented at the end of each 

chapter, I do not repeat them here. Instead, I want to do two things here—first, discuss 

Jī ū                    g                                                                 

have influenced, or have been influenced by, the socio-historical culture of Bengal; and second, 

to  conclude this study by stating what I have learnt from my findings and place them within the 

broader field of my research interests.  To do this, I reiterate the key concepts and broad themes 

that we have come across in the course of this study, and show how these may be of interest to 

others in the fields of Law and Religion, Women's Studies, and History.  

There is a more or less accepted view in modern scholarship that among the two popular 

inheritance treatises in pre-modern India, the           and the          , the           is 

"the reformed school" (Rocher 2002, 23). I had touched upon this in chapter one, but had focused 

on Rocher's dating of the           as being contemporaneous to the           there and not 

on why scholars think of Jī ū                      . Here, I do not highlight the divergent 

viewpoints presented in the           and the          , in terms of Jī ū        's so-called 

"opposition" and "rejection" of the           stand as a "reformer," since            

         g               Jī ū      na did not know of the           when he was writing his 

         . Rather, what I intend to bring out, first, is Jī ū        's general attitude to       

                     g                  and, second, his view of women's rights in those texts 

which may have been influenced by socio-historical conditions in Bengal.   
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Whether Jī ū                was a "reformer" in the sense of both the "new" ideas that 

he offered us and his massive impact on later Bengali works on inheritance is something we 

might consider at this point, having gone through his view of things in previous chapters. 

                     Jī ū    hana's approach to legal issues with ot                       

    -                   Jī ū        . Chakravatri says that unlike other authors of his genre, 

who simply compiled what previous authorities had said on a particular topic irrespective of an 

agreement among the texts, Jī ū         "quoted authorities to prove certain conclusions" 

(Chakravarti 1915, 325). Chakravarti is trying to convey to us that Jī ū        's overall 

perspective to scholarship tends focus         g                             g         

                     g                          (especially the difficult ones), even though he 

could not radically depart from the views of the tradition. Anyone who has closely read the 

          is very likely to agree with Chakravarti's statement here. Apart from sensing the 

                      Jī ū        , we should note that he explicitly mentions this objective 

throughout the          , as, for example when he says: 

                                                                        

                              || (Dbh. 15.2) 

 

Please consider this work, composed by Jī ū        , as intended to dispel the 

uncertainties created by the earlier commentators' varying interpretations. (Dbh. 15.2, 

Rocher 2002) 

 

We know that the the need to clarify things in general, is usually based on our own 

understanding of what those things are or "should be," at least from our own differing 

viewpoints. Thus, the broader question here is what are the factors that influence our perspective 

of things. While on one hand, it is true that as students and scholars we learn certain things from 

the scholarly tradition in which we are embedded; but it is equally true on the other hand, that we 

pick up several things from the socio-cultural milieu that we inhabit.                 g       
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     ,                        Jī ū                                                    

                                   g           twelfth-century Bengali society. Thus, r          

Jī ū        's general attitude is the question of why Jī ū                                

certain things and, in our case, the issue of women's legal rights over property? Were social 

conditions in twelfth-        B  g             g Jī ū                       g                    

                                                           ?   

Along these lines of reasoning, Sarkar, commenting on the acceptance of the           

in modern Bengal, says that the text was popular because the rules found in the text resonated 

with the Bengalis' "feelings and sentiments," not because of Jī ū        's sound reasoning. 

Sarkar emphasizes how commentators and nibandha authors often attempted to adjust previous 

authorative rules to their present times "under the garb and disguise of their interpretation" 

(Sarkar 1904, xi). Thus, Sarkar points towards the historical context within which such texts are 

produced. Though the question is pertinent to the issue of women's property rights in Bengal, it 

is a difficult one to answer accurately mainly because of the paucity of other corroborating 

historical evidence from the region        Jī ū        's time.  

Having closely read the          ,                Jī ū                                   

relationships more than anything else. Due to this, his recommendations as we have seen in the 

earlier chapters tends to favor people who are emotionally close to the owner of property. We 

have seen this clearly in chapter four, where he not only places the widow before the deceased's 

brothers, but also the mother before his brothers, asserting rationale which may not be 

convincing. His strong advocacy for the widow to have rights over her deceased husband's entire 

share of inheritance, in the absence of direct male heirs, distinctly highlights his emphasis on the 

close relationship between a married couple over other agnates.                  Jī ū         does 
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not look at women the way Manu did (who had advocated in that women are always dependent 

on some male relation throughout their lives). We have seen in chapter two that women’  

inheritance need not be given      limited to two thousand, as such a thing is unacceptable to the 

educated community. The subordinate treatment of women as found in earlier texts seemed 

insupportable to him. We have seen in chapter three how he supports the idea of technically 

dependent individuals, that is, women, to have complete legal autonomy over their            

Jī ū                                        r to say this, even though a few earlier 

                                                g                      g                g     

of affection by their parents.           appears to be the traditional sources of the idea that  

                                     g                          ,                    , 

                                ’         to gift their daughters immovable property (see chapter 

three).      Jī ū                        g            not only over movable          , but to 

immovable property as well (gifted by parents), is a huge leap within                            , 

which has passed largely unnoticed so far.  

Jī ū    hana does a couple of things in the          , which in my view, are important 

to the overall study of the history of Bengal       , Jī ū                             

                                                       , for our purposes here, he relates these 

earlier prescriptions to women's property rights. There are certain things from earlier texts that he 

cites in favor of positions he wants to support. However, he also cites some opposing viewpoints 

from the earlier materials and refutes them by way of re-interpretations. Jī ū             -

                                                                              g              

                      S     , Jī ū                                                   g       

attitude to make contributions to existing literature, where he wants to clarify things based on his 
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own personal beliefs. Of course, we can also think of his personal beliefs being influenced by his 

environment. N           ,                 Jī ū                                               , 

                     g  ,                      g                                            

             . Thus, in my view, Jī ū                                                      

           g                      , bu       g        -                          g           

                                     g             , with a strong personal conviction, rather an 

agenda, to say what he wanted to say. In this sense, we may think of him as a free-thinker, 

especiall                                  g                      .  

                                        g                                   

             . In the          ,                                    , Jī ū                    

doing so.  Once he                                                 ,                            

                                         well. We know from chapter one that the           

was commented on by several commentators, which shows how much it had resonated with 

o                                         . Not only that, we also know who two separate 

inheritance treatises—the            and the             graha closely mirrored the 

          in almost everything. That the           evoked so much response from its peer-

group is a marker of the text's success in its times.                                ,                

B                           ,               Jī ū        's ideas, which may have something to 

do with changing times and the regional socio-cultural milieu of Bengal.  

Two broad sets of questions come out from this study. The first set of questions is geared 

towards rethinking the legal concept of inheritance, something that is not entirely new in modern 

scholarship; while the second set of questions focuses more on                              

                       , something not entirely novel in modern scholarship either. Even though 
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modern scholars have reflected on these themes earlier, yet, perhaps due to the relative newness 

of women-related research within dharma texts, inheritance and women do not appear to be in 

harmony with each other. My study has been an attempt in this direction; that is, towards 

understanding contested connections between women and inheritance. 

As we already know, the largely accepted position about women within the 

             ,                                             scholarship, is that women are 

         or non-heirs. Perhaps due to such strong Brahmanical prescriptions against women 

owning property found very frequently in the              , scholars investigating women in 

Brahmanical textual traditions paid insufficient attention to women's issues in the realm of 

inheritance and succession. Thus, recent scholars specifically working on women's property and 

inheritance in Brahmanical texts direct their attention to two things in particular when they 

approach questions about women's inheritance. Some focus on discussions about women's rights 

of inheritance over their           (see chapters one and three), while others concentrate on the 

inheritance rights of the         (McGee 2002; Olivelle 2004; Patton 2002; see chapter four). In 

both cases women inherit property from close family members—usually           is inherited 

from a mother, while the         inherits property from her father just like a son. However, 

instances of inheriting property need not necessarily be restricted to these two aforementioned 

options. There are references to rights of inheritance to property in the dharma literature which 

may lie unexplored and are revealed by close textual reading methods as I have attempted to 

show in this study. Thus, we are not left with too many studies based on the theme of women and 

inheritance, although there are Hindu Law texts broadly discussing inheritance which address 

women's issues, while some focus exclusively on women (Banerjee 1984; Mitter 1913). 
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                                                         g                       

                                                     cholarship, though there exist numerous 

Hindu Law texts focusing on inheritance (Colebrooke 1810; Kane 1930-62; Jolly 1885; 

Sarvadhikari 1882; Mayne 1991). The practical purposes of Hindu Law scholarship in colonial 

India dominated scholarly thought in a way that pushed conceptual studies into the background. 

Possibly due to a straightforward understanding of the term inheritance, scholars have not given 

the concept enough attention. In the everyday sense of the term, inheritance appears 

uncomplicated. Thus,                                   g                                      

       ,                               ,               g                                       g 

                  g                         00         g  Jī ū        , I have attempted to do 

so here as well. 

In chapter two, I discussed the concept of      (inheritance) in the          ,       

                    g                                        g                   g              

          Jī ū        ’              of the concept of inheritance as gift-like indirectly 

indicated the time of transfer of property. Jī ū         g               g             to be 

something that is given           g  Jī ū        ’                           g          , it is 

not pu     g                                        9 0-            9               

                                                                                  g     

Jī ū        ’                           g             Jī ū                          n though 

     is gift-like, it is not exactly a gift.                 g                                     

                       Jī ū        ’                         relieves women from tight 

inheritance prescriptions in a few earlier dharma texts                                         

Jī ū        ’               nibandha                                      S ,     g  g     
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                                                                           Jī ū        ’  j         

arrive at accurate conclusions from the literature available, especially if earlier texts contradict 

each other, as they often do. Thus, his reinterpretation of      proves useful for women. There is 

another benefit for women if      is understood as gift-like in nature.       g                     

                          , Jī ū        ’                                            g       g    

of      which is favorable for women theoretically. 

Beyond inheritance, this dissertation also tries to understand other key legal concepts 

within dharma literature that might be of interest to comparative legal studies scholars. Another 

legal concept, that of svatva, spanning concepts of property and ownership, has been given 

sufficient attention in the          . Comparativ    g                   ,                     

            g                 , have discussed and continue to analyze svatva         0 0  

         9  ,  9          9 0-           0 0                  g          ,                  

        g Jī ū        's notion of svatva in detail has been written, though many works take 

note of the          . In short, the current scholarly understanding is that there is co-svatva    

                 svatva is not for a single person to enjoy. However, this is the broader 

understanding of svatva and concentrates mainly on ancestral property within the patriarchal 

joint family structure. Even though scholars consider ancestral property as their standard unit for 

property studies, yet, is not the only kind of property                               .  

Jī ū                                        svatva at length—if scholars were to 

closely read the          ,           ,          ,                                 g    

                          Jī ū             ks up svatva in several parts which play out at 

different stages in a person's life, addressing key conceptual questions such as: how does death 

contribute towards svatva and the role of partition in svatva                     Jī ū          
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brings out is that there are degrees of svatva. He understands svatva in terms of degrees of legal 

rights. For him, the strongest kind of svatva is when a person has the power of alienation over 

that particular property. This power cannot be achieved over ancestral property in general—it 

only applies to property one has acquired on his          , Jī ū                              

complex notion of svatva in a more systematic way. He does not limit himself to glossing certain 

earlier terms; instead, he often delves into underlying philosophical principles of svatva.  

M    g                          , Jī ū                            . This is where his 

notion of svatva in terms of legal rights comes into play. What does it mean for a woman to have 

         ? A strong degree of svatva                                             Jī ū         

advocates for the owner of           to have this power over her          . Usually, scholarly 

discussions about                                                          f rights. Possibly, the 

assumption is that this kind of property is under the woman's control. However, it is important to 

note that Jī ū        's understanding of                                               

        g                              on has avoided, except for a particular kind of           

called the          . Legal rights of alienation over the main type of property associated with 

women (that is, their          ) grants women "agency" in theory, especially if we consider 

status of       g                                                       , Jī ū        's 

understanding of           makes women legally autonomous at least in respect to their 

         . 

                 g                                             Jī ū                     

length, he offers something that might interest religious studies scholars. Thus far, religious 

studies scholars studying Hinduism have focused exclusively on spiritual benefit being offered 

through the performance of          (ancestral rites). As we already know, these ancestral rites 
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are typically offered to deceased ancestors by surviving male family members—the son, 

grandson and such. As we already know, Brahmanical theological principles underlying 

         are that deceased ancestors are benefited in their afterlives through homage paid by 

surviving descendants (preferably male). This is the accepted paradigm in religious studies 

focusing on Hindu death rituals. 

       , Jī ū                                       g         to the deceased beyond 

the paradigm of           Jī ū        ’                     or spiritual benefit, that he 

strongly advocates in the          , incorporates women within the model of offering spiritual 

benefit. He states that widows, by living chaste lives, for instance, may also offer         to 

their deceased husbands, which will benefit the husbands in their afterlives. Dharma texts 

composed earlier than the           also advocate similar things like chastity for the widow, 

but those t       gg                                                                         

                      , Jī ū                                          g                            

                                              , Jī ū        's understanding of         as 

something not restricted to the          is an unexplored area in modern scholarship on 

Hinduism towards which this study makes a small contribution. I have addressed         and 

the way it applies to women's inheritance in detail in chapter four. 

Women's studies scholars may find this study helpful in terms of discovering more 

textual spaces to explore women's questions beyond ritual texts within the dharma tradition. The 

          belongs to the nibandha genre of Brahmanical scholastic texts which provides 

comprehensive accounts of available dharma                                         ,            

                                                                           -dominated spaces 

in which women have a marginal position. This study revisits at that assumption and poses 
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questions that have not been given much attention in textual studies on women in our field. The 

questions are simple: Can we look beyond the institutions of           and         when we 

approach women's issues in dharma texts? Is it possible to conceive that widows and daughters 

may have a share in their deceased husband's and father's property, even though their rights may 

not always be equivalent to the legal rights sons have? In other words, can we rethink questions 

on women's inheritance in Brahmanical texts? The answer to the above questions is yes, at least 

in the context of the          .                                        g                

                                               using on women.  

                                                                                    

                                          -                          . Women's studies 

scholars have adopted Jamison's method of reading between the lines to unravel women's 

positions within dharma textual traditions, but the inheritance area has been neglected. With this 

study, I have directly addressed the question of women's rights to property during inheritance 

and partition. I have illustrated in the                                  g             g     

            Jī ū        's                                                                

                                      ,                              N   ,               g      

Jī ū    hana was pro-women—there is no textual evidence suggesting that conclusion. Rather, 

some of his ideas are theoretically beneficially for women.  

                                 Jī ū                                                

deceased husband's pro     ,                     , g             g    -g          Jī ū         

prefers the widow to inherit, even though the deceased may have brothers of his own. Here, one 

may argue that the space provided for women during inheritance and succession in the 

         , is not reflective of any significant position at all, due to two reasons. First, women 
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heirs figure in succession only in the absence of direct male heirs and second, they only control 

the inherited property during the course of their lives and do not have much power to alienate it.  

I agree partly to that objection. Nevertheless, control of real property, in my view, is 

theoretically empowering to whomever controls it. This option in my opinion, outweighs the 

other option that some dharma texts usually present—that is, the widow should be maintained as 

a dependent by the deceased husband's male relative who inherits his property. That the widow 

should inherit is nothing new in the dharma literature—some texts advocate it while others don't 

and he                                             Jī ū        's thesis is how he justifies his 

preference of the widow inheriting the property with his         theory. Thus, his advocacy is a 

more compelling one since he backs his argument with theological               B           

    g     Jī ū                        g                        g                       .  

In the                         g    , Jī ū           gg                    g        

fourth (that is, a quarter) of her husband's property towards the daughter's       g             

               Jī ū                              , discussing brothers' inheritance of their father's 

property, also advocates for brothers to give a quarter from their inherited shares (originally, the 

father's property) for the marriages of unmarried sisters. However, unlike the brothers legal right 

to their father's property, daughters do not have legal entitlement to their father's property in the 

presence of sons.  

I want to draw a parallel between the situation where either the widow or sons give a 

quarter of the property for marriages of daughters and the general case of inheritance. I borrow 

this idea from Goody. Goody says that if someone receives a dowry during the father's life, then 

they do not receive inheritance after his death (Goody 1976). Dowry is property that a woman 

brings to her husband in marriage. I want to elaborate on Goody's thesis for clarity here. If a 
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father has property which he wishes to leave for his children, he has the option of transferring it 

during his lifetime, or leaving the property to naturally devolve after his death. We already know 

that devolution of property after death in general is understood as inheritance. The related 

question which we have addressed is whether we can consider lifetime property transfers as 

inheritance? The answer is yes, as I have demonstrated in chapter two. Thus, the gifts and wealth 

a father gives to his daughter at the time of her marriage comes out of his property. If property 

set aside for marriage is considered "dowry" (which is a separate question altogether and I do not 

want to delve into this here), then we can possibly rethink of property transfers for the purposes 

of marriage as something similar, if not exactly equivalent, to inheritance. Tambiah has a similar 

understanding of dowry as inheritance in the context of South Asia (Tambiah 1973).  

Thus, can women be relooked at in the Brahmanical inheritance and succession system 

using a different approach of rethinking inheritance? Even t   g                                

                      -              g           ,                                     -  g   

                                                     g                                      

                            rhetoric, we may possibly be able to rethink the contested realm 

of women and property in the Brahmanical scholastic literature. In           ,        

                 Jī ū        , through his interpretations of the key concepts of     , svatva 

and up     , makes the conceptual position more                                            

             . 
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